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HOW MALE TECHNOLOGY LEADERS NAVIGATE INCLUSION AND DIVERSITY 
EXPECTATIONS USING A PARADOXICAL LEADERSHIP FRAMEWORK 
Lori Ann Hofmann 
Graduate School of Leadership and Change 
Yellow Springs, OH 
Male technology leaders have faced mounting expectations regarding topics related to inclusion, 
diversity, and equity (IDE). The impact of COVID-19, events exposing racial injustice, as well 
as political discord in the US have increased sensitivities to when and how leaders should 
respond to this highly charged arena. This study seeks to understand more about male leaders’ 
experiences of navigating the tensions and expectations that often accompany enacting IDE 
practices. Leaders that have experience in leading technology organizations as well as a 
background in technology or product development participated in interviews exploring various 
aspects of their experience with IDE topics. The interviewed leaders shared diverse experiences 
about vulnerability, privilege, making mistakes and taking risks. Often their experience 
highlighted paradoxes or situations where there was tension between what they were being asked 
to do and what they felt they should do. The most apparent paradoxes in my interviews had to do 
with (a) caring for others and revenue generation, (b) challenging and supporting, and (c) being 
self-centered and being other-centered. The experiences of those interviewed revealed three 
different approaches taken by leaders in response to IDE initiatives, represented in my study by 
three different “personas.”  Having a strong level of intent toward and impact on IDE defined the 
first group, while a moderate level of intent and limited impact involving IDE were associated 
with the second group. The last group had little to no intent and impact concerning IDE topics 
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and practices. The leader’s characteristics for each persona are defined, including how that leader 
would need support and what their reaction to crucial paradoxes might be. The construct of 
personas can provide leaders with clarity regarding behaviors for supporting IDE and training 
ideas they can request for themselves or for their companies; it can also help leaders recognize 
the importance of reflection and action regarding various paradoxes that are explained in this 
work. This dissertation is available in open access at AURA, (https://aura.antioch.edu) and 
OhioLINK ETD Center, (https://etd.ohiolink.edu).  
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Chapter I: Overview 
Within 2020 and into 2021 the world has shared changes that have impacted the social, 
economic, political, and cultural arenas at levels that are fairly extreme. For some leaders, these 
changes have created demands for leadership to respond in new ways. Jules and Good (2014) 
stated, “Modern organizations and the individuals who manage within them must operate in an 
increasingly volatile, uncertain, and ambiguous business environment” (p. 123). This statement 
was undoubtedly evident during 2020 and 2021, not only within organizations but also for many 
individuals impacted by concerns regarding health, privilege, job status and security, and the 
continued stress of the unknown. The very context of how people around the globe live their 
lives has been affected to some extent. The evolving nature of the world has also created 
uncertainty for leaders, many of whom have felt increased pressure to develop a global 
perspective, become more inclusive, and incorporate greater diversity within their organizations. 
 Witnessing events, including the beginning of the COVID-19 crisis, protests of police 
brutality in the United States, and redundancies within my organization, leaders have been 
required to respond with compassion, understanding, and actions that support employees. Within 
the technology sector, calls for advocating for diversity within organizations, recognizing 
historical dates significant to underrepresented groups, and removing offensive language, such as 
“master” and “slave,” have left many leaders confused about their role and responsibility in the 
changes to support inclusion, diversity, and equity (IDE). Anicha et al. (2020) highlighted that 
the COVID-19 pandemic is “shining a light on the wickedly disproportionate consequences of 
discrimination for socially marginalized peoples” (p. 1). The pandemic has catalyzed the raising 
of expectations of a different approach from leaders. 
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In the past, leadership situations were seen as volatile, uncertain, complex, and 
ambiguous (VUCA). Bennett and Lemoine (2014) have described “four distinct types of 
challenges that demand four distant types of responses” (p. 27). 
• Volatility: The challenge is unexpected or unstable and may be of unknown 
duration but is not necessarily hard to understand; knowledge concerning it is 
often available. 
• Uncertainty: Despite a lack of additional information, what is known is the 
event’s primary cause and effect. Change is possible but not inevitable. 
• Complexity: The situation has many interconnected parts and variables. Some 
information is available, but its volume or nature can be overwhelming to 
process. 
• Ambiguity: Causal relationships are unclear; no precedents exist, resulting in 
“unknown unknowns.” (p. 27) 
 
The COVID-19 pandemic, racial and political tension, and ensuring continued business 
operation have combined to cause a situation comprising elements of each of these 
characteristics. Before the COVID-19 pandemic, leaders dealt with maintaining connections 
among teams in multiple locations, abiding by laws, making decisions, and facilitating 
knowledge-sharing (Bennett & Lemoine, 2014, p. 27). Natural disasters and significant global 
events introduced the constant threat of volatility that leaders managed as part of business-as-
usual. The convergence of key elements from each of these dynamics has created a challenging 
environment for leaders who also face increasing expectations concerning IDE. This situation 
has provided the context for this investigation into male leaders’ experiences of enacting IDE 
practices. 
This chapter reviews the research problem, the purpose of this study, the conceptual 
framework, and paradoxes that leaders face when trying to attend to competing demands; then, it 
summarizes the methodology used to conduct my research. In addition, I explain the study’s 
limitations and scope, as well as a discussion of my positionality as a researcher before 
presenting a chapter summary. 
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Problems and Consequences 
I have worked for technology companies for 12 years. During that time, I have watched 
several male leaders promote IDE with seemingly practiced ease, while others have only done so 
with greater difficulty. With the intensity of change in 2020, caused by the emergence of 
COVID-19 in the US and increased racial tension, prompted by the murder of George Floyd and 
Breonna Taylor, among many others, I was curious to discover how male leaders in technology 
have experienced expectations concerning IDE. From my perspective, these expectations for 
male leaders seemed to be evolving. 
In my experiences of working with leaders in the technology sector, participation in IDE 
has been optional. In the past, there was less of a focus on people skills and an increased focus 
on problem-solving, creating a challenging culture when mistakes were made. Recently, 
organizations have recognized the need to focus on IDE. A weblog by a content marketing 
manager at LinkedIn reported that as conversations regarding systemic racism and police 
brutality grew throughout 2020, organizations experienced a “new urgency—and attention—to 
the ways they promote diversity, equity, inclusion, and belonging” (Lewis, 2020). The 
McKinsey report on “Women in the Workplace 2020” described women, particularly women of 
color, as negatively impacted financially and with decreases in opportunities because of the 
pandemic, McKinsey also reported that:  
if companies make significant investments in building a more flexible and empathetic 
workplace—and there are signs that this is starting to happen—they can retain the 
employees most affected by today’s crises and nurture a culture in which women have 
equal opportunity to achieve their potential over the long term. (Coury et al., 2020) 
 
Mounting pressure on organizations to recover from the impact of COVID-19 and other highly 
charged events has demanded that leaders address IDE within their workplaces. In the past, 
leaders would often assign someone from a marginalized group to advocate for IDE. In my 
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experience, such an advocate was typically someone who had a personal interest in making a 
change or appeared to be passionate about the associated topics. The role was often not 
recognized as requiring a specialized skill or knowledge set. Organizational leaders simply relied 
upon an advocate to advise them what to do, how to act, and how to facilitate programs that 
would support IDE. Therefore, organizational leaders adopted a more passive role concerning 
these topics. This situation has changed as leaders must now embed IDE practices in all aspects 
of work life within the current climate. For leaders, participation in IDE practices is no longer 
optional. 
More and more communities are expecting organizations to make significant changes to 
be more inclusive, increase diversity, and create equity in the systems. Many leaders are starting 
to feel pressure from the expectations regarding IDE. Male leaders in my organization, who have 
been privileged to remain somewhat removed from these discussions, have seemingly struggled 
to engage. In my experience as an internal coach and consultant, I have observed that male 
leaders often cannot define the conflicts they are experiencing, the barriers they face in 
transforming their actions, and the support they need to become allies more effectively for 
others. 
For male leaders in technology, expectations regarding IDE coexist with expectations 
about being male, the definition of leadership overall, and requirements for working in 
technology. While examining the experience of male leaders, it was essential to recognize the 
environment in which they work. Figure 1 provides a diagram of several vital elements that 
influence how male leaders in technology think, believe, value, and see their place in the world. 
The top of the diagram represents the experiences and paradoxes of male leaders that have been 
charged with enacting IDE practices. Below, their experience makes up a section illustrating the 
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broader ideals of IDE that undergird belonging and uniqueness. Male leaders are potentially 
influenced by identifying as male, which involves expectations for their behavior. Technology 
organizations within the United States tend to be male dominated. In addition, the diagram 
acknowledges how the national culture of the US influences leadership, which typically includes 
the use of certain male characteristics. Male leaders are expected to carry the weight of the 
normalized concepts of leadership, the cultural expectations they have been brought up in, the 
male dominated culture of technology, and expectations about being male, and at the same time 
create space for being open to creating an inclusive, diverse and equitable environment. Often 
IDE are challenging because there are potential biases introduced at each context, they live in. 
The following section highlights the nature of leadership its relationship to being male. In 
Chapter 2, an exploration of the influences found in Figure 1 is conducted. 
Figure 1 





Relationship between Leadership and Maleness 
There is a strong relationship with being maleness and leadership. There are attributes 
around leadership that men often benefit from due to their perceived place in the world. Schein et 
al. (1996) found convincing evidence that “the view of women as less likely than men to possess 
requisite management characteristics is a commonly held belief among male management 
students worldwide” (p. 39). This generally held assumption that male leaders are more talented 
or better suited for leadership positions may constitute a starting point for examining the 
difficulties male leaders face when enacting IDE. On the one hand, they work to create 
opportunities for women and other marginalized individuals. On the other hand, they may 
believe that the qualities and attributes of men are superior to those of women. 
This assumption is apparent in some male leaders’ comments that an organization may 
have to “lower the bar” to recruit diverse talent because the bar represents male engineers. The 
assumption is that other identities would enter the organization with deficits, having fewer skills 
or less knowledge. This tendency is particularly exacerbated in technology-based organizations. 
Prasad (2018) explains how male leaders could gain a view such as needing to “lower the bar” 
for anyone that doesn’t look or sound like themselves. Prasad (2018) remarked that technology 
organizations “embody the patriarchal tradition even while they pose as ‘modern’ and 
progressive organizations” (p. 191). Not only is the environment in technology organizations 
often patriarchal, so are the valued attributes. Prasad (2018) further commented that because of 
this culture, technology organizations “essentialize certain qualities as male (e.g., mental 
toughness, capacity for objectivity), whether or not these are always found in men” (p. 191). 




Since male leaders set policies, strategies, and hiring criteria for their organizations, 
gender-related assumptions can restrict diverse identities and potentially enable men to succeed 
with less resistance or barriers. It is evident from many male leaders’ experiences that they have 
limited reason to question the validity of claims that they are better leaders. The assumption that 
men are better leaders implies that male leaders may potentially lead out of a sense of 
superiority, which contradicts the principles of IDE. The following studies provide a basic 
understanding of the alignment between male leaders and male characteristics. The supporting 
links between being male and being a leader are illustrated in a study from Koenig et al. (2011), 
who conducted a meta-analysis that included Schein’s 1973 think manager-think male paradigm, 
Power and Butterfield’s 1979 agency-communication paradigm, and masculinity-femininity 
paradigm (p. 624). These all demonstrated that “stereotypes of leaders are quite similar to men 
but not very similar to women, as more agentic than communal, and as more masculine than 
feminine” (Koenig et al., 2011, p. 634). Using the “think manager-think male” paradigm, 
Morgenroth et al. (2021) investigated the fatherhood advantage and the motherhood penalty. 
They discovered that “mothers were still seen as less similar to leaders than fathers, indicating 
that the gender penalty affects mothers as much as it does women whose parenthood status is 
unknown” (Morgenroth et al., 2021, p. 245). These studies indicate that “men fit cultural 
constructs of leadership better than women do and thus have better access to leadership roles and 
face few challenges in becoming successful in them” (Koenig et al., 2011, p. 637). For male 
leaders, these views of leadership provide them with the benefits of power and prestige and 
“pose a problem for women” (Koenig et al., 2011, p. 637). For male leaders enacting IDE 
practices, it is thus vital to observe how such views influence the context in which they view 
their own leadership positions. 
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It is essential to recognize the potential impact of the positioning of males in leadership 
and technology since there is power associated with these roles. Hunt and Hunt (2020) stated, 
“There is a wielder of power, and there is a yielder to power, and any given social relationship 
must feature both parties in balance for there to be any positive and lasting effect” (p. 20). When 
considering IDE topics, it is important to remember men often wield power within technology 
organizations. Those who typically yield to power are women and other marginalized 
individuals. Understanding this current dynamic makes it imperative that men participate in 
changing these systems. Therefore, what defines a successful male tends to become the standard 
for excellence and leadership. In conjunction with the definition of successful leadership, the 
underlying expectation for male leaders is that anyone who looks like them is inherently a leader, 
and everyone else must earn the position. 
Current organizational systems often appear to be built to reserve or retain male power. 
Hunt and Hunt (2020) refer to this dynamic as a paradox of power, which occurs “when a person 
or organization exercises authority in a way that reduces the potential of the group as a whole” 
(Hunt & Hunt, 2020, p. 19). Male leaders often derive power from privilege, both earned and 
unearned. The recognition that power accompanies positions is significant because male leaders 
must challenge the system to retain control for one group while realizing everyone’s potential, 
depending on who sets the expectations. An expectation to focus on IDE can ultimately provide 
opportunities for everyone in a system that appears to be trying to maintain male power. 
An organization’s expectations regarding IDE often mean that leaders must change how 
they see themselves and how they operate. The behavior that has enabled them to earn their 
position within the organization is not the behavior required to address ambiguity, advocate for 
others, and possess a deeper understanding of those with different experiences. Many male 
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leaders have never had to consider anything other than male expectations for defining excellence. 
Collinson and Hearn (1996a) stated that the 
processes and consequences of men’s historical and contemporary domination of 
management have received little scrutiny. There has been a strange silence, which we 
believe reflects an embedded and taken-for-granted association, even conflation, of men 
with organizational power, authority, and prestige. (p. 1) 
 
Such a conflation makes it challenging to consider men as a changeable part of the system 
instead of the system's core. 
This section has established the context in which male technology leaders experience 
expectations concerning the enactment of IDE. A further question arising from this context is 
whether or not male leaders recognize or acknowledge the paradoxes related to acting in ways 
that support IDE. As depicted in Figure 1.1, the contextual layers for male leadership include 
expectations regarding IDE, being male, working in technology, being employed by a company 
headquartered in the US, and the relationship between leadership and masculinity. The contexts 
discussed in Figure 1 set the stage for the various areas where a male technology leader may feel 
like he must choose to act in opposition of the expectations that come from the below the line 
aspects of being a male leader and enacting IDE practices. The following section introduces the 
study’s purpose and research questions. 
Purpose of the Study and Research Questions 
For over ten years, I have worked with male leaders in technology organizations and 
watched them navigate shifting expectations regarding leadership. These male leaders often try 
to reconcile their knowledge that the skills and abilities needed to rise within the organization 
may no longer serve them as leaders. With the global shift in dynamics and expectations, they 
often may not understand what actions they should take as leaders. A greater understanding of 
male leaders’ experiences can enable organizations to design process, system, and training 
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improvements that can allow male leaders to better address the paradoxes they now encounter. 
To explore this area, I have used the paradoxical leadership framework as both a guide and a 
subject of inquiry (Lewis, 2000, p. 765). This framework has helped me make sense of male 
leaders’ experiences, as they process the new expectations for enacting IDE practices while 
meeting changing demands amid the COVID-19 pandemic, political unrest, and racial tensions. 
Over the past few years, I have coached technology leaders in inclusive practices and 
becoming allies. For some leaders, becoming aware of the paradoxes surrounding them can serve 
as a catalyst for change. For instance, one male technology leader was unaware that using 
individuals’ preferred pronouns could impact their and others’ feelings of inclusion. It was a 
surprise for the leader to discover that employees who used the pronouns “they,” “them,” and 
“theirs” feared discrimination and limited career advancement within our organization. Prior to 
the training, he had not needed to acknowledge the use of pronouns. During the training, 
however, he realized that the use of pronouns could be life-altering for others. The leader 
assumed that any person who had the requisite skills, knowledge, and experience to perform the 
job would obtain the role. Since attending the training, he has become a vocal ally for others and 
has initiated a journey of learning more about diverse identities and social issues. 
During training and coaching, male technology leaders often recognize their individual 
experiences, such as: (a) their privileged education and experience as males in the United States, 
(b) the expectation that they can use their privilege to change others’ experiences, and (c) the 
understanding that not everyone shares their experience of being a male in the United States. Not 
all leaders recognize the underlying dynamic as a paradox, acknowledging that they have male 
privilege but not necessarily recognizing the need to advocate for others. Male leaders often 
identify with one side of the paradox rather than recognizing both sides. For example, from their 
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experience, they may believe that only hard work is needed to succeed. Purvanova and Kendra 
(2018) described this inability to see the complete paradox as being selective in addressing 
tensions by holding that only “either-or” tensions can be true (p. 752). Purvanova and Kendra 
(2018) provide two additional descriptions of dealing with paradoxes: synergistic (holding that 
“both-and” tensions can be true) and stagnant (avoiding tensions altogether) both are ways for 
approaching paradoxes (p. 752). One of my interests in this study is discovering which of these 
approaches male leaders adopt when working through paradoxes concerning IDE practices. 
Having worked with male technology leaders for several years, I have observed that 
many are often stereotyped as introverts who lack soft skills. Although I have discovered that 
these male leaders do not willfully intend to ignore the feelings and needs of others, they often 
exhibit a lack of understanding and empathy. There are undoubtedly male leaders who are highly 
skilled at being inclusive. However, there has been little attention paid to expectations for male 
leaders to develop the IDE skills for the leaders I have worked with in the past at various 
organizations. This study focuses on male leaders who work for high-level technology 
organizations and are responsible for technology design, development, or implementation. One 
way to help them more effectively address topics in the IDE sphere might be understanding how 
they approach paradoxes as well as expectations associated with being a male leader in 
technology. 
Thus, the following research questions have guided this study: 
Research Question: How do male technology leaders navigate expectations for actively 




• What types of experience or training do male leaders believe would help them start or 
continue to enact inclusion, diversity, and equity practices? 
• What paradoxes emerge when male leaders are asked to lead differently to promote 
inclusion, diversity, and equity practices? 
• Which approach do male leaders take to address tension in the paradoxes of their 
position: synergy between both sides of the tension, an either-or view, or stagnant 
avoidance? 
In the next section, the concept of paradoxes is explored, as I consider if understanding 
the extent to which male leaders recognize and work with paradoxes can provide an indication of 
how they handle the paradoxes they encounter.  
Paradoxes  
While supporting leaders during the COVID-19 pandemic, I observed leaders that were 
presented with several paradoxes to address: whether they should focus on today and tomorrow, 
whether they should focus on delivery today and design a strategy for tomorrow, or merely focus 
on today and ignore tomorrow. These seemingly conflicting ideas of working together, picking 
one side or another, or missing such a relationship altogether caused me to wonder how and 
when male leaders recognize the paradoxes around them. During this time, I observed leaders 
choose actions that helped the business on that same day but could negatively impact the 
company over the long term. Leaders faced the difficult decision of reducing the workforce for 
the business to continue to recover from COVID-19, while risking a loss of knowledge with each 
successive reduction in staff. Compounding the situation was that during the onset of COVID-
19, our company was transforming its organizational structure. There was a strong emphasis on 
focusing on the business’s future and building the necessary infrastructure. 
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In an ideal situation, leaders would be able to focus on today and plan for tomorrow. 
However, leaders are often unable to create synergy between the various tensions they 
experience. Some have described feeling exhausted as a result of caring for their staff while 
optimizing business results. At this time, they needed to develop new strategies, organizations, 
and organizational charts for the transformation of the business, while making individuals and 
teams redundant. In addition, they were required to work without employing additional staff and 
had to focus on the delivery of work, even while attrition was high. Leaders currently face 
compounding issues that underlie considerations for acting inclusively and as allies. Leaders do 
not always understand such complexities well since they often perceive the world through their 
own experiences. My team has interviewed employees worldwide, as the team has been working 
on employee engagement, as well as IDE for the past three years. Some of our findings concern 
the complexities that technology leaders encounter today, including how to lead on a global 
basis. For example, since the headquarters for our organization is in the US, teams based in 
offices outside the US often struggle to adopt working methods expected of employees in US-
based companies. They may have to abandon some of their cultural beliefs, resulting in “a tug-
of-war around isolation and flexibility” (Purvanova & Kenda, 2018, p. 763). The current 
emphasis is on finding working practices that enable such individuals to maintain their identity 
and feel that they belong to a larger team. Leaders working out of the company’s headquarters 
often feel it is the employee’s responsibility to adapt, rather than their role to be inclusive. 
These types of paradoxes, arising from individuals’ attempts to perform their jobs on a 
daily basis, provoked my interest in determining whether male leaders initially experienced 
paradoxes concerning IDE, and if they did, whether they would recognize them as paradoxes. 
This section provides an overview of what paradoxes are and why they are essential for IDE. In 
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Chapter 2, an exploration of paradoxes with leadership is conducted. Paradoxes consist of 
interdependent pairs that may be referred to differently in the literature. Johnson (2020) refers to 
them as polarities; “they are also called paradoxes, dilemmas, tensions or positive opposites” (p. 
6). Lewis (2000) explained that the either-or polarities of paradoxical tensions may indicate two 
sides of the same situation; if leaders advocate for others, they also present themselves 
positively. 
The challenge for leaders is to recognize the power of these tensions and work toward 
acknowledging and balancing the polarities. In the scenarios described above, for example, 
leaders must consider how to structure their teams so that their organization meets the current 
demands while also making preparations for the future. Furthermore, they must find ways to 
enable their teams to achieve, while also proving their own value. Regarding IDE practices, the 
tension between proving leaders’ worth and acting on behalf of others may become problematic. 
The requirement for leaders to actively participate in creating inclusive environments through 
their words and actions can create tension between the behaviors they believe are necessary to 
run a successful business and being inclusive. Leaders often fail to determine how to achieve 
strong business results through behaviors that drive inclusion. They often feel that they can only 
focus on one or the other, not recognizing there is an avenue of action that could help the 
business grow and also increase IDE within the organization.  
The technological organization in which I work has historically focused on achieving 
business aims over considering people-related issues. The impact of focusing only on business 
results is that employees often? work long hours, ignoring their families, health, and personal 
well-being. In such a business-first model, it was rare to hear a leader discuss mental health as a 
concern for their employees. The impacts of COVID-19, as well as the additional major social 
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issues that have come to the forefront during 2020, have provided an impetus for understanding 
workers’ individual needs worldwide, ensuring their safety, managing their mental health, and 
providing care as part of running the business day-to-day. 
This was the first time that many leaders became concerned with how their employees 
were managing their home lives. Using virtual technology, leaders have now entered into their 
coworkers’ homes, discussed mental health and provided resources to help their teams manage 
ongoing stress and uncertainty. One possible outcome of these circumstances is that managers 
and leaders caring about their employees’ lives may become an expectation of leadership. If that 
is the case, when businesses resume growth, there will be tension between the drive for business 
expansion at any cost and taking the time to care for employees. Even in industries where 
COVID-19 has caused significant growth in a company’s bottom line, the need to consider 
employees’ well-being as well as take care of everything at home has become a strong focus. 
Through recent events, employees who had felt historically underrepresented and ignored 
expected leaders to become allies or advocates for employees. For leaders, this has created 
tension between trusting what they believe has worked in the past and having less confidence in 
adopting new behaviors. It has not been uncommon for leaders to face such conflicts during 
these changing times. Tensions regarding existing and new leadership expectations have 
presented leaders with paradoxes or elements that are “contradictory yet interrelated elements 
that exist simultaneously and persist over time” (Smith & Lewis, 2011, p. 382). Historical ways 
of leading have shifted to require leaders to adopt new skills that may feel contradictory. For 
male technology leaders working in global organizations, paradox management presents an 
opportunity to “harness the power of the paradox by synergizing the opposing poles of 
paradoxical tensions” (Purvanova & Kenda, 2018, p. 762). For example, when a leader considers 
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global workers’ needs and focuses on optimizing business results at the same time, such 
combined energy can provide positive outcomes for both potential tension elements. For male 
leaders, the notion of creating an inclusive environment may involve tension between what is 
comfortable or familiar and future uncertainty (Lewis, 2000, p. 766). In Chapter 2, I explore the 
tensions regarding how men enact leadership and the influence of IDE expectations. The 
following section explains the conceptual model of paradoxical leadership related to IDE 
expectations and practices. 
Conceptual Framework 
The concept of paradoxical leadership has provided the theoretical underpinnings for my 
study. Paradoxical leadership recognizes that there are two opposites or contradictory elements 
that can work together to create energy at the core. While it is possible for a leader to utilize only 
one element or ignore the interaction of the elements, leaders benefit when they can find an 
optimal way to manage both elements. In leadership, this situation occurs when leaders act using 
a both-and rather than an either-or approach (Waldman & Bowen, 2016, p. 316). It is often a 
challenge for leaders to hold space for considering both elements of a paradox due to the speed 
of which they are required to make decisions and react to the business environment. Waldman 
and Bowen (2016) have stated, “Paradoxes are commonplace in everyday life, and they are 
becoming more relevant to organizations and effective leader behavior” (p. 316).  Leaders often 
don’t even recognize the paradoxes, and when they are able to hold the space for the paradox it 
expands their ability to processes multiple solutions and opportunities. This study examined how 
to apply the paradoxical framework to tensions experienced by male leaders in technology when 
enacting inclusive practices, including allyship. 
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There are many ways to illustrate paradoxes. For this study, Chen’s (2002) yin and yang 
approach was selected because it shows the paradoxes as one unit. Chen’s (2002) approach to 
presenting paradoxes as yin and yang elements acknowledges competing tensions and the need 
to balance them within the paradoxes. The use of a paradoxical framework highlights that 
“organizations are rife with paradoxes, [and] leaders are often required to manage more than a 
single paradox at a time” (Pearce et al., 2019, p. 31). For example, leaders can simultaneously 
feel the need to choose between business-like behavior and caring for their employees. The 
Western approach is typically analytical and focuses on only one element of leadership without 
acknowledging different ways of being a leader (Chen, 2002, p. 179). In the above example, a 
Western leader may only focus on achieving business results and not caring for employees. Chen 
(2002) describes leaders who can attend to both business results and caring for their employees 
as utilizing a both-and framework (p. 188). The leaders recognize that business behaviors that 
include caring for their employees can contribute to improved business results. 
Thus, I created Figure 2 after reviewing the literature regarding inclusion, diversity, and 
leadership. It uses the yin and yang symbols to represent the tensions identified within the listed 
works. Since multiple researchers have remarked on similar tensions, I have cited some of their 
names beneath some of the symbols. Johnson (2020) commented, “And-thinking is not a solution 
to poverty, racism, or sexism, but it is a required mental framework” (p. 242). When exploring 
male leaders’ experiences of navigating expectations concerning IDE, it was important to 
observe whether they engaged with the mental framework of “and” when dealing with 
paradoxes. Johnson (2020) discussed several polarities in addressing poverty, racism, and 
sexism. The paradox figure (Figure 2) also shows these polarities. 
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My objective in creating this figure was to highlight paradoxes that researchers have 
identified concerning behaviors that could impact the incorporation of inclusion and diversity 
practices based on my own experience. Figure 2 combines work from the following authors: (a) 
Welp (2016) regarding White males and inclusion and diversity; (b) Ferdman (2017) focusing on 
managing tensions related to diversity and multiculturalism; (c) Smith et al. (2016) concerning 
concepts of approaching paradoxes with both sides in balance when it comes to leadership; (d) 
Edwards (2011) focusing on ally development; (e) Zhang et al. (2015) on paradoxical leadership 
behaviors in people management; (f) Bosak et al. (2018) regarding ally behaviors and males; (g) 
Hofstede et al. (2010) on culture within organizations; (h) Johnson (2020) on abundance for 
some and basics for all, on claiming power and sharing power, and on focusing on self and 
others. 
The figure further highlights several recurring paradoxes that a leader must address when 
advocating for others and supporting inclusion and diversity within their organization. 
Specifically, male leaders may not be able to articulate the tension between many of the ideas 
concerning inclusion and diversity. As Owen (2008) observes, male leaders may believe that 
they act according to generally accepted norms and regard individuals with other social identities 
as deviating from the norms (p. 190). In this study, it was important to recognize when male 
leaders do not observe tension because they believe that they represent the norm. Their 
assumption is not surprising since many traditional definitions of leadership have only focused 




Common Paradoxes of Leadership that May Impact Inclusion. 
 
 
Sinclair’s (2007) discussion regarding leadership,  in which she notes the one-sided 
nature of leadership being male highlights the following: (a) the heavy responsibility usually 
borne by men in positions of power, (b) the emphasis on individual performance, (c) that 
leadership often focuses upon the interests of global capital, (d) that leadership is  generally 
concerned with expanding an organization’s material success through influence, without the 
mention of power, (e) the generation of a leadership development industry, and (f) leaders being 
assumed to be of inherent moral value, neglecting their frailties and vulnerabilities  (p. 28). 
When applied to the paradoxes illustrated in Figure 2, this list focuses on only one side of the 
paradox without commenting on the other. Since the nature of leadership aligns more with male 
characteristics, male leaders do not have to acknowledge any contradictory thoughts or 
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behaviors. They can ignore paradoxes or acknowledge only one element of each paradoxical 
pair. 
Welp (2016) discussed paradoxes in his book and his consulting practices to help male 
leaders understand why they often struggle to see multiple perspectives. He stresses that they 
may not see the whole picture until they can understand the world from various viewpoints. 
During a previous study, I interviewed participants who attended sessions facilitated by Welp at 
a large technology firm from 2018–2019. All the interviewees described an exercise that 
highlights that everyone has difficulties and challenges, and discrimination is not limited to one 
group or identity. This raised awareness among the leaders that they had felt that they were part 
of both a privileged group and an oppressed group at one time or another. The attendees 
articulated how this awareness led to action to increase inclusion and promote diversity within 
their teams.  
The following section provides an overview of the methodology I have used to explore 
how male leaders perceived their experiences of IDE practices. The methodology of this study 
aims to capture the experiences of male technology leaders, provide themes for understanding 
their shared experiences, and examine how leaders have managed the paradoxes described in 
their stories. 
Summary of the Methodology 
The purpose of this study was to explore the lived experiences of 17 male leaders in 
technology and how they have navigated expectations for them to engage in inclusive leadership, 
with an emphasis on how they have managed paradoxes arising from these expectations. The 
study employed a qualitative methodology since the research used narratives about the subjects’ 
experiences to obtain a greater understanding (Creswell, 2014, p. 17). In this exploratory study, 
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to create a better account of the experiences of male leaders in technology, I chose to use 
thematic analysis, developing themes by examining participants’ narratives, discovering 
underlying patterns of meaning, and setting borders around the experiences using narrative 
practices (Gubrium & Holstein, 2009, p. 226). I initially analyzed the codes and themes related 
to male technology leaders’ experiences of enacting IDE practices. A subsequent review of the 
analysis, using paradoxes, provided further insight into support systems and training 
modifications with the potential to assist male technology leaders in the inclusion and diversity 
space. Chapter 3 offers a deeper discussion of the research method and design. 
Limitations and Scope 
The sample was not entirely representative of all male technology leaders. Limitations of 
self-reporting may be present; participants may have been reluctant to share experiences 
accompanied by feelings of shame or embarrassment concerning a particular action or inaction. 
It is not possible to infer causality or generalize the results to an entire population. The study 
excluded many leaders in and outside technology. Since the study focused on the experiences of 
17 technology leaders who identified as male, the results will not be generalizable to all male 
technology leaders or the experiences of female or non-binary technology leaders. Furthermore, 
because the study focused on technological organizations, its application to other industries or 
disciplines may be limited. Finally, the scope of the study only included tensions observed in 
enacting IDE practices; the tensions regarding general leadership may potentially be more 
expansive. 
Researcher Position 
To understand my own position as a researcher regarding the interpretation of this study, 
it is important to note that I am a White cisgender woman, who is an able-bodied, U.S. citizen in 
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her fifties. My career has spanned a variety of industries, including in for-profit and nonprofit 
organizations. I was a frontline healthcare worker for 10 years. I then spent an additional 30 
years working primarily in for-profit companies in the telecommunications, finance, and 
technology sectors, including for many years as a program and portfolio manager in a 
technological organization. I am currently in a role that focuses on strategic programs for 
employee engagement, inclusion, and diversity within technology divisions rather than human 
resources. Throughout this time, my small team has been comprised of experts in inclusion and 
diversity, communications, learning, and development. 
One of my earliest insights into the impact of discrimination on others was at the 
beginning of my career as a medical laboratory technician, working in urgent care during the 
mid-1980s. At this time, HIV and AIDS were beginning to gain recognition in the medical field, 
yet gloves, face masks, and additional protective measures had not yet become standard. A male 
patient arrived at the facility feeling ill; he had been released from the hospital a few days earlier. 
His partner was with him. It was clear that the patient’s health was failing and that he would 
require readmission into the hospital. I was asked to draw blood and perform several tests. While 
I was in the room, two nurses backed away from the patient and refused to administer an IV. 
Since I was collecting a blood sample, I started the IV. Several recollections from these moments 
have remained with me. If the patient had been someone I loved and the nurses had refused to 
provide them with care, I would have been angry. However, this couple did not react. I had to 
consider that had this couple been heterosexual, the nurses might not have responded in the same 
way when asked to do their jobs. I also realized that fear of the unknown could cause individuals 
to withdraw and refuse to engage if they perceive they have a choice. At that moment, I did not 
feel that I had a choice. My job was to provide care, and this was a patient in need. Although I 
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feared contracting HIV at the time, I also had to trust my ability to perform the job and believe 
that I would most likely be safe. 
When I began my undergraduate degree, I intended to become a diversity trainer. At the 
time, I was married and pregnant with my second child. Due to the demands of raising a family, 
it took me 10 years to complete my degree. I began my master’s degree in organizational 
development in my early thirties, while pregnant with my third child. At this particular stage in 
my career, I wanted to make a difference in the way organizations were run. 
For my master’s thesis, I examined differences in workplace experiences in organizations 
with and without behavior policies; the organization that did not have behavior policies faced 
multiple allegations of discrimination and had a hostile work environment. Working in this 
environment was my first experience of blatant White male privilege being perpetuated 
throughout an organization. I interviewed one manager who had been involved in at least one 
legal action due to his behavior, which created a hostile workplace in which female employees 
did not feel safe. During the interview, he was wearing a tie that featured a Barbie doll in a 
bikini. I asked him whether he felt his tie was appropriate for work and whether he thought it 
might make others feel uncomfortable. He remarked, “My thirteen-year-old daughter gave it to 
me, so it is fine.” At that time, I had assumed that since the organization had paid to settle claims 
against him, this manager would have been more aware of his actions and their potential impact 
on his coworkers. However, during the interview, he did not identify any need to change his 
behavior. I continued to observe such views of leadership entitlement throughout my career, 
accompanied with the notion that I would have to prove my worth to male superiors if I wished 
to advance my career. My role, as a woman, was to support and progress male managers’ 
agendas. Moreover, there was little expectation that male leaders ought to change. 
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Over the past year, my team at work has developed an ally skill training workshop that 
focuses on actions an ally can take in real-life work scenarios. The training is intended to help 
individuals in the workplace recognize areas in which they have privilege as well as demonstrate 
how they can be involved in changing systems or situations that create oppression for other 
identities. In the early deployment of the training program, it was not surprising that employees 
who had experienced discrimination at work were willing to attend the class. White men, 
however, rarely participated in the class voluntarily. For those who did attend, as I watched them 
become interested in educating themselves by asking more questions and committing to making 
changes, I became intrigued in their reasons for joining the class and the factors that may have 
prompted their journeys. 
Summary 
In technology organizations, such as the company in which I work, leaders are typically 
men who react defensively in response to feedback that their actions have negatively impacted 
their business. When leaders receive feedback that something they said or did hurt another 
person, they often become defensive and deny the damage because they only had positive 
intentions. The individuals that were harmed are deemed overly sensitive (and must “toughen 
up” if they wish to continue to be part of the company). However, some leaders may also feel 
concerned and want to understand how to perform better. Leaders are often silent because they 
either do not know what to do or do not see a reason to do anything. My observation is that this 
is not always because male leaders are unwilling to be helpful; they frequently want to improve 
the situation but are hesitant to implement their intentions due to their fear of making errors. 
Making mistakes is not valued in the culture in which leaders operate; their focus is on 
minimizing or avoiding mistakes. There is often little room for error within the senior levels of 
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an organization. In an organization, the result of this may either be inaction or misguided action 
by male leaders who had intended to act more inclusively. 
My interviews provided information about the extent to which male leaders struggle to 
successfully address issues of IDE. The discussions also provided insights into how leaders 
addressed conflicting expectations of leadership, the perceptions of the costs and benefits of 
acting as an ally for others (specifically in technological organizations), and what support they 
have received for their actions as allies. This information can help adjust training approaches, 
identify coaching opportunities, and create a space in which male leaders can also share their 
ideas regarding how to implement IDE practices successfully. 
There may be a number of missed opportunities for inclusion whenever a leader 
perceives only one correct course of action, particularly now that they tend to work and lead 
within a global culture. Leaders often believe that their experience is universal and may overlook 
various nuances of cultural paradigms and individuals’ lived experiences. Male leaders must 
recognize the factors that have shaped their views, educate themselves regarding how others 
experience the workplace, create inclusive environments, and become allies for those with 
marginalized identities. 
One of the benefits of this study was that it was able to lay the groundwork for 
developing training and structures to better support male leaders charged with addressing the 
tensions inherent in being inclusive leaders. By examining the tensions and paradoxes 
experienced by male leaders, these leaders shared what has been helpful and what was not in 
place within organizations to support them in this journey. A better understanding of how male 
leaders internalize pressure to become more inclusive and promote diversity within their 
organization can inform those who create resources for leaders to feel confident in enacting IDE 
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practices. It could also provide male leaders with ways to understand other identities’ perceptions 
without feeling defensive about how they have been socialized to view themselves both as men 
and as leaders. 
Chapter 2 examines research into the influences that affect male leaders’ willingness or 
awareness concerning acting inclusively and understanding diverse perspectives; it also offers 
definitions of inclusion and diversity and includes findings on leadership and key behaviors that 
support inclusion and diversity, explaining the significance of paradoxes in leadership and IDE 
practices. Chapter 3 reviews the choice of thematic analysis, the methodology for this study, and 
the research design. Chapter 4 discusses the findings, situating them within relevant theory and 
research and addressing the research questions. Chapter 5 provides a summary, conclusion, and 
study recommendations for developing training and systems that enable male technology leaders 





CHAPTER II: LITERATURE REVIEW 
Areas that underpin the phenomenon of male leaders working to implement IDE and that 
male leaders are potentially influenced by include: (a) the positioning of the research, which 
focuses on the experience of men at work and growing up as male; (b) conceptions of 
masculinities and leadership, focusing on the influence of the positioning of maleness in the 
world, the influence of leading from the US within a global organization, resulting in the 
potential limits of their viewpoints, and gendered leadership expectations; and (c) championing 
IDE, focusing on defining IDE and the role of an ally or advocate as well as participating in 
conversations about diversity. Because the study participants all work for global companies, a 
brief overview of the influence of having a global mindset is included. Additionally, a brief 
overview of sensemaking is covered because understanding how male leaders may make 
meaning of their experiences is important for understanding the participants' environment. 
Furthermore, an approach to change is explored because understanding change elements can aid 
in developing programs for male leaders. Finally, this chapter reviews literature about 
paradoxical leadership and how paradoxes and leadership often interact. The following section 
investigates the relationship between how the research explores identifying as male and how this 
can lead to expectations for and about male leaders. 
Male Leaders’ Positioning in Research 
It is essential to recognize that it is often challenging to distinguish research about 
leadership from research about the male experience. Many leadership and management studies 
use the experience of men, particularly White men, as the bar against which other identities are 
measured. Therefore, measurements of the impact of leadership on diverse identities are seen as 
deficient when solely using the male experience as an example of success. This viewpoint places 
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diverse identities in a position of having to be fixed or managed. While discussing feminist 
research streams, Martin (2003) outlined change strategies for increasing the number of women 
in the organization, including fixing individual women, a “strategy [that] implicitly assumes that 
women are to blame for not fitting into a system that is portrayed as relatively gender neutral” (p. 
71). A second strategy involved adding women and stirring, which as a “change strategy, alters 
few rules, practices, and structure, so that women are allowed to enter positions previously 
closed to them” (p. 73). The assumption with this strategy again lies with the women, not with 
any inherent practices, structures, or processes. Additionally, “recruitment rather than retention 
and promotion, is the focus for this strategy” (p. 74). This strategy assumes that to resolve IDE 
issues, all organizations need to do is hire women; there are no requirements for male leaders to 
change their approach to women on their teams. The strategies cited focus on fixing women or 
bringing more women into an organization, not changing organizational structures to retain 
women.  
These strategies have been suggested against the backdrop of what Deetz (2003) 
describes as the modern corporate form where “White, western, male domination posits a cluster 
of ‘normal’ roles, identities, and discourses constituting them” (p. 40). Hearn (2015) noted that 
gender “was largely used to mean women, and men were generally seen as ungendered, natural 
or naturalized, [though] this is now less so” (p. 8). IDE practices are often for identities outside 
the male experience, while the expectation of masculine values shapes how male leaders tend to 
interact with others. There is often little alignment between the perspectives of male leaders and 
those that are from minoritized identities.  
For many years, being male in society has been the context for the definition of good 
leadership. Leadership positions are typically held by men, which may explain the “frequently 
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pervasive association between men, power and authority in organizations, [and why] the 
literature on management (and indeed organization theory) has consistently failed to question its 
gendered nature” (Collinson & Hearn, 1996a, p. 4). Schein et al. (1996) reported that a 
comparison across five countries—China, Japan, Britain, the US, and Germany—“reveals that 
males in all five countries perceive successful middle managers as possessing the characteristics, 
attitudes, and temperament more commonly ascribed to men in general than women in general” 
(Schein et al., 1996, p. 38). Highlighting the association with being male and assuming to have 
characteristics of leadership. Eagly and Johnson (1990) identified differences in how men and 
women lead by performing a meta-analysis of leadership styles of men and women, finding a 
tendency in female leaders to lead democratically, with men tended more toward an autocratic or 
directive style (p. 233). Braun et al. (2017) conducted two studies: an explicit test of bias using a 
scenario-based design and a study based on an implicit association test. They found that the role 
of the ideal follower is more strongly associated with female gender roles, which could result in 
the exclusion of women from leadership roles and “at the same time force men to become leaders 
at a certain point in their career, whether they like it or not” (Braun et al., 2017, p. 386).  
These studies all seem to support a connection between being male and being a leader 
or—at the very least—a tendency to think of male leaders differently from female leaders. The 
research often positions male characteristics as the standard against which other identities are 
measured. The next section explores research about being male and expectations for males in the 
workplace. 
Male Identity and the Workplace 
In attempting to understand how men navigate the workplace as leaders, it is helpful to 
explore how men experience the workplace. The workplace is often described as a “proving 
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ground for masculinity”; the behaviors men exhibit at work are very much connected to how 
they define themselves (Ely & Meyerson, 2010, p. 8). Ely and Meyerson’s (2010) case study 
drew this conclusion based on research on two offshore oil platforms. Ely and Meyerson (2010) 
were interested in understanding more about the relationships between workplace practices and 
an organization’s culture. They found that men deviated from conventional ways of working to 
enact work practices regarding safety (p. 8). Ely and Meyerson’s (2010) study included research 
into how men typically gain respect and avoid ridicule in a dangerous, male-dominated work 
setting by “demonstrating and defending their masculine image, defined as appearing physically, 
technically, and emotionally invulnerable” with a focus on presenting themselves as 
“emotionally detached, unflappable, and fearless” (pp. 7–8). They found the components that 
prompted men to deviate from the conventional scripts were “shared goals that advance 
collective well-being, definitions of competence that were tied to bona fide task requirements 
rather than to conventional masculine traits, and a learning orientation towards work” (p. 14). 
The men in the study moved away from trying to prove their masculine traits as the culture 
shifted to one of safety and the men were no longer rewarded for taking unnecessary risks (Ely & 
Meyerson, 2010, p. 15). These examples of shifting behaviors of men in the study helps to 
illustrate that male leaders can shift how they behave in the workplace and often will shift their 
behaviors to care about others when the reason for the changes become apparent to them. Ely 
and Meyerson’s (2010) work is important to my study because it highlights the ability of men to 
act differently at work without denying who they are and indicates the elements that make 
change possible. 
As we have seen above, men can change behaviors when the reasoning makes sense and 
there is not a sense of loss in making the changes. The sense of potential loss often prohibits 
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making changes in the workplace. In another example of research conducted in a highly 
masculine environment; Nash et al. (2019) examined the experience of female researchers 
working in Antarctica. Their study describes in detail the type of environment created in an 
almost exclusively male workplace. Nash et al. (2019) found that “a homosocial environment is 
characterized by men’s preference for relations with other men. The physical presence of women 
also threatens the culture of objectification” (Nash et al., 2019, p. 3). The ability to act and react 
to their environment without feeling judgement is felt when women were introduced into the 
environment. In a study that echoes Nash et al.’s (2019) findings, Martin (2014) highlighted that 
understanding the context in which men may mobilize masculinism and hegemonic masculinities 
helps address this type of behavior. Nash et al. (2019) identified two conditions contributing to 
the formation of such masculine cultures: when scarcity is perceived and when job security or 
men’s identities are threatened (p. 206). Scarcity comes into play when men feel there is a loss of 
potential for jobs or promotion. Also, scarcity comes into play for men when they feel as though 
they are losing places that they can be themselves without judgement or rules about how they 
treat others. These studies by Nash et al. (2019) and Martin (2014) identified environments 
where men may attempt to reinforce groups that they perceive as unthreatening to their way of 
being or to how they act. 
For my study, it is important to acknowledge that men often feel threatened by goals to 
increase the percentage of women or diverse candidates in top leadership positions. There is 
tension regarding the perception of limitations on possible job roles—if a woman takes a 
particular role, that leaves a man without that role. Often, men have such a perception of scarcity, 
instead of assuming that new opportunities for both men and women are possible. 
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Gender Identity Development for Men 
This portion of the literature review examines how men interact with people who have 
identities different from theirs. It is essential to recognize the complexity of gender regarding the 
various elements presented by Killermann: (a) anatomical sex, focusing on biological sex, 
anatomical sex, or physical sex, which is not considered gender; (b) attraction, which—although 
similar to sex—is not a component of gender but is often conflated with gender; (c) gender 
expression—the outward-facing self—and how others interpret it based on gender norms; and (d) 
gender identity—the psychological sense of self—based on how much one aligns (or does not 
align) with what one understands to be the options for gender (Killermann, n.d.). In the present 
study, all the participants identified as male, which implies that they have a definition of 
themselves based on alignment with gendered norms for men. 
Ely and Meyerson (2010) highlight that when focused on shared goals that advance 
collective well-being and clear behaviors regarding safety, men in their study changed their 
behavior (p. 14). In exploring how men adopted a shared goal of advocating for others, it is 
helpful to review a framework for  
Table 1 
Phases of a Gender Journey 
Phase Definition 
Phase 1 acceptance of traditional gender roles 
Phase 2 ambivalence about gender roles: can be restrictive and difficult for men and women 
Phase 3 anger; occurs when awareness of how sexism violates self and others results in negative 
emotions 




Phase 5 celebration and integration of gender roles: represents moving past the anger to deeper 
compassion and commitments to help others with their sexism and past socialization 
experience 
Adapted with permission of Wiley from “A gender role workshop focused on sexism, gender 
role conflict, and the gender role journey.” by  O'Neil, J. M., & Carroll, M. R., 1988, Journal of 
Counseling & Development, 67(3), p. 193 (https://doi.org/10.1002/j.1556-6676.1988.tb02091.x). 
Republished with permission conveyed through Copyright Clearance Center, Inc. 
men processing their understanding of their own identity related to others’ experiences. Identity 
development is a complex process and often involves the intersection and simultaneity of 
multiple identities. O’Neil and Carroll (1988) conceptualized the gender identity journey 
concerning individuals moving toward exhibiting ally behaviors to others who are not like them. 
It is important to have some background on how people may reflect on gender roles as potential 
change roadmap around their own awareness of their roles, the restrictions gender roles places on 
others and the desire to make changes in the systems these gender roles influence. Table 1 
illustrates the gender role journey.  
Another way to think about the change roadmap is to consider what it takes to become an 
ally for identities different from your own. Understanding different types of identities help male 
leaders to recognize their perspective is not shared by everyone. In more recent research, Ng et 
al. (2017) outline guiding principles for allyship. Their article explains that critical self-reflection 
is needed to understand and recognize individual identities, positionality, and reflection on 
perpetuating or addressing oppression (Ng et al., 2017, p. 146). During self-reflection about their 
identity, male leaders had an opportunity to think about their gender identity and how it 
influences or may have influenced their relationships with others. The principles Ng et al. (2017) 
presented include that: 
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1) an ally understands that being an ally is not about themselves, and they do not 
monopolize spaces and opportunities with their thoughts, feelings, and ideas; 2) an ally 
practices active listening and self-reflection, looking for implicit biases in their 
responses; 3) an ally is always learning, making an effort to educate themselves on anti-
oppression, social justice frameworks, and other tools and resources; 5) allyship is a 
conscious and constant practice: it is a verb, not a noun, and it requires action; and 6) 
allies need to be able to take direction well and be people who are willing to try and take 
risks but who are committed to taking direction from others (pp. 145-147). 
A combination of the guiding principles and the journey above highlight that moving 
from Phase 1 to Phase 2 begins with acknowledging that traditional gender roles are in place and 
can be changed. The tension is in the individual acknowledging what is expected of them and, at 
the same time, desiring to behave differently. For male leaders, how they perceive themselves in 
relation to others is critical for them to successfully enact IDE practices. In addition, how they 
perceive themselves progressing through the gender identity journey may impact their 
willingness to advance to new phases. 
Exploring the gender identity journey a bit deeper provides some insights into how male 
leaders may shift their views of themselves and how they view others. Recognizing the 
experiences of others, whether those others are of other genders or are different in other ways 
from one’s self, is critical for navigating IDE practices. McDermott and Schwartz (2013) 
examined distinctions between groups of men using their gender role journey phase attitudes at a 
single point in time (p. 202). Their study shows that the phases could be unique based on 
underlying processes and that Phase 5 is challenging and difficult to achieve due to the prevalent 
societal pressure of sexism (McDermott & Schwartz, 2013, p. 207). Most men in their study 
were in Phases 2 through 4, with two distinct classes of men. Both groups questioned their 
gender roles but experienced either strong or weak ambivalence, confusion, anger, and fear 
(McDermott & Schwartz, 2013, p. 207). McDermott and Schwartz’s (2013) findings show that 
most men in emerging adulthood report a decrease in their acceptance of traditional gender roles 
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and that for some men, the questioning of gender roles can lead to distress (p. 207). The few who 
were close to Phase 5 tended to be older, married or engaged (McDermott & Schwartz, 2013, p. 
207).  
White men appeared to have less ambivalence, confusion, anger, and fear regarding 
gender roles (McDermott & Schwartz, 2013, p. 208). This finding indicates that there may be 
some differences in the gender role journey based on age, race, and relationship status. In 
addition, McDermott and Schwartz (2013) suggest that for gay and bisexual men, “questioning 
one’s gender role identity may be more distressing than for heterosexual men”(p. 208). The male 
gender identity journey provides a framework for examining whether men are aware of the 
traditional roles that impact their view of others and whether they experience tensions as they 
move through the journey’s phases. More pertinent for men is how traditional values influence 
their perceptions of their position in the workplace and what that might mean for their success. 
One example is the desire for men to move from being the traditional sense of an “ideal worker” 
to having more work-life integration. As Smith et al. (2016) observe, working men, “specifically 
those classified as Generation X and Generation Y, have been speaking up about their struggles 
with integrating all aspects of their lives” (p. 54). The shift away from the “ideal” worker is not 
to be taken lightly; as Fraser (1992) remarks, “in male-dominated, classical capitalist societies, 
this is rather a very deep sense in which masculine identity in these societies is bound up with the 
breadwinner role” (p. 366). This section focused on ways male leaders may experience becoming 
aware of their gender roles, and those of others, how to become an ally. The need for male 
leaders to look not only at the impact of roles and biases as it impacts others and also how it 
impacts how they feel about themselves and what is expected of them at work. The shifting 
perceptions of what constitutes an ideal worker provide a backdrop for understanding some of 
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the challenges men face at work and how they tend to advocate for themselves before examining 
how they might advocate for others. 
How Men Advocate for Themselves 
There has been an apparent rise in the number of senior-level men taking paternity leave 
in my organization, which has had mixed reactions from support to skepticism of the individual’s 
commitment to work. This example provides an opportunity to examine how men advocate and 
interact within systems that do not necessarily support their goals. Recent research has shown 
that many men have begun to reject the traditional concept of the ideal worker. Reid (2011) 
describes the ideal worker as fully committed to the organization and not allowing non-work 
obligations to obstruct their work. This most closely aligns with traditional gender roles, with the 
man focusing on a “full-time, lifelong” job and the woman taking care of his needs and those of 
the family (p. 1). 
At the Academy of Management Annual Meeting, Reid (2011) presented a paper, 
“Passing as Superman,” which discussed a consulting company referred to as AGM, where the 
ideal worker was available at all hours, committed to working, and “on at all times” (Reid, 2011, 
para 6). The study found that although all the men at AGM stated that they were required to 
uphold the ideal worker image, “the performance data in fact indicates that conformance to the 
ideal worker image is not necessary for high performance” (Reid, 2011, para 17). Furthermore, 
Reid stated, “most men at AGM were largely successful in either being or in appearing to be 
ideal workers,” with those deviating from this image being the youngest consultants (Reid, 2011, 
para 24). This ability to pass as ideal workers “removed any motivation they might have to 
challenge this image’s dominance” (Reid, 2011, para 26). The men in the study understood 
expectations of them to deliver business outcomes and were able to comply but did not feel they 
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had to follow an ideal worker’s patterns; for example, they may have worked fewer hours or not 
worked on weekends. The key finding in this study is that men did not challenge the concept of 
the ideal worker outright. Male workers relied on their network and workarounds within the 
organizational systems to achieve their desired results in high performance and work-life 
balance. In my work in inclusion and diversity, I have seen that marginalized identities in 
workplaces are often unable to work around systems that are not built for them. The requirement 
for male leaders, then, is often to challenge the systems men have chosen for their own benefit. 
Although both men and women address how to integrate life and work, their coping 
strategies are different. Women rely more on policies, while men are more focused on creating 
informal approaches to manage conflict or discomfort (Reid, 2015, p. 14). It is important to 
recognize that the preferred method of making desired changes for a man in the workplace is to 
work within the system and avoid public challenges. A typical example involves demands on 
male leaders to speak out against gender discrimination in the workplace. They agree to the ideal 
but do not necessarily have the skills to address comments and biases within performance 
reviews. For example, in a manager review of employee performance, I have observed the rarity 
of seeing someone stop the conversation and question another manager using the word 
“aggressive” to describe a female developer. Male leaders are often unaware or hesitant to call 
out behaviors in others and want to instead assume the processes in place will take care of others.  
Summary of the Male Experience 
Before discussing how men lead and advocate for others within their organization, it is 
helpful to restate that the concepts of maleness and leadership are often difficult to distinguish. 
Furthermore, men feel that there are required ways of being that dictate how they should act as 
successful leaders. Reid (2011) highlighted that men do not need to challenge the systems they 
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work in for their benefit. Thus, as they advocate for others, they must think about how 
challenging the system impacts their success and how other leaders see them. The following 
section focuses in greater detail on how men often enact leadership, especially in the US, the 
context in which this study was conducted. 
Men and Leadership 
In understanding the potential tensions for male leaders when navigating expectations 
about enacting IDE, it is vital to examine how men are viewed in the context of leadership. One 
of the key areas of tension in considering this dynamic is the difference between the behaviors 
expected of men in the US and the behaviors expected of leaders. Research in this area has 
shown that separating what is expected of men and what is expected of leaders can be quite 
challenging. Hearn (2015) states that “men and women have studied men for centuries but often 
as an ‘absent presence.’ ‘Men’ is a social category, yet ‘men’ as individuals, groups or categories 
have typically not been problematized” (p. 9). Hearn’s (2015) exploration of masculinities 
highlights just how closely linked the concepts of masculinity and leadership are. In the present 
study, it is important to understand whether there is a close connection between how men view 
themselves and how they define leadership. Any significant shift in what is expected of leaders 
could impact the sense of identity for male leaders. 
The context in which leaders operate can impact a leader’s perception of themselves and 
their place in the world. Owen (2008) studied Whiteness and masculinity in higher education in 
relation to privilege and social identities with leading around diversity topics. In this case, both 
being White and being male constituted privileged positions. The study discussed where the 
organizational structure was built around the norms of Whiteness and masculinity and the 
influence White men had in defining common-sense standards of behavior that were identified as 
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normal (Owen, 2008, p. 190). This work emphasizes that standards are created through power 
and privilege. In addition, defining standards as norms implies that they are the only correct way 
to act. Most technology organizations I have worked in have had men as the top leaders, and in 
my experience, leadership standards typically align with what it means to be a man. There is 
little, if any, questioning of the technical expertise of male engineers. 
Studies such as Owen’s (2008) indicate that men are often embedded in the definition of 
leadership instead of being seen as contributing members to the systems that define leadership. If 
men are not seen as contributing to the definition, they have a limited voice with which to change 
it because they are expected to adopt the qualities previously defined. Furthermore, if men are 
tied to leadership and management definitions, they may not see themselves as having a different 
identity than what is defined as normal. This definition can create tension for male leaders as far 
as what it means to be male and what it means to be a leader. Male leaders often rely on what 
appears to just be part of the systems they are in to validate the ways things are done. This plays 
out when organization talk about being a meritocracy and the ability of any qualified individual 
to be as successful as any other individual. This also contributes to reinforcing the norms and 
acceptable behaviors as defined by men in technology. In my career, I have heard leaders say 
that a candidate is a “cultural fit” for a role, and that is why they have been hired. Noble and 
Roberts (2019) suggested that 
culture fit becomes a means of instantiation of White, male, heteronormativity that is 
explicitly, negatively felt by many of those who do not fit those identities. It is one of the 
many ways that bias is operationalized in Silicon Valley, yet its poetic rendering as a 
simple matter of shared taste and worldview obfuscates the discrimination that is part of a 
larger American culture and is both reflected and reified in Silicon Valley. (p. 7) 
 
Male leaders in technology are consciously or unconsciously influenced by the reality 
that “among modern digital technology elites, myths of meritocracy and intellectual prowess are 
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used as racial and gender markers of White male supremacy that disproportionately consolidate 
resources away from people of color, particularly African Americans, Latino/as and Native 
Americans” (Noble & Roberts, 2019, p. 1). The focus is often to continue to support and develop 
those leaders who fit the ideal because the systems are often built to satisfy the demands of those 
that fit the culture. The resources and support are not customized to other identities. Van Dijk et 
al. (2020) suggest that “workplaces play a profound role in the reproduction of social inequality, 
causing social inequality to become more pronounced over the life span” (p. 256). The 
workplace often is a window into the societies and can be units of change for those societies or a 
place where the inequalities are replicated and accepted. In addition, “based on the assumption 
that social category membership relates to the level of initial opportunities and rewards that 
individuals receive, the motivation mechanism thus suggests inequalities in the workplace will 
accumulate over time” (van Dijk et al., 2020, p. 246). You can see this accumulation over time 
when it comes to the pay gap. Often women and other minoritized identities will start with a 
lower salary and other benefits, over time they lag further behind in pay because of small 
increases and the lower bonus structures. Van Dijk et al. (2020) also showed that “social 
inequality increments can consist of a simple invitation to join a meeting, being recognized for 
one’s contributions to a successful project that increase’s one’s status, or being motivated by a 
sign of approval from colleagues. . . . These everyday occurrences and behaviors are crucial to 
the emergence and accumulation of social inequities through work” (van Dijk et al., 2020, p. 
256). The need for male leaders in technology to become aware of the systematic ways in which 
inequalities are not only introduced and play out through the life of an employees is vast. It is 
important that male leaders who benefit from the current system find ways to actively seek to 
make changes in those systems.  
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One way that norms and expectations are reinforced is through the application of merit 
and performance evaluations. Castilla and Ranganathan (2020) studied how managers 
understand and apply merit to the workplace. Their findings demonstrate that managers support 
“meritocracy and workplace inequality by showing that merit is not an abstract concept but a 
guiding principle that is produced and reproduced over time based on individuals’ evaluation 
experiences in the workplace” (p. 1). Managers evaluate merit based on their own experiences in 
the workplace, not by some abstract measurements of performance. Performance management 
systems are often built with the perception of reducing biases, and in fact a manager will use 
their own experience as the bar in which to define the success of others.  
Defining the World from a Male Perspective 
One way in which the standards for leadership are set by the definition of masculinities 
concerns how individuals can achieve success. In the US, expectations regarding maleness often 
include “rugged individualism, low tolerance for uncertainty, action over reflection, time as 
linear and future-focused, and status and rank over connection” (Welp, 2016, p. 57). This is often 
how male leaders describe what made them successful within a global organization, but other 
cultures do not necessarily share this view of the path to success. 
In the past year, within my organization, employees with minority identities have 
requested that leaders advocate for them and include employees in various locations worldwide 
in the decision-making and knowledge-sharing processes. Within my organization, there is an 
expectation that leaders should become sponsors of individuals in minority groups, creating 
meaningful ways for our locations around the globe to be included in meetings, and moving 
away from a U.S. bias in the language used in company-wide communications. These 
expectations have challenged the notion that people can meet the challenges they face 
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independently and that, with a sufficient amount of determination, they do not need anyone to 
advocate for them. However, this perspective does not acknowledge the amount of effort that 
employees of other identities must expend to obtain a starting point equal to that of men. For 
many male leaders, their experience is that they worked hard, overcame obstacles, confronted 
setbacks, and were still able to have a sense of accomplishment and achievement at work. Within 
my career, I see this manifest in comments such as “everyone has the same opportunity 
regardless of their location,” “the other offices need to flex to the majority numbers at 
headquarters when it comes to meeting times,” and “they have to be direct and ask for it.” Such 
comments reveal a denial of systemic barriers that exist for some identities and not for others. 
In performance reviews within the technology organizations that I have worked for, 
directness is seen as the norm that drives success. The leaders I have worked with have made 
direct comments about leaders from other countries, such as “they aren’t direct enough,” “they 
don’t challenge ideas,” and “they aren’t pushing hard enough for results.” Varner and Beamer 
(2011) made the following observation about how people in the US view assertiveness: 
“Americans often push for truth rather than peace and harmony” (p. 268). Businesspeople tend to 
see assertiveness as a positive value in the US and place it above obligations to groups and 
society. Another example of how narrow the view of leadership can be is how US-based 
companies’ actions impact offices around the globe. Lewis (2006) refers to the US as one of the 
“big boys” in international business, asserting that smaller countries have learned that they 
cannot compete using their own rules; they have had to learn to follow the rules of the “big boys” 
(p.103). The US’s privilege in the market allows American leaders to assume employees around 
the globe view the world and define success the same way they do. The result is that smaller 
countries or offices cannot define how they would prefer to work but must learn to be flexible to 
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compete in the international business world. This makes it appear that individuals in satellite 
offices either tolerate or enjoy working in a way that satisfies the U.S. head office. In my 
organization, this often translates into a perception that there is little consideration for how 
different cultures would prefer to work. 
Male leaders assume that their experiences and standards for acting are the “correct” 
ways. However, “their views of what behaviors are important are not automatically shared with 
people from other cultures” (Dekker et al., 2008, p. 450). This can create problems for leaders 
who approach their teams, especially global teams, with the mindset that their method is the only 
viable way to accomplish the team’s tasks. When leaders are expected to act inclusively, they 
must be willing to accept that there are different ways of being and of defining standards for 
behavior, with the goals of both acknowledging the uniqueness of individuals and creating a 
space for everyone to belong (Randel et al., 2018). Through this study, I hope to help technology 
leaders understand the complexities of being inclusive and respecting diversity while at the same 
time executing their role as leaders. 
The Influence of Working in the United States 
One way that male leaders have interpreted the context of their role is through the 
country of the workers they are leading. In considering the various contexts that shape leaders, it 
is helpful to acknowledge the leadership expectations from within the US. Hofstede et al.’s 
(2010) work about cultural dimensions helps to identify the context in which leaders in the US 
operate. It is important to note that while “an individual can be both masculine and feminine at 
the same time, a country culture is either predominately one or predominately the other. If more 
people hold masculine values in a country, fewer people hold feminine values” (Hofstede et al., 
2010, p. 147). Hofstede et al. (2010) highlight that US culture tends more toward masculinity 
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and individualism (p. 147). Though it should be acknowledged that leaders tend to have multiple 
identities, they are influenced by the more masculine context in which they live and lead in the 
US. House et al. (2014) state: 
Our findings strongly suggest that leaders behave in accordance with their societies’ 
leadership expectations. One possible explanation is that as individuals grow up, they 
learn what it means to be an effective leader in their society. They learn the criteria that 
are used, implicitly or explicitly, in their society to assess leaders. (p. 324) 
 
This reinforces the notion that the societal expectations of being raised in the US may influence 
how a male leader believes he should act. 
The benefit for many male leaders is in the alignment with societies norms and the 
expectations around leadership. Because they are members of the dominant group, many male 
leaders are “more likely to expect that they will be able to join groups and organizations and that 
once they have joined, they will be fully accepted and made to feel that they are equal and valued 
participants” (Ferdman, 2014, p. 9). Thus, the influence of men in both the context of 
organizations and within the US potentially positions them to enjoy a sense of being aligned with 
normative points of view. This “taken for granted” positioning can prevent male leaders from 
thinking about different ways of being and recognizing that alternative patterns of behavior can 
also be marks of a successful leader. House et al. (2014) even highlight that “Americans 
mentally situate leaders (in spatial orientation) at the front of a group as it is almost a given in the 
United States that leaders lead from the front, not the rear” (p. 38). The position in the front of a 
group implies the leader is going before the group and paving the way. If a leader is in front   of 
the organization, they may not feel the need to turn around and ensure anyone is following or to 
ensure that no damage is being done to people who are following. There is an understanding that 
“managers and leaders, as well as the people they work with, are part of national societies. If we 
want to understand their behavior, we have to understand their societies” (Hofstede et al., 2010, 
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p. 25). It is therefore important to recognize the influences on how a leader formulates their role 
within the US. 
Limitations of Male Leaders’ Perspectives 
For male leaders, the social constructions of how they are to act as well as to accomplish 
tasks have been institutionalized, which has led to their making sense of the world within those 
constructions and keeping those structures in place. This potentially limits their abilities to see 
the world differently. Male technology leaders enact leadership, not in isolation but with various 
constraints on what they are expected to be and do. It is helpful to examine how men interact and 
position themselves within organizations. Male leaders often benefit from their power 
relationships; thus, acting on behalf of others often becomes a choice for many. Grint (2011) has 
observed how “leadership involves the social construction of the context that both legitimates a 
particular form of action and constitutes the world in the process” (p. 4). Within technology-
based organizations, the experience of the male worker and leader is often reinforced by 
accepted norms for working and leading. Grint (2011) acknowledges that social construction can 
limit other ways of being. For technology leaders, the idea of being required to act more 
inclusively can be perceived as a competing social construction with limited acceptable 
responses in terms of new behaviors. Many technology leaders have been rewarded for their 
heroic, individual contributions to business deliveries. However, in IDE practices, the work and 
the rewards for doing the work are shared. This may constitute introducing a new context in 
which the expected work and rewards are unclear and may potentially be seen as limiting to a 
male leader. Male leaders’ views of work and success have often been effective for them, but 
with the expectation of enacting IDE practices, male leaders must recognize that their ideas may 
differ from those of their coworkers. 
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Gendered Leadership Expectations 
Much of this research examines binary gender, while it is important to acknowledge that 
this is a rather narrow view of how gender is constructed. This section focuses on gendered 
behavior that either supports or hinders male participation in IDE practices. For example, in 
technology, the ideal hacker is thought of as an ultra-masculine individual removed from 
associations with emotions at work (Kelan, 2008, p. 53). This removal from emotions is a 
common expectation for technology leaders in the organizations in which I have worked. Kelan 
(2008) highlights an example of this when exploring how others sometimes perceive leaders. 
Women are seen as “enacting” femininity, with emotions being a normal part of their experience, 
while male behavior “appears to be closer to the supposedly gender-neutral ideal worker” 
(Kelan, 2008, p. 60). When men enact more feminine roles, they are interpreted as gender-
neutral and positive. Appelbaum et al. (2003) found that when women attempt to prove their 
competence by “acting like men,” they are considered less feminine. Conversely, when some 
merit is evident in what is usually considered a “female” approach, men adopt it as their own. 
What may have previously seen as weak is now thought of as flexible; what is emotional is now 
combined with a rationale to bring balance (Appelbaum et al., 2003 p. 47). 
Although many men are uncertain about supporting IDE topics, they are often viewed 
favorably when they do offer such support. One study found that “when (male and female) 
leaders position themselves as a common leader for men and women and thus craft a sense of 
common cause and shared identity, both men and women appear more favorably toward, and 
receptive of, these equality leaders” (Hardacre & Subašic, 2018, p. 11). Leaders who can appeal 
to the people in their organizations and create an environment where they are seen as working on 
behalf of the individuals in the organization and on solving a shared business problems are more 
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appealing as leaders. Hardacre and Subašic’s (2018) findings suggest that “men are doubly 
advantaged in mobilizing followers because they already possess a shared identity with both 
male and female followers: shared gender identity and dominant in-group membership with men, 
and shared cause (in the form of gender equality) with women” (p. 12). Men will benefit from 
not only connecting on a common cause and caring about everyone in the organization, the will 
often gain benefit from being male and in the dominant group.  
However, one area where men may be penalized for inclusion is in advocating for other 
employees. Women are expected to hold more communal roles by caring for others, while men 
are often expected to enact more agentic roles characterized by self-assertion and independence 
(Bosak et al., 2018, p. 157). This belief establishes the expectation that men focus on ensuring 
their success and women focus more on ensuring that the collective group is thriving. In a study 
examining assessments for internal promotions, Bosak et al. (2018) focused on dimensions of 
self-advocacy and other-advocacy. They found that “both genders penalized the other-advocating 
male candidate more than they did the other-advocating woman and judged him as less agentic” 
(p. 161). Bosak et al. (2018) further found that “men were more biased than women when 
judging the competence of other-advocating men” (p. 161). Expectations regarding gender may 
influence how men are judged when advocating for others and leading in diversity. It is, 
therefore, potentially not without personal cost for men to lead in an inclusive manner. The 
following sections further discuss how men champion inclusion and diversity and the potential 
impacts on others and themselves when they do.  
Championing Inclusion and Diversity 
Organizations have been allocating more money and time to supporting efforts of 
inclusion and diversity. For example, Forbes.com reported that Chevron has donated millions of 
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dollars to Catalyst to help men champion gender diversity (Umoh, 2019). Even when there is an 
organizational focus, many men may be hesitant or reluctant to join or may even consider not 
joining inclusion discussions and activities. Kelan and Wratil (2018) discussed the lack of 
research regarding how men’s actions at work either contribute to gender inequality or aid 
gender equality (p. 544), and much of the limited research concerns how men contribute to 
gender inequality rather than aid equality (Kelan & Wratil, 2018, p. 548). Some of the behaviors 
that may negatively impact women are well-intentioned attempts to include women in 
conversations. Men often use stories about their wives and daughters to connect with women, yet 
research indicates that when men associate women with their wives, it often places women at a 
lower status relative to that of the men (Kelan & Wratil, 2018, p. 552). When men expect women 
to listen to them speak about their private problems (Kelan & Wratil, 2018, p. 552), this results 
in men distancing themselves from women. Many men’s behaviors do not appear to involve 
malice but instead constitute an attempt to preserve their status with other White men or reflect 
that they are unaware of the impact of their actions on others. 
Whether or not they know what to do when it comes to championing IDE topics, the role 
of men can influence change. Klocke (2013) states, “Indeed, men probably bear more of the 
responsibility for ending the oppression of women since patriarchal men have been the main 
perpetrators of the very oppression” (Klocke, 2013). Klocke (2013) pointed out the necessity of 
male leaders taking responsibility to make changes in the systems that often were built for their 
benefit. As Messner (1993) indicates, men can no longer ignore feminist issues altogether: “Like 
it or not, men today must deal, at some level, with gender as a problematic construct, rather than 
a natural, taken for granted reality” (p. 737). As Messner (1993) highlighted the need for men to 
deal with the environment in which they work and live which is critical in making a change, it is 
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no longer acceptable to stand and watch, but time to get involved. Benschop and Van Den Brink 
(2018) examined the perspectives of both consultants and academics on changes related to 
gender equality. They summarized that consultants stress 
that men have to and can be engaged in gender equality work when they are made aware 
of the benefits that gender equality has for them. While some publications analyze 
masculine norms and inequalities, they remain largely silent about the loss of privilege 
that comes with change.  
The direct impact on the changes within organizations and the role of men in the 
process of gender equality at work is a topic of debate in both the consultancy and 
scholarly literature, with scholars focusing more on feminist scholarship and 
consultancy on the win-win game profiting both men and women rather than “a 
zero-sum game that only women benefit from” (p. 203). 
  
 
Benschop and Van Den Brink (2018) have concluded that a “feminist theory of change 
needs to target organizational processes that reproduce gender inequalities, needs to the 
commitment of top management, and the active engagement of both women and men” (p. 206). 
Men have a role to play even if it is unclear to them and the organization what that role should 
be. 
When working with male leaders, it is critical to keep in mind that overall, most men 
have positive intent around wanting a change, they often do not know what to do as the first 
steps. Wahl (2014) explained that men generally feel positive regarding gender equality but that 
they anticipate greater competition as well as loss of opportunities and privilege as a result (p. 
135). Wahl (2014) emphasized that younger men and those with less senior positions sometimes 
experience difficulties speaking on behalf of or exhibiting behaviors that support gender 
equality. Therefore, even if younger men are interested in championing gender equality, they 
may hesitate because of the perceived risk to their social standing. Welp (2014) highlights this 
using a dialogue from a consulting session in which one participant stated the following: “But 
within our group, there is a strong sense of status and rank. We can be pretty tough, especially if 
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we perceive someone as touchy-feely or too soft” (p. 177). It is often not clear to male leaders 
what shared goals that advance collective well-being are; it may also not be apparent how being 
inclusive is tied to work behaviors and clear indications of competencies, as Ely and Meyerson 
(2010, p. 14) have observed. Wahl (2014) studied how men feel about gender equality initiatives 
and practices using a survey conducted in a Swedish organization and found that “fear of losing 
the homosocial culture was represented in different groups of men in the organization hierarchy. 
In communication with the organization, male leaders can show this fear and create a divide in 
the communities within the organization” (p. 140). For example, within my organization, when 
discussing placing more women at various levels of the organization, male leaders often say, 
“We want more women, and we will achieve this without lowering the bar,” which implies that 
men are responsible for setting the optimal level of achievement and women would most likely 
negatively impact this level. In this language, there is an implied cost for men when including 
women and other identities as candidates for jobs and a sense that the available jobs are for men 
who are now forced to relinquish some of these jobs to women. This establishes a loss scenario 
for men in my organization: they are losing the opportunities that their gender previously 
afforded them. The response to this notion from all identities is varied across the organization. 
There are also negative repercussions for younger and less senior men in the 
organization, who often experience difficulties in breaking the silence regarding inclusion and 
diversity issues (Wahl, 2014, p. 135). Wahl (2014) reports that if gender equality training is “to 
target men in executive positions, theories on processes of homosociality, hegemonic and 
complicit masculinity, and men’s privilege are central” (p. 144). Messner (1993) stresses that 
“masculinity and femininity are constantly re-constructing themselves in a context of unequal, 
but shifting power relations,” and the impact of having no one singular masculinity under 
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hegemonic masculinity, “the form of masculinity that is currently ascendant and dominant—is 
constructed not only in relations to femininities but also in relation to subordinated and 
marginalized masculinities” (p. 724). Some masculinities are dominant over others, including 
those of women and also those of groups of men. Organizations must understand that not all men 
have equal access to power and status, so although many younger leaders may want to address 
diversity issues, they may not want to risk their positions in the organization to do so. Any 
program with only one approach is likely to fail because considering the whole organization is 
critical in providing various ways for different people to lead successfully. In my organization, 
some leaders have experienced difficulty supporting the hiring of more women without feeling 
that they are betraying their male colleagues. 
The feeling that male leaders are betraying or ignoring the needs of employees that hold 
their same identities, means that it can be challenging to actively speak out and act as an ally 
because men don’t want to be perceived as not supporting other men. Prime and Moss-Racusin 
(2009) studied the role of male allies within organizations; they found that “how men negotiated 
masculine norms is a key determinant of whether they support or resist efforts to close gender 
gaps in the workplace” (p. 3). Prime and Moss-Racusin (2009) identified four masculine norms 
that can become obstacles to acting as an ally: (a) avoiding all things feminine, (b) being a 
winner, (c) showing no chinks in the armor, and (d) being a man’s man (p. 3). These represent 
one-sided aspects of the yin-yang model.  
For those who support, coach, and train leaders, it is critical to understand some of the 
reasons why leaders may resist or challenge being responsible for navigating IDE practices. A 
study by the Center for Talent Innovation on what men think about inclusion and diversity found 
that many of the men who responded felt that inclusion and diversity led to more innovations, 
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made them better leaders, and improved their reputations (Taylor Kennedy & Jain-Link, 2020, p. 
5). At the same time, the majority of those leaders could not identify behaviors that would be 
considered acting as an ally or becoming an advocate for others (Taylor Kennedy & Jain-Link, 
2020, p. 5). Taylor Kennedy and Jain-Link’s findings emphasize that men often do not know 
what action to take. Consequently, it is helpful to examine expectations for leaders with regard to 
inclusion and diversity to illustrate the tensions between these expectations and how men view 
their role and place in the organization.  
Leadership and Inclusion and Diversity  
Defining Inclusion and Diversity 
Leaders must manage many layers of complexity as they expand their IDE skills and may 
often be confused about distinguishing between the expectations for inclusion and what it means 
to create and maintain a diverse workforce. Ferdman (2014) defines diversity as “the 
representation of multiple identity groups and their cultures in a particular organization or 
workgroup” (p. 3). Ferdman (2014) then explains inclusion as a key approach to benefiting from 
diversity (p. 3). To understand its relationship to diversity, Winters (2014) offers a 
comprehensive definition of inclusion “as creating an environment that acknowledges, 
welcomes, and accepts different approaches, styles, perspectives, and experiences, so as to allow 
all to reach their potential and result in enhanced organizational success” (p. 206).  Winters 
(2014) goes on to  state that a “salient distinction between inclusion and diversity is that diversity 
can be mandated and legislated, while inclusion stems from voluntary actions” (p. 206). In other 
words, many organizations focus on ensuring they have specific numbers of employees who 
represent various identities, which directs most of their attention to recruiting and hiring 
practices that attract more diverse employees. Inclusion means creating a space where there is an 
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opportunity for all differences to be recognized and valued, so that those who embody such 
differences have a sufficient amount of power to influence the organization. I have heard fellow 
employees who are African Americans discuss not feeling that they belong because there are no 
individuals on the leadership levels who look like them. The organization has achieved diversity 
among employees at the lower levels, but that in itself does not create an inclusive workplace. 
The Role of Advocacy and Allyship 
It is important to understand the ideas that are central to social justice efforts, such as 
“advocacy, taking action in support of a cause; allyship, entering into relationships to pursue 
shared goals; and accountability, to/with those with whom the advocacy and alliances are 
engaged” (Anicha et al., 2018, p. 154). The expectations regarding these terms changed between 
the 1980s and 2016, and two of the key changes are as follows: 
The idea of advocacy has moved from legal and vulnerable person advocacy to a focus 
on skills building with a recognition of the need for collaboration with the persons the 
advocacy is aimed at helping. In the early 1980s, there was barely a mention of allyship; 
this evolved to a focus on the pitfalls and commoditization of allyship: the despair of 
marginalized people due to ineffective or insincere allyship (Anicha et al., 2018, p. 156). 
 
Male leaders may not be aware of the definitions and expectations of being an advocate and ally 
both historically and today. Because many of the male leaders in technology are also White, it is 
important to examine the development of allies in relation to gender and race. Leaders are now 
being required to act differently to advocate for others who do not share their identities. This 
necessitates using the power their position affords to make a workspace where other voices and 
perspectives can be heard and integrated. In my organization, leaders are asked to make 
statements about why inclusion and diversity are critical to business success and actively 
interrupt behaviors that create exclusion in the workplace. Leaders are expected to participate in 
ally skills training and sponsor employees from underrepresented groups. In social justice terms, 
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being an ally is related to taking action. King (2018), who is the director of diversity and 
inclusion initiatives at the University of Missouri at Kanas City, has suggested in an online post 
that “allies are defined by their action” (King, 2018). Today, leaders encounter more pressure to 
advocate for others and become allies, with the North American Students of Cooperation on their 
web page defining an ally as “a member of a ‘majority’ group who works to end oppression in 
his or her personal life through support of and as an advocate for the oppressed population” 
(Griffin, n.d.). An increasing number of organizations have begun offering training in allyship to 
encourage those with the privilege to recognize and speak out against potentially oppressive acts. 
Organizations need to understand and address some of the outcomes of ally action both 
on the ally and also on those being targeted within the organization. Edwards (2011) suggests 
that aspiring allies, for reasons related to self-interest, can feel powerful acting like the hero, 
working not with but on behalf of oppressed groups without consulting the group they are trying 
to help. Highlighting that intention and impact around acting as an ally is critical. Male leaders 
need to understand when they are getting positive feedback and rewards for acting as a hero 
instead of an ally. Edwards (2011) also states that those who are aspiring allies for altruistic 
reasons are aware of their privilege and may sometimes be motivated by guilt. Although guilt 
can be a catalyst for acting in small ways, it typically does not motivate an attack on systems of 
oppression. Aspiring allies seek work in social justice work to focus their efforts on collaboration 
and in partnership with those from an oppressed group to end systems of oppression (Edwards, 
2011, pp. 50–51). For many male leaders, it is unclear how to start such a partnership. The first 
step is often a desire for awareness; for example, leaders in my organization have gone on 
listening tours to hear about others’ lived experiences. However, the journey to becoming an ally 
must start with the understanding that “White Americans are generally less aware of privileges 
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tied to their race” (Chrobot-Mason et al., 2020, p. 5). The assumption is that if a leader is male 
and White, he must develop the ability to recognize his privilege before he can become an ally. 
Although not all male technology leaders are White, it is important to recognize that 
organizational leadership roles are still predominantly filled by White men because of the 
implicit bias in favor of White men in positions of power and influence. As social beings, 
humans create a prototype or ideal schema for nearly every construct, including 
leadership. (Chrobot-Mason et al., 2020, p. 10) 
 
As has previously been argued, White male leaders may find it difficult to become aware of the 
tensions regarding belonging because the structures they work in were created to accommodate 
who they inherently are. Chrobot-Mason et al. (2020) emphasized key tensions that are important 
for White ally development, including the fact that there may be a negative reaction as a 
defensive mechanism, which is part of the necessary process of change, as well as that anyone 
who wants to become an ally must listen to and learn from others (pp. 18–19). One of the 
possible manifestations of the defensive mechanisms mentioned above is the reluctance to 
participate in conversations about inclusion and diversity. The next section explains some of the 
reasons for this reluctance in male leaders. 
Leaders Participating in Diversity Conversations 
Developing inclusion and diversity skills is often challenging because these topics are not 
formally instructed in many leadership development programs within organizations. In cases 
where inclusion and diversity are training topics, men often feel shamed or blamed because they 
are in a privileged group or are expected to quietly listen to others’ experiences with little 
opportunity to discuss their own (Welp, 2016, p. 36). It is assumed that those in oppressed 
groups might lead the conversation, so those with oppressed identities may develop the skills 
needed to do so. Male leaders are not usually asked to lead these conversations. Conversely, I 
have found that there is an expectation that as a woman, I should be able to raise the issue of or 
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speak about the ways in which I have been limited. Any distress or discomfort I may feel in 
raising these issues is assumed to be part of the cost of being heard. Recently, I witnessed an 
African American woman being asked to take time away from her job to speak both privately 
and publicly throughout my organization about her story. There was an expectation that this 
sharing would not negatively impact her in terms of reliving painful experiences, fatigue, and 
frustration, and it was not taken into account that time away from her work could impact her 
performance review. Welp (2016) has built a business helping White men understand their role 
in inclusion and diversity. As he recalled from a conversation with a group of White men, “We 
never think diversity is about us. We think it is about helping those people with their issues. We 
also look to them to be the teachers of diversity” (Welp, 2016, p 27). This has allowed male 
leaders to see it as someone else’s responsibility to build their knowledge in topics related to 
diversity. The privileged group expects to request conditions for how oppressed groups can 
educate them about other identities. Often, these requests for education come from expectations 
of leadership that are largely based on gender roles. 
Leaders working within the context of a global organization encounter an additional layer 
of potential difficulty in being an advocate or ally, which is understanding and empathizing with 
employees from different cultures and with experiences that may be far outside the leader’s 
experience. The next section highlights some of these challenges for global leaders. 
How Leaders Approach Teams with a Global Mindset 
One of the key areas of constant pressure for male technology leaders headquartered in 
the US is having to make sense of working in a global context, which involves having to ensure 
that employees in other countries feel both a sense of inclusion and that their cultures are 
respected, despite the fact that the company’s policies and practices are rooted in Western 
culture. Both global mindsets and cultural intelligence are important when making changes 
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relating to IDE. Andresen and Bergdolt (2017) contend that a “global mindset is especially 
needed for tasks at normative and strategic levels” and that cultural intelligence “is sufficient 
cross-cultural competency for employees working in operative management” (pp. 190–191). A 
global mindset “puts less emphasis on actual behavior and more on personal attributes as guiding 
principles for decision-making” (Andresen & Bergdolt, 2017, p. 188). The examples below 
highlight how leaders are expected to change their behaviors and their approach to leadership in 
general in managing a global workforce.  
For example, employees in India might have different expectations from employees in 
the US regarding how their leaders should care for their well-being. Nahavandi and Krishnan 
(2018) investigated Indian leaders, finding that in many companies, leaders have been 
“successfully combining social concerns and caring for the stakeholders with western business 
practices” (Nahavandi & Krishnan, 2018, p. 105). This suggests that in other countries, leaders 
might have the ability to balance the paradox of managing social concerns and focusing on 
revenue generation, which leaders in the US might be expected to balance if they manage a 
global corporation. In my organization, this sense of caring about employees, beyond 
implementing safety measures, is fairly new and has largely been driven by COVID-19. 
While working in a global organization, I have observed that leaders who are able to 
speak multiple languages are often more open and have a broader sense of the world than 
monolingual speakers. Bilingual leaders are often able to create a team culture that honors 
differing forms of teamwork found in other countries but can develop a connection to their team 
at the same time. Thus, these leaders balance the paradox of being both different and the same, 
creating a space in which individuals who are different can connect around shared goals and 
purposes. Studies have shown that the ability to speak multiple languages can contribute to 
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connecting with other employees. Multilingualism can also give leaders a deeper appreciation of 
their employees worldwide. Hofstede et al. (2010) further state that “having to express oneself in 
another language means learning to adopt someone else’s frame of reference. It is doubtful 
whether one can be bicultural without also being bilingual” (p. 389). Hofstede et al. (2010) 
indicate the benefit of perceiving the world differently, which can enable male leaders to 
understand requests for advocacy and allyship in the context of their employees’ experiences 
rather than their own. Livermore (2010) also highlights the importance of knowing another 
language, stating that one can communicate more easily when one can speak another language 
and “gain a heightened way of seeing how others label the world” (p. 107). Jaguar, the British 
automobile maker, experienced an increase in the German market a year after they began 
offering in-house German language studies (Livermore, 2010, p. 107). This suggests that 
learning another language facilitates the creation of a cultural understanding of the customer base 
a company seeks to target. Ideally, to understand coworkers from a variety of cultural contexts, 
there is “no substitute for learning their language, reading books produced by the culture and 
familiarizing ourselves with the country’s history.”  
For leaders, it has become increasingly less permissible to forego understanding their 
employees across the globe. My organization has an information site through which employees 
can receive information relevant to visiting other global offices. For example, the Jordan site 
includes films to watch and books to help staff members better understand Jordanian culture. 
Keller et al. (2017) researched when and why individuals interpreted conditions using 
paradoxical frames, with a focus on cooperation and competition between workers in China and 




When organizations strive to enable their leaders and employees to view the world and 
work with a wider lens of possibility, they create an environment in which there is openness to 
the idea that there is no single way of knowing. Such a mindset indicates that opportunities are 
expansive, and everyone can contribute uniquely. It can further create a workplace in which 
paradoxes can exist in balance without an impetus to prioritize one aspect over another. It is thus 
important to recognize the role of sensemaking in enabling balance or insisting on only one 
“right” way. The following section comprises an investigation of the role of sensemaking in 
relation to how leaders view and understand their world and its importance as an aspect of 
paradoxes. 
How Sensemaking is Important in Inclusion and Diversity 
For many leaders, trying to make sense of the changes they experience and understanding 
the new expectations placed on them could be overwhelming. The manner in which leaders make 
sense of each element of a paradox, the relationships between them, and the conclusions they 
draw from them can impact how they enact IDE practices. For leaders, the “ongoing nature of 
sensemaking is useful because it helps to explain how individuals construct social realities that 
are enactive of their environments” (Helms Mills, 2005, p. 246). A few core elements of 
sensemaking must be considered when examining male leaders’ experiences in the field of 
technology. Dweck (2015) defined people with a growth mindset as “individuals who believe 
their talents can be developed (through hard work, good strategies, and input from others). . . . 
They tend to achieve more than those with a more fixed mindset (those who believe their talents 
are innate gifts)” (p. 2). It is important to understand how open to growth male leaders are, 
whether they are willing to grow or believe that they either do not need to or cannot learn to be 
more inclusive in their work. Dweck (2015) discussed fixed mindset triggers that inhibit growth, 
such as insecurity or defensiveness when criticized or poorly compared to others (p. 3). IDE 
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discussions and topics can easily lead to criticism, leading to a fixed mindset trigger. When 
exploring the experiences of male technology leaders, investigating the reasons for their mindset 
regarding their ability to grow is essential. 
Navigating and enacting IDE practices takes work and focus which is often overlooked 
and misunderstood by leaders. Weick (2009) discussed what is needed to make necessary 
changes in behaviors that are almost second nature. Also, Weick (2009) provides reasons why 
people may be resistant to change. Weick (2009) uses the allegory of “dropping one’s tools” as a 
“proxy for unlearning, for adaptation, for flexibility” (p. 248). As it relates to the navigation of 
expectations around IDE, Weick (2009) lists reasons that people persist when faced with a threat, 
which can explain why male leaders are committed to holding onto their existing views when 
challenged to incorporate more diversity in the organization. Some of Weick’s (2009) reasons 
that likely apply to the experience of male leaders are listed below. 
(1) Justification: people persist when they are given no clear reason to change; 
(2) Trust: people persist when they do not trust the person who tells them to change; 
(3) Skill with replacement activity: people might hang onto their familiar tools in a 
frightening situation because an unfamiliar alternative is scary to them; 
(4) Consequences: people will not drop their tools if they believe that doing so will not 
make much of a difference; and 
(5) Identity: implicit in the idea that people can drop their tools is tools, and people are 
distinct, separable, and dissimilar. However, some people see their tools as extensions 
of themselves. (pp. 251–253) 
 
Weick’s (2009) reasons for which some individuals resist change can be applied to why male 
technology leaders might not want to change, know how to change, or recognize the need to 
change: sometimes, change can appear to be scary and potentially harmful. 
To further understand the dynamics at play when trying to get one leader to change and to 
also look at the how to expand those changes to the organization requires both individual leaders 
to make sense of the changes in the context of their leadership and also to create a shared sense 
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of understanding across the organization. Nelson (2018) found that for global leaders, 
“sensemaking was (1) a continuous process; and (2) a vehicle to deal with the paradoxes and 
tensions” (p. 158). Nelson (2018) further asserted that the process provides a framework for 
considering how male leaders have adjusted to changes in the context of inclusion and diversity. 
Weick and Sutcliffe (2015) argued that sensemaking is about “sizing up a situation while you 
simultaneously act and partially determine the nature of what you discover” (p. 32). Male leaders 
in the field of technology are in a context that is changing and might feel unsettled about the 
expectations of them as individuals and also about their roles as leaders when enacting IDE 
practices. 
When examining how leaders describe their journey in understanding and practicing IDE, 
it is important to consider the extent to which they focus on understanding the experiences of 
others or reflect on their own identity and place in the world. Male leaders need to acknowledge 
that their power can influence how they create meaning out of their experiences. Mikkelsen and 
Wåhlin (2020) explored the dynamics of how power and politics could influence sensemaking 
around diversity management, which has strong implications for how male leaders and others 
make sense of their roles. Mikkelsen and Wåhlin (2020) observed that “when people are located 
at different areas and levels of the organizational hierarchy, and they draw on different 
experiences and areas of knowledge, they often develop conflicting interpretations, which may 
compete for legitimacy” (p. 557). The temptation for male leaders may be to discount the 
experience of others because they do not experience, acknowledge, or face situations in the same 
way as others have experienced the organization and its problems. Mikkelsen and Wåhlin (2020) 
emphasized the need “to conceive sensemaking, power, and emotions as a complex nexus of the 
micro-political practices in which certain terrains of action unfold, allowing collective organizing 
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to occur” (p. 575). It is important that the focus and energy to create change in organization 
around IDE topics is difficult and often defined by those outside the dominate group. The 
dominant group may have a longer learning curve often because they are starting without the 
awareness of how others may experience the world of work.  
Male leaders need to be aware that their position in the organization and how they feel 
about IDE has an impact on how they make sense of the expectations around those topics. 
Sensemaking is heavily influenced by the positive effects of diversity management professed by 
leaders without acknowledging any challenges. At the same time, “in practice, [employees] may 
frame the rhetoric of policies as something to be endured while causing deep-seated emotional 
angst with little or no opportunity for legitimate expression” (Mikkelsen & Wåhlin, 2020, p. 
572). When leaders focus only on the positive side of diversity management, employees often 
desire a dialogue about their experiences, which could be positive, negative, or both. Male 
leaders might find themselves promoting the positive elements of diversity management and 
might experience contradictory feelings without a legitimate means to express their confusion or 
discomfort at the same time. 
This study was conducted during the pandemic and at the same time as “a whole 
constellation of crises, such as the accompanying economic crisis, civil unrest in the face of 
racial inequality, and the rapidly escalating consequences of climate change (wildfires, 
hurricanes, etc.)” were occurring (Christianson & Barton, 2021, p. 574). Thus, how male leaders 
made sense of multiple flows of experiences, where “meaning-making and action within one 
arena are impacted by simultaneously occurring sensemaking in other arenas” (Christianson & 
Barton, 2021, p. 575) was extremely complex. It is essential to reflect on how male leaders 
describe what they noticed during the pandemic, as understanding how their actions were 
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impacted can contribute to a greater understanding of how they made sense of the meaning-
making context. 
Another aspect that might influence how male leaders make sense of the context in which 
they are leading and their expectations related to enacting IDE practices is the relationship 
between sensemaking and identity. Vough et al. (2020) suggest that 
our identity influences how we make sense of an event, which in turn can change our 
identity. As this identity changes and we face new occasions of which sense must be 
made, this new identity shapes sensemaking in response to these new events. All of this 
occurs within a social context in which others are part of both our sensemaking and our 
identity work. (p. 11) 
 
Management and awareness of the continuous changes related to identity, sensemaking, noticing, 
and acting, as well as the possible demands from the organization to focus on the positive 
elements of diversity management could be overly complex and conflicting for leaders. 
Another critical question to consider is whether male leaders are constrained by their 
desire to maintain the status quo. Helms Mills and Mills (2009) assert that 
(organizational) identity can constrain an individual’s sensemaking (this is an ongoing 
and social process) and one that forces the sensemaker to seek out familiar solutions that 
have worked in the past (retrospective) and maintain the social status quo, to find cues 
that fit with this identity and make the decision to act in a certain way that is plausible 
and legitimate (p. 175).  
 
Helms Mills (2005) examined how gender was portrayed in text and images in annual reports 
from the North American electrical company Nova Scotia Power between 1972 and 2001. He 
found that “the enactment of their policies was wholly dependent on how these were made sense 
of by those in positions of power (the senior managers)” (pp. 265–266). Now is an important 
time to understand how male leaders are making sense of the changes around them, the 
expectations regarding how they lead, and whether they can enact changes in their behavior to 
benefit others. If, as Helms Mills (2005) articulated, the disruption in the lives of decision 
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makers can cause them to “re-evaluate existing strategies and organizational rules and emphasize 
new themes, all of which have a significant impact on the gendering of the culture of the 
organization” (p. 244), there could be substantive changes in how male technology leaders 
evaluate their leadership. 
Summary of Leadership and Inclusion and Diversity 
This section comprised a review of aspects of leadership, inclusion, and diversity, 
including definitions for inclusion and diversity, advocacy and allyship as ways of enacting IDE 
practices, and examples of paradoxes related to perspective and inclusion while working in 
global organizations. The following section is a review of research on paradoxical leadership and 
paradoxes of inclusion and diversity. Paradoxical leadership is essential since one aspect of the 
analysis in this research was to study what paradoxes leaders acknowledged or seemed to be 
critical of in enacting IDE practices. As a foundational study, it was essential to learn more about 
the research concerning paradoxical leadership. 
Paradoxical Leadership 
As various perspectives on male leadership indicate, leaders have increasingly faced 
tensions concerning how to position themselves in relation to various issues. Such issues include 
managing gendered behaviors that might impact their belonging to groups of men, determining 
how to frame performance goals, considering whether to emphasize their own success or that of 
others, learning to see the world as they experience it or expanding their view through the lived 
experiences of others, or orienting themselves to either ignore the existence of inequality or 
actively address it. Leaders must decide how to navigate these tensions. For example, they often 
need to determine whether to quietly ignore discrimination when they see it or call it out, 
whether to work around the system or openly challenge it. Making such decisions seems to 
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require resolving certain paradoxes. It is thus important to understand what paradoxical 
leadership is and how it might be applied to inclusion and diversity topics. 
A simple view of paradox is that it consists of two coexisting opposites that must be dealt 
with as a pair (Waldman & Bowen, 2016, p. 316). The nature of the possible types of 
paradoxical challenges that leaders face has received limited but nevertheless noteworthy 
attention (Waldman & Bowen, 2016, p. 317). Johnson (1996) refers to the management of a “set 
of opposites which cannot function independently. Because two sides of a polarity are 
interdependent, you cannot choose one as a ‘solution’ and neglect the other” (p. xviii). Part of the 
analysis of Johnson’s study was to see if leaders acknowledged paradoxes or polarities with 
respect to enacting IDE practices. 
It is paramount to first consider the nature of the paradoxical challenges that leaders face. 
Considerations for leaders include ensuring they do not focus on only one tension, not allowing 
the situation to continually force them back and forth between the poles, and not becoming 
entrenched in the middle (Waldman & Bowen, 2016, p. 320). In Lewis’s (2000) seminal 
research, studies from 1990 to 1997 were reviewed for the term paradox. The review resulted in 
the identification of exemplars to identify areas of research into paradoxes, which helped create a 
foundation for future work (p. 761). Lewis (2000) highlights three overarching characteristics of 
paradoxes that were identified in the review: 
First, as some “thing,” a paradox may denote a wide variety of contradictory yet 
interwoven elements: perspectives, feelings, messages, demands, identities, interests, or 
practices. Second, paradoxes are constructed. . . . Third, paradoxes become apparent 
through self- or social reflection or interaction that reveals the seemingly absurd and 




In addition, Lewis (2000) identified, with respect to Western leadership, that “in organizational 
studies, distinctions are apparent in such polar constructs as quality/cost, 
differentiation/integration, stability/change, and cohesion/division.  
In contrast, “Eastern philosophies stress the need to avoid simplistic distinctions” (Lewis, 
2000, p. 762). Lewis (2000) also found that when paradoxes were spurred by change, the view of 
change moved away from the notion that it was a smooth, linear, and planned journey (p. 760). 
Instead, the view was of “individuals, groups, and organizations as inherently paradoxical, 
embroiled in tensions and reinforcing cycles at their very core” (Lewis, 2000, p. 760). The need 
to reduce tensions around paradoxes and make them seem simpler is quite high in organizations. 
Leaders may only focus on relieving the tension, not on getting to any root cause analysis of the 
problems. Miron-Spektor et al. (2018) viewed tensions as requiring tradeoffs. They found that 
there were often temporary solutions but that the underlying tension remained and resurfaced. 
Moreover, their study showed that some people accepted and embraced the tensions as well as 
appreciated their interwoven nature (p. 27). 
Since 2000, the issue of paradox management “has gained attention in both practice and 
research” (Purvanova & Kenda, 2018, p. 756). Purvanova and Kenda (2018) supported “the idea 
that recognizing and embracing paradox leads to long-term positive outcomes for organizations, 
teams, and individuals” (p. 756). Miron-Spektor et al. (2018) proposed that “paradox theory 
deepens understanding of the varied nature, dynamics, and outcomes of organizational tensions” 
(p. 27). Miron-Spektor et al. (2018) further state that a paradox mindset is the “key to unlocking 
the positive potential of tensions,” and individuals with such a mindset “tend to value, accept and 
feel comfortable with tensions and see them as opportunities to confront them” (p. 27). The 
management of paradoxes is one aspect of leadership, and effectively doing so seems to have 
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positive results. Paradox management theory suggests that it is important for male technology 
leaders to understand how they express their experiences and that being able to manage 
competing tensions can be an avenue for improving systems and training for confronting such 
tensions. 
Nelson (2018) examined how global business executives navigated change and 
paradoxes. Although global leaders do not refer to paradoxes but rather recognize tension, they 
experience multidimensional, multilevel, and concurrent paradoxes at the individual, team, and 
organizational levels (p. 174). Zhang et al. (2015) measured paradoxical leader behavior in 
people management across five dimensions: “(1) combining self-centeredness with other-
centeredness; (2) maintaining both distance and closure; (3) treating subordinates uniformly, 
while allowing individualization; (4) enforcing work requirements, while allowing flexibility; 
and (5) maintaining decision control, while allowing autonomy” (p. 538). Nelson (2018) added 
additional paradoxes based on interviews with global leaders, including being global while 
working locally, managing short-term success versus long-term success, and contributing to 
society versus creating revenue (pp. 141–142). For some male leaders, “experiencing tensions 
can be threatening and lead to dysfunctional responses if individuals approach tensions as 
dilemmas, consistently seeking to mitigate their anxiety by resolving the conflict and the 
discomfort these tensions elicit” (Miron-Spektor et al., 2018, p. 30). Lewis (2000) claimed that 
the paradox framework might help address: “What tensions exist, why they may fuel reinforcing 
cycles, and how actors may manage paradoxes to foster change and understanding” (p. 774).  
Paradoxes in Inclusion and Diversity 
The analysis of paradoxes has included examining how male leaders in technology have 
often enacted leadership that has created inherent tensions between what they themselves 
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consider effective leadership and a collaborative focus on others. In addition, with the expansion 
of global virtual teams, leaders now have to attend to multiple layers of inclusion, such as 
culture, gender, race, and sexual orientation. The tensions between self and others may relate to 
paradoxes of belonging (Lewis, 2000, p. 769). Many leaders rely on communications teams or 
inclusion and diversity experts to initiate conversations and instruct them on how to act, resulting 
in a reliance on others to communicate an organizational view of inclusion and diversity, which 
often does not align with how their employees experience them as a leader. This reliance on 
prescriptive approaches without a deeper understanding of the potential tensions experienced by 
employees tends to fuel a rationalization of the leader’s behavior that ignores its wider social 
implications and ultimately reduces employee trust and productivity (Lewis, 2000). 
Employees outside of the US often feel that their male leaders struggle to understand 
their position regarding oppression because of the privileged position that these leaders often 
hold. Male leaders might become trapped in what Lewis (2000) describes as “reinforcing cycles 
that perpetuate and exacerbate the tension, for paradox is a double-edged sword” (p. 763). For 
some leaders, those tensions “might serve as ‘a trigger for change,’ spurring actors to rethink 
existing polarities and recognize more complicated interrelationships” (Lewis, 2000, p. 763). 
Lewis’s (2000) study was comprised of an examination of when such tensions became a trigger 
for change concerning IDE and when it was merely part of a reinforcing cycle. When supporting 
leaders who are working on developing skills around IDE practices, it is important to keep in 
mind that individual leaders may see the ask to do more around IDE as an opportunity to take on 
new and challenging things or it could be viewed as a no-win situation for some leaders.  
In the literature mentioned above, what is missing from the conversation about inclusion 
and diversity for some male leaders is recognizing that many of their behaviors, expectations, 
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and experiences are in direct opposition to behaviors associated with being an ally. When 
enacting IDE practices, notions of privilege and oppression need to be recognized. For some men 
leading organizations, the very nature of the privilege that has been afforded them prevents them 
from realizing it because “privileging may occur on such a deep level that the favored never 
recognize how privileged they are by the cultures their dominance allows them to shape in their 
own image” (Hatch & Cunliffe, 2013, p. 233). Some of the paradoxes that male leaders 
encounter might not be perceived as contradictions, either because they do not need to recognize 
these paradoxes or because they only focus on one element. The paradoxes are only recognized 
when these leaders become aware of them, either through feedback or through an event in which 
a paradox impacts them or someone they care about. 
Understanding more about others and the contexts they experience is an attempt, as 
Lewis states (2006), to avoid “behavior that might prove irritable to our partners” (p. 134). Male 
leaders often irritate their employees because of their assumptions that everyone has the same 
access to resources, education, and experience as they do. Jay (2013) stressed, that if people 
become aware of the tensions or differences in experiences, they can navigate around or through 
them if they find themselves unable to move forward. Understanding how male technology 
leaders navigate the paradoxes they face can lead to both recommendations and support 
mechanisms for systems and training. 
Change 
In addition to understanding how male leaders navigate these paradoxes, there is an 
underlying interest in understanding if and how their views of themselves can change and what 
behaviors might change in the process of managing these paradoxes. There are multiple theories 
of change, and “caution must be exercised with the use of change models, as the line 
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distinguishing one model of change from the other is apparently very thin” (Adhikari, 2007, p. 
1). As a project manager, I was responsible for running various projects and programs 
concerning people strategies and technology implementation. I have become familiar with the 
technical side of change, which relates to the management of the systems, processes, and 
technology that need to be implemented, as well as with change management, which is the 
process that “enables employees to adapt to a change so that business objectives are realized” 
(Hiatt & Creasey, 2012, p. 1). My focus has been around both the technical success of programs 
and also helping the organization make the necessary changes with its employees. 
My professional involvement in driving changes at an organizational level led to me 
seeking certification in Prosci’s approach to change. The Prosci Change Triangle is used to track 
project management for leadership or sponsorship, linking to the technical side of the change and 
change management, or the people side of change (Prosci, n.d.). Prosci’s model of individual 
change is the awareness, desire, knowledge, abilities, and reinforcement (ADKAR) model. 
Prosci’s approach to change provides a solid link between technical project management and 
changes involving people in an organization. In addition, I became a certified Hudson Institute 
coach, as well as a certified professional coach with the International Federation of Coaching, 
which enabled a deeper exploration of individual change approaches. My understanding of 
change is based on researching various change models, my own experiences leading change 
efforts, and coaching clients. My approach relies heavily on Prosci’s model, with McKinsey’s 7S 
model as anchors. Adhikari (2007) describes ADKAR as a “goal-oriented change management 
model that allows change management teams to focus their activities on specific business results. 
. . . The model has its origins in aligning traditional change management activities to a given 
result or goal” (p. 15). By using the ADKAR and McKinsey’s 7S model I have been able to help 
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individuals process the changes they need to make and at the same time provide links to the end 
results from a business perspective. Prosci’s model enables one to consider how a set of tools 
work within technical project work, both at the individual level with ADKAR and the 
organization view provided by the Change Triangle. 
Regarding McKinsey’s 7S model, Ravanfar (2015) asserts that “the model has been 
widely used by academics and practitioners and remains one of the most popular strategic 
planning tools. It sought to present an emphasis on human resources (Soft S), rather than the 
traditional mass production tangibles of capital, infrastructure, and equipment, as key to higher 
organizational performance” (p. 7). “McKinsey’s 7S framework infers that organizational change 
will be determined by the shape of the seven Ss and their interactions. The seven Ss are: 1) 
Structure, 2) Systems, 3) Style, 4) Staff, 5) Skills, and 6) Strategy and 7) Shared Values” 
(Cameron & Green, 2015, p. 314). By using the McKinsey’s 7S model as the business anchors, I 
am assured that I am linking back to the systemic changes that need to be considered with large 
scale organization change. The interconnectedness of the elements has been appealing to me as I 
have considered how to make cultural changes, as change tends to simultaneously be driven from 
multiple angles. 
The following common elements of considerations for change can be identified in these 
models: 
• defining and communicating what the change will include (awareness) 
• needing to determine the implementation plan (strategy) 
• assessing readiness for the change and the impact of the change (systems) 
• creating or identifying a desire or willingness for the change (desire) 
• empowering individuals to make the change (knowledge, skills, or staff) 
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• sponsoring the change, usually by someone with authority or power (reinforcement) 
• identifying change agents of the change and ensuring that there is ongoing 
reinforcement for the change (reinforcement) 
In my experience, the speed with which organizations and individuals undergo the 
change often depends on the following: 
• how familiar the change is to them 
• previous skills they have developed to deal with the change 
• disruptions in the context that are large or volatile 
• the capacity of the individual or organization to absorb one more change 
• the cultural beliefs and biases an individual has regarding the change 
• how successful they have previously been in making changes 
Based on both the shared elements of change and considerations about the speed of 
change, I have created a framework representing my approach to understanding an individual or 
organizational change. Figure 3 illustrates my framework. On the outer layer is the context (i.e., 
the environment in which the change is taking place). The outer layer is where a needed 
transformation is often defined, introduced, and communicated. Shifts in the environment or 
context of work can create both the awareness needed for change and the desire to change. At 
this stage, a review of the potential impacts and of the system’s readiness is essential. The outer 
layer relates to McKinsey’s 7S model about strategy, structure, and systems, focusing on the 
organization’s strategy and the leadership positions regarding the change as well as connecting 
these to the ADKAR model concerning awareness. 
The next layer relates to skills, knowledge, and abilities. The next layer relates to the 
ADKAR model around knowledge and abilities and McKinsey’s 7S model around skills and 
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staff. I have noticed that an early response to change involves gaining more knowledge or 
developing a skill individuals believe they might need. At the organizational level, the readiness 
and impact assessment can indicate the need of the organization to make changes in the makeup 
of their workforce as well as identify talent gaps. 
The subsequent layer reflects upon whether changes will impact the purpose of the 
organization or the individual. The shared values, strategy, and style from McKinsey’s 7S model 
as well as the concepts of desire and reinforcement from the ADKAR model are related to this 
layer. For an organization, this might be a time to reflect on alignment with the organization's 
mission, vision, and values. For leaders, this might be a time to reflect on how change supports 
their leadership philosophy, which might conflict with their organization’s values and vision. 
The individual is at the core of the framework because they must understand and identify how 
the change might impact their identity, what dependencies they need to examine as part of the 
change often in terms of skills or knowledge they need to gain to be successful, and whether they 
can make any changes at this time. 
All organizational change requires individuals throughout the organization to agree with 
the change, make changes at a skill or knowledge level, or change a perspective that impacts 
their ability to have a successful change experience. I created Figure 3 to illustrate my thinking 




Incorporating the Change 
 
 
When considering how male leaders think about becoming allies or advocates or take 
risks regarding IDE topics, it is essential to reflect on how the leaders either are enabled to 
change or find reasons to resist change. Examples of leaders’ change experiences are provided in 
Chapter 4, using the constructs of context, skill, knowledge and abilities, purpose and identities 
and values. It is by looking at the interactions of how these elements work in concert to help 
enact IDE practices that often call for a shift in one of the constructs.  
Summary and Implications for the Current Study 
In summary, understanding the tensions for male technology leaders in contexts of 
inclusion and diversity is complex. This chapter reviewed the relationship between masculinity 
and leadership, which might involve tension if the demands of leading in IDE oppose 
conceptions of a masculinity identity in the US. There are potential tensions in terms of the 
alignment of being a man and a leader concerning how male leaders advocate for others and the 
resulting impact on their own sense of identity and success. When men, as leaders, assume that 
others share their experiences, they may believe that everyone has the same access to resources, 
education, and experiences, creating a bias about what success is and how it can be achieved. 
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Smith et al. (2016) stated that “hostility to contradictions is deeply rooted, especially in the 
Western world,” with its focus on the belief that if one idea is “right,” the opposite must be 
wrong (p. 67). There is a need to understand both the perspectives of male leaders in the US in 
relation to how they perceive paradoxes and how they might apply those perspectives to the 
often polarizing experiences of working toward inclusion (Ferdman, 2017).  
The leaders that I have seen successful in navigating IDE practices and conversation 
often are more open to other perspectives and ways of doing things. Smith et al. (2016) asserted 
that “leaders must be emotionally and cognitively open to the new, developing a management 
strategy of coping with, rather than controlling and minimizing ambiguity” (p. 68). Smith et al. 
(2016) contend that leaders must be “humble and vulnerable, admitting that they might not know 
what the future holds” (p. 68). Humility, vulnerability, and uncertainty are often resisted as a 
course of action by many of the technology leaders with whom I work. I experience these leaders 
as having a strong bias against admitting mistakes, asking for new perspectives, or potentially 
being exposed for not knowing an answer. Smith et al. (2010) have challenged managers to 
move from asking, “Should we implement A or B?” to asking, “How can we implement both A 
and B?” (p. 457). Concerning the need for action in my organization, I often hear leaders resist 
any ideas they perceive might slow down the work. For example, during a large-scale 
reorganization, the leadership team said, “We are going to focus on getting the business right 
first, then align the people,” highlighting the perception that doing both at the same time would 
be difficult, if not impossible. With a focus on understanding more about how male technology 
leaders navigate paradoxes, such as focusing on creating revenue and caring for the employees, 




 CHAPTER III: RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
In this study, the experiences of male leaders in the field of technology were explored, 
focusing on how these leaders responded to and reflected on expectations related to the concepts 
of IDE. The intention was to examine how male leaders viewed their social interactions within 
the context of behaviors supportive of IDE. This included (a) how they perceived others’ 
interpretations of their intent, (b) whether they were rewarded or punished for advocating for 
others, (c) whether they felt that IDE practices were embedded in their daily interactions or 
existed outside of their work, and (d) how enacting these behaviors changed or influenced how 
they viewed the world. In this study, Taylor Kennedy and Jain-Link’s (2020) work (described 
previously in Chapter 2)  was expanded upon by interviewing male technology leaders about 
behaviors that supported or hindered IDE practices in their work. A paradoxical framework was 
utilized to investigate the tensions they experienced when enacting such practices. 
This constituted an exploratory, qualitative study on how men processed expectations 
related to IDE and their stories about action or inaction with regard to inclusive practices. The 
goal was to understand male technology leaders’ experience as they navigated IDE practices 
within their organizations. This chapter begins with an overview of the proposed research 
philosophy, the reason for which narrative inquiry was chosen as the methodology, the choice of 
interviews as the method, and thematic analysis as the data analysis approach. The chapter’s 
focus is on the details of the study’s design, covering the sample selection, interviewing 
approach, and data analysis approach. The final section of the chapter offers a description of the 




Research Question: How do male technology leaders navigate expectations for actively 
supporting inclusion, diversity, and equity practices? 
Sub-questions: 
• What types of experience or training do male leaders believe would help them start or 
continue to enact inclusion, diversity, and equity practices? 
• What paradoxes emerge when male leaders are asked to lead differently to promote 
inclusion, diversity, and equity practices? 
• Which approach do male leaders take to address tension in the paradoxes of their 
position: synergy between both sides of the tension, an either-or view, or stagnant 
avoidance? 
Research Philosophy 
To further explore the research philosophy of the approach to research the next section 
will share more about the underpinnings of this study. Creswell (2014) defines “worldview” as a 
“general philosophical orientation about the world and the nature of research that a researcher 
brings to a study” (p. 6). For this study, my orientation was that of a constructivist worldview. 
Young and Collin (2004) state that 
constructivism proposes that each individual mentally constructs the world of experience 
in context and in relation to others. It differs from the scientific orthodoxy of logical 
positivism in its contention that the world cannot be known directly, but rather by the 
construction imposed on it by the mind. (p. 375)  
 
Constructivism is sometimes also referred to as interpretivism. I examined how male technology 
leaders interacted with, interpreted, and responded to the demands of engaging in IDE practices, 
thus aligning with Creswell’s (2014) description of one of the goals of research, which is to “rely 
as much as possible on the participants’ views of the situation” (p. 6). Pringle and Booysen 
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(2018) state that “interpretivist research focuses on an individual’s action, beliefs (as 
‘participant’) and, importantly, his or her explanations of them,” emphasizing that the researcher 
is “in a relationship with the participant as a listener and interpreter” (p. 25). In this study, I was 
a participant when framing the questions and follow-up questions and interpreting and making 
sense of the resulting data. This constitutes a qualitative approach, as described in greater detail 
below. 
Qualitative Approach 
As a qualitative study, this study generated new understandings rather than validating any 
theory about male technology leaders’ experiences. The male leaders were not taken out of their 
context and placed into a lab setting, nor was their environment manipulated. Instead, in 
accordance with Burke Johnson and Christensen (2012), I studied “the world as it naturally 
occurs, without manipulating it” (p. 418). I wanted to understand more deeply how without any 
interventions or trainings male leaders would describe their interaction with IDE and definitions 
of IDE topics and terms. Creswell (2014) described qualitative research as “an approach for 
exploring and understanding the meaning individuals or groups ascribe to a social or human 
problem” (p. 4). This study is focused on how male technology leaders describe the paradoxes 
and potential tensions they experience from expectations found while enacting inclusion and 
diversity. Nelson (2018) summarized the elements of the qualitative approach described by 
Creswell (2014) as research that includes: 
(1) a process that involves emerging questions and procedures; 
(2) data that is focused on the individual meaning and is typically collected in the 
participant’s setting; 
(3) data analysis that inductively builds from particulars to general themes; and 
(4) a final written report that has a flexible structure appropriate to the complexity of the 




For this study it was important to allow the individual male leaders to discuss topics and 
experiences that came to mind when asked about both general experiences and specific examples 
around IDE . The conversations happened over Zoom, which for many technology leaders is a 
comfortable and familiar way of communicating complex ideas. The analysis started with the 
stories and from those themes emerged that enabled bringing together the story about how male 
technology leaders experience a variety of IDE topics and practices. In order to connect the 
experiences of male technology leaders, the use of qualitative approach was important to allow 
for exploration of the paradoxes they may have experienced. Pearce et al. (2019) used a 
qualitative approach in their study on meta-paradoxes because “the study of paradoxes and 
complex tensions within organizations can benefit from the rich and context-sensitive nature of 
such methods” (p. 33). Similarly, a review of potential paradoxes that leaders experienced was 
essential in accounting for the richness of male technology leaders’ experiences. The particular 
qualitative method utilized for this study was narrative inquiry, as described in the next section. 
Narrative Inquiry 
This study was a constructivist study that employed narrative inquiry. Through 
interviews, the stories of male technology leaders were captured, as these leaders described their 
personal experiences, expectations, feedback, and feelings related to enacting IDE practices 
within their workplaces. Czarniawska (2007) has stated that the narrative approach to 
organization studies had flourished in the previous two decades (p. 384). By interviewing these 
male leaders, textual material was created from their accounts, thus enabling a narrative analysis 
of their experiences (Gubrium & Holstein, 2009, p. 1) and providing descriptions of a series of 
events (Pinnegar & Daynes, 2007, p. 5). 
When thinking about the approach to data collection and analysis, it was important to 
bring in design elements that are already shown to be impactful around topics of gender. Poggio 
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(2018) provides some supporting evidence for using narratives because they “are regarded as 
particularly efficacious means to shed light on some fundamental aspects relating to gender 
relations, such as the construction of a gendered self-identity and the relationship between 
individuals and society in the production and reproduction of gender norms” (p. 436). Also, 
Poggio (2018) offered that narrative inquiry is particularly “stimulating and useful for 
understanding aspects related to diversity within organizations, particularly with regard to 
gender” (p. 430). This study focused on men who voiced their thoughts regarding resistance and 
change related to creating inclusive contexts. One of the keys of enacting IDE practices is the 
recognition of the need to be in relationship with others. It is almost impossible to enact IDE 
practices without being in some type of relationship with others. It is because of the need to be in 
relationships, narratives are way to  “ provide understandable explanations of the experiences 
that individuals undergo in their relationships as members of society” (Toledano and Anderson, 
2020, p. 314). I explored how male leaders navigated expectations within relationships with 
others in relation to IDE. Narratives are not only good ways to explore an individual with society 
and others, but narratives also often provide a way to understand how leaders are making sense 
of different experiences. Gabriel (2008) asserts that “narratives and stories feature prominently 
as sensemaking devices, through which events are not merely infused with meaning, but 
constructed and contested” (p. 62). I examined how male leaders made sense of the various 
paradoxes they experienced and how they managed paradoxes related to serving as leaders in the 
inclusion and diversity space. Gabriel (2008) continues that “narratives involve temporal chains 
of interrelated events or actions undertaken by the characters” (p. 63).  
I explored male leaders’ actions or inaction related to advocating for other identities and 




I conducted interviews in which I asked male technology leaders within my organization 
assessment questions about how knowledgeable, confident, and comfortable they felt about IDE 
topics. In addition, open-ended questions were posed to explore and collect participant’s 
experiences of enacting IDE practices. The interviews were conducted with little structure, which 
allowed for the participants to reflect. The questions were focused on actions and behaviors the 
leaders had either seen or demonstrated with respect to IDE. Previous researchers have focused 
on feelings about inclusion and diversity, but not the actual behaviors and impacts of those 
behaviors when working in the inclusion and diversity space. Using interviews helped me to 
better understand why male technology leaders enacted certain behaviors or distanced 
themselves from others. Through this interview style, the participants were enabled to expound 
on important areas and the stories that represented their experiences through answering open-
ended questions. One of the aims of this study was to suggest ways to improve male technology 
leaders’ training and support based on their descriptions of what support could be. Another aim 
was to add the voices of male leaders in the field of technology to the overall conversation about 
IDE.  
Data Analysis 
I utilized inductive analysis to perform a content-driven exploration of how male 
technology leaders described their feelings about, interactions with, and comfort with enacting 
IDE practices. The detailed process of deriving codes from the data is described below. This 
section focuses on the overall approach. By examining the words used by male technology 
leaders to describe their experiences, thematic analysis constitutes a systematic approach for 
generating codes and themes, which create a framework for organizing and reporting the findings 
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(Clarke & Braun, 2016, p. 297). In this study, thematic analysis was used to identify patterns 
within and across the dataset, focusing on what the participants thought, felt, and did (Clarke & 
Braun, 2016, p. 297). It was critical to recognize from various perspectives the reoccurring 
themes, keywords, metaphors, characters, and situations that leaders chose to use when providing 
examples of situations in which they felt they did enact IDE practices or avoided having to enact 
IDE practices (Poggio, 2018, p. 433). As Poggio (2018) described the focus was on “treating the 
stories as individual units to identify thematic and linguistic regularities in the text”  (p. 433). 
Although this process is similar to grounded theory or phenomenology, I did not 
formulate a formal theory on the basis of the themes, as in grounded theory, or explore the 
experiences of a few leaders in detail, as with phenomenology (Guest et al., 2014). Instead, the 
goal was to reveal the experience of male leaders in technology, to understand more deeply how 
they navigated expectations regarding IDE. Guest et al. (2014) suggest that the use of thematic 
analysis provides an approach that “comprises a bit of everything—grounded theory, positivism, 
interpretivism, and phenomenology—synthesized into one methodological framework” (p. 14). 
Using thematic analysis facilitated the creation of themes and profiles related to the participants’ 
experiences and, subsequently, the establishment of connections to paradoxes and tensions 
related to expectations to ultimately make suggestions to improve training and support systems 
for IDE practices. The research design is reviewed in the next section, providing additional 
details on the sample, interviewing approach, and data analysis. 
Research Design 
This study’s design was intended to facilitate the process of male technology leaders 
sharing their experiences enacting IDE practices. The questions were sufficiently open-ended to 
explore various topics and, at the same time, sufficiently specific to explore details of the 
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participants’ experiences. The questions had to be sensitively articulated to avoid a negative 
impact on the participants or engender a feeling of being judged. The sample and the criteria for 
inclusion in the study are described in the following section. 
Sample 
This study was restricted to self-identifying male leaders because of potentially shared 
expectations and biases based on gender norms and expectations for enacting IDE practices. I 
interviewed 17 male technology leaders in a 60-minute semi-structured interview format, using 
video conferencing software. In addition, after my initial analysis, I conducted follow-up 
interviews with five participants to explore topics such as being raised male and how it impacted 
their approach to IDE. During the second round of interviews, I asked the participants whether 
they had reflected upon their previous interviews and whether they had any further insights or 
additional thoughts to share. The participants in the study met the following conditions: (a) they 
had held leadership roles in the technology field for at least five years; (b) they held senior 
leadership roles in their organization, including the title of director, executive, vice president, 
president, or chief technology officer; (c) they had a background in infrastructure, data science, 
development, engineering, or computer science; and (d) they identified as male. 
Using my Linkedin.com network, I sent an introductory email to male leaders who met 
the above criteria and invited them to participate. Included in this introduction was a request to 
forward information about my study to other leaders who might be interested and who met the 
requirements. I used both convenience and snowball sampling techniques to recruit participants. 
A few of the leaders had taken an allyship workshop at which I was one of the facilitators. Still, 
none of the participants had received coaching from me in specific situations that involved issues 
of inclusion and diversity. Some of them had been peers within my organization at one time or 
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another. In these cases, we may have previously had general conversations about IDE topics. I 
recorded and transcribed the interviews and stored them in a shared, password-protected drive. 
Interviewing Approach 
Before the interviews, I sent the participants a consent form and a set of demographic 
questions regarding their identities, age, the number of languages they were fluent in, and a 
description of their roles and teams they managed. At the beginning of the interviews, the 
participants were asked how they would rate their level of knowledge of, confidence in, and 
comfort with IDE topics. The goal of these questions was to provide the participants with a 
chance to reflect on how they saw themselves in relation to these topics. They were then asked to 
reflect on how they scored themselves and share what came to mind as they thought about their 
knowledge, confidence, and comfort. These questions provided an opening to start conversations 
about their experiences and encourage reflection. 
The goal of the interviews was to collect narratives about their experiences and feelings 
at times they had acted or not acted to support IDE practices. Their demographic information 
provided insight into their identities, their experiences with working globally, as well as an 
indication of their experiences with other cultures by speaking multiple languages. The interview 
consisted of 10–13 questions, which have been listed in Appendix A. The questions centered on 
their experiences when they were asked to provide leadership regarding IDE practices and serve 
as an ally for people with different identities from themselves. In addition, I asked them about 
any time they felt uncomfortable when asked to be actively engaged in inclusion and diversity 
conversations; I also asked about support that was useful to them when enacting IDE practices. 




Using Braun and Clarke’s (2006) article “Using Thematic Analysis in Psychology” as a 
guide, this next section contains an outline of my approach to analyzing the data. 
Step 1: I transcribed the interviews. After reading them multiple times, I took initial notes 
and collected general impressions of the data. For the first three interviews, I uploaded the 
transcripts into NVivo to conduct an initial test of coding the data. The initial codes I used did 
not seem to capture the interviewees’ entire experience. I then structured the data in Excel, 
sorting the data by question, instead of using NVivo to search for themes and experiences in the 
answers in a cross-tab format. This view made it easier for me to manipulate the data using pivot 
tables. 
Step 2: After collecting the first round of initial interviews, I created themes such as 
“speaking at the conference,” “support for male leaders,” “accountability,” and “influence and 
impacts on identity” to capture the essence of the types of experiences that the leaders discussed. 
Step 3: I then used the themes to create a profile for each participant in a text file so that I 
could read and sort the profiles easily. The profile format allowed me to read the information 
related to similar experiences and search for themes and common experiences across the profiles. 
Step 4: I compared the profiles with each other to identify patterns in the way leaders 
answered the interview questions and to determine what the themes revealed about the 
experiences of these male technology leaders. 
Step 5: I subsequently used the profiles and patterns in the interviewees’ experiences to 
group the participants into three groups: a group that seemed to have a high level of activity in 
terms of enacting IDE practices, a group with a moderate level of activity and less clarity on 
what actions they should be taking regarding IDE, and a group that did not indicate much 
activity related to enacting IDE practices. 
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Step 6: After separating the profiles into three groups, I situated the responses within the 
framework of the various paradoxes, analyzed the use of “and” versus “or” when describing 
them, and observed if the leader did not acknowledge the two elements at play within a particular 
paradox. 
Ethical Considerations 
This research aimed to benefit male leaders and those working with male leaders by 
improving the training and support related to enacting IDE practices. To ensure that harm to the 
participants was minimized or eliminated, participation was voluntary, and the interviewees were 
told they could decline to answer any question. Their privacy was guaranteed by using codes to 
identify their demographics and transcripts instead of names. Some of the potential negative 
impacts on the participants included stress, anxiety, shame, or guilt due to potentially reliving 
experiences in which they felt they should have done more, did not know what to do, or felt 
terrible or negatively impacted in some other way. The respondents’ participation was based on 
their informed consent. 
Limitations 
The sample was a small subset of male technology leaders; thus, although the findings 
may not be generalizable to a larger population, they might be transferable. The focus of the 
study was not to develop a new theory about how male technology leaders lead and act to 
support IDE practices but rather to highlight the experience of male leaders to ultimately 
facilitate more effective training and support. Many of the participants selected for the study 
were White, which might limit the usefulness of the type of support and training identified. 
However, leaders outside of the field of technology or who have identities not found in this 




This was an exploratory study in which a narrative inquiry approach was adopted when 
conducting interviews about the experiences of male technology leaders in enacting IDE 
practices. It sought to identify the areas of tension they articulated and the organizational 
elements that either facilitated or were barriers to their leading in the inclusion and diversity 
space. The expected outcome of the study was to recommend or suggest changes to support 




CHAPTER IV: FINDINGS 
As explained in Chapter 1, I conducted this study because of my curiosity about how 
male technology leaders experience expectations regarding enacting IDE practices. This interest 
stemmed from my own interactions with male leaders in technology. As a leadership coach and 
an IDE specialist, I have rarely heard how male leaders in technology felt about expectations 
placed on them regarding inclusion and diversity topics. I had previously had assumptions about 
how they experienced these expectations but little firsthand knowledge. The IDE practices I have 
explored in this study include the following: male leaders using their privilege to be an ally or 
advocate for others, their ability to reflect upon their experiences regarding inclusion and 
diversity, and how they view their own role in IDE. Another area of interest was how the leaders 
reflected on the various paradoxes related to engaging in the space of IDE practices. The 
research questions provided a framework in which to gain insights into the participants’ 
experiences. 
My primary research question was the following: How do male technology leaders 
navigate expectations regarding actively supporting inclusion and diversity practices? 
I was also interested in exploring the following sub-questions: 
• What types of experiences or training do male leaders believe would help them start 
or continue to enact inclusion, diversity, and equity practices? 
• What paradoxes emerge when male leaders lead regarding inclusion, diversity, and 
equity practices? 
• Which approach to paradoxes do male leaders take—synergy between both sides of 
tensions, an either-or view of tensions, or stagnant avoidance of tensions? 
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To explore these research questions, this chapter covers the participants’ demographics, 
how the data were analyzed, and how participants’ responses help illuminate their experiences 
concerning the research questions. 
Participant Demographics 
I collected demographic information to understand the potential diversity represented 
among the participants, including age, race, sexual orientation, veteran status, and experiences 
interacting with other cultures, which was represented by languages spoken and the number of 
countries lived in. Additionally, the participants self-reported their knowledge, comfort, and 
confidence regarding IDE topics, using a scale ranging from “not at all” to “very” concerning 
each topic area. These three areas came from assessments of other programs I have developed to 
build allyship and foster the usage of inclusive language. The topics were helpful to determine 
the extent to which individuals believe they understand a topic and how that might relate to 
behaviors they exhibit. Furthermore, I was curious about confidence because one of my biases in 
entering into this study is my belief that male leaders do not speak up often because they may not 
feel confident in the subject matter. In my interactions with leaders, I had heard multiple times 
about their needing a safe place to make mistakes and learn. I was curious about how the leaders 
would self-report their comfort. The leaders shared their reflections on how they scored 
themselves regarding knowledge, comfort, and confidence. The demographics provide a sense of 
the participants’ diversity and a starting place to discuss their experiences. 
Diversity Demographics 
In reviewing the demographics, all participants identified as male, and 16 out of 17 
identified as heterosexual or straight, with one participant identifying as gay. There were two 
participants between 25 and 34 years of age, three participants between 35 and 44, and 11 
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participants between 45 and 54, with one participant not reporting his age. Eleven participants 
reported their race as White, three as Asian, two as Black or African American, and one as 
biracial. 
Understanding the languages spoken by the participants and the number of places they 
had lived helped expose the potential cultural contexts the leaders may have experienced in their 
lives. Many of the participants spoke at least two languages and had lived in multiple countries. 
One leader had served in the military, and another leader was raised in a military family. Table 2 
outlines the first language of each leader, the number of other languages spoken, and the number 
of countries in which they lived. 
Table 2 
Demographics of Participants Regarding Language, Countries Lived in, and First Language 
First Language Number of Other 
Languages 




English 0 2 1 
English 1 1 2 
English 1 2 4 
English 1 3 1 
English 2 2 3 
English 2 1 1 
English 3 3 1 
French 2 4 2 
Telugu 2 2 1 




Self-Reporting of Knowledge, Comfort, and Confidence Regarding IDE Topics 
The participants rated their own knowledge, comfort, and confidence regarding inclusion 
and diversity topics. The questions about knowledge, comfort, and confidence provided a 
backdrop for the interviews concerning how the leaders viewed themselves. During the 
interviews, after the leaders rated their knowledge, comfort, and confidence, I asked them to 
explain how they arrived at the ratings to understand how they defined knowledge, comfort, and 
confidence regarding inclusion and diversity within the context of their experiences. Table 3 
provides an outline of how the participants rated their knowledge, comfort, and confidence 
regarding inclusion and diversity topics. The scale was from 1 to 10, with 1 representing no 
knowledge or comfort and 10 representing very strong knowledge, comfort, or confidence. 
Table 3 
Self-Reporting of Knowledge, Comfort, and Confidence 
Rating Rating of 
Knowledge 
Rating of Comfort Rating of Confidence 
10  1  
9  3  
8  5 2 
7 8 2 5 
6 4 2 3 
5 4  2 
4  2 2 
3   1 
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Rating Rating of 
Knowledge 
Rating of Comfort Rating of Confidence 
2    
1    
Missing 1 2 2 
  
As the interviews progressed, I noticed the scoring did not necessarily reflect shared 
definitions of the ratings and how the participants arrived at their scores. For example, a few 
participants rated themselves a 6 to 8 on comfort, 5 to 7 on knowledge, and 6 to 8 on confidence. 
Although they rated themselves at or above a 5, the leaders could not provide examples of ally or 
advocate behaviors and did not see a need to take any further risks. I was curious why this was 
the case if they rated themselves at least a 5 in all these areas, but they would not have strong 
examples. 
Participants who shared some personal experiences with IDE practices often took some 
risks and spoke more about their fears about such risk-taking. These typically rated themselves 
between 4 and 8 on comfort, 5 and 7 on knowledge, and 3 and 7 on confidence. They generally 
reported more variation in confidence and comfort. Although those who had such experiences 
had taken risks, interestingly, they recorded lower confidence and comfort scores. For the group 
with the most detailed examples of when they had acted as an ally or advocate, their examples 
included previous experiences speaking at conferences on IDE topics and trying to change 
systems they encountered that were biased. This group had the highest comfort scores, which 
ranging from 6 to 10. Asking the leaders about how they arrived at their rating was very helpful 
in opening up our conversations and understanding how they self-reflect on such topics as well 
as some of the ways they think about inclusion and diversity.  
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Approach to Analyzing Data 
The interviews were conducted over Zoom and recorded after consent was given. After I 
transcribed the interviews using NVivo transcription, I listened to the interviews again. I began 
coding the interviews looking for themes. As stated above, one of my first areas of curiosity was 
how the participants defined their knowledge, comfort, and confidence and the similar ways in 
which they rated themselves despite having very different examples regarding inclusion and 
diversity. For example, if they rated themselves highly in knowledge, comfort, or confidence, I 
expected them to have clear examples of the following practices: (a) ally or advocate behaviors, 
(b) being willing to speak at a conference, and (c) being able to provide examples of taking risks 
with their reputation or career to change systems that do not support IDE across the workforce. 
During the coding process, I realized that categorizing the experiences into single themes, such 
as knowledge, comfort, and confidence, could limit pulling from the stories the richness of the 
interconnectedness of their experiences. It was important to not only look at themes in the coding 
process, but to notice how those experiences were described in the narrative to get the fullness of 
their experience enacting IDE practices.  
I realized that this potential connection between their ratings, how they reflected on their 
experiences to arrive at those ratings, and the examples used in the interviews regarding ally or 
advocate behaviors could constitute a triangulation that provided a broader view of their 
experiences. In some cases, the participants rated themselves fairly high on the knowledge, 
comfort, or confidence scales but did not have clear allyship examples or were unwilling to take 
risks to enact IDE practices. In other cases, they scored themselves lower, yet had clear examples 
of being an ally or taking risks on behalf of others. 
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There were crucial questions that seemed to highlight the various experiences of male 
technology leaders. One was the two-part question, “If asked to speak at a conference on gender 
inequality or race, would you do it?” and “How would you feel about being asked?” The second 
key question was, “In the past six months, can you recall an example when you were an ally or 
advocate for someone from a minoritized group?” These questions provided insights into the 
participants’ willingness to take risks, what they potentially feared, what excited them, and 
where they had clarity regarding what they could contribute to the conversation about inclusion 
and diversity. Once I had reviewed the answers to these questions and reflected upon them, a 
continuum of views appeared to be represented. On one end were well-informed leaders who 
knew what they wanted to say about the topic of inclusion and diversity, felt they were part of 
the conversation, had taken risks, and had clear examples of ally or advocate behaviors. On the 
other end of the continuum were leaders who thought they did not have a voice in the 
conversation about inclusion and diversity, were unclear about whether they played a role in 
inclusion and diversity, and had very few examples of ally or advocate behaviors. In the middle 
of these two groups were very engaged leaders with positive intent who were unsure of what 
they should contribute to the conversation about IDE but felt it was essential to participate. They 
had some examples of ally and advocate behaviors but still had an intense fear of making 
mistakes. Before commenting on the significance of this continuum of responeses, in the next 




Research Questions, Topics, and Themes 
How Do Male Technology Leaders Navigate Expectations Regarding Actively Supporting IDE 
Practices? 
This section examines how leaders discussed their experiences in gaining knowledge, 
comfort, and confidence while navigating expectations related to IDE practices. In this section, I 
specifically examine the experiences the participants shared through the lenses of (a) what they 
know about diversity behaviors and creating inclusive teams; (b) how they self-reflected on their 
expectations regarding enacting IDE practices; (c)their fears of making a mistake; and (d) their 
experiences of being raised male and how their privilege impacted how they enacted IDE 
practices. 
Knowledge about IDE 
Describing Behaviors That Support IDE. One way to assess male leaders’ knowledge 
of IDE practices was to ask how they defined behaviors that support IDE. These questions 
helped me understand the range of definitions male leaders had for those behaviors and how they 
felt about meeting expectations for them to enact IDE practices. Inclusion involved a greater 
variety of behaviors, while diversity was primarily focused on hiring and talent management. 
Inclusive behaviors ranged from creating or gaining a general understanding of definitions of 
inclusive behaviors to actively participating in conversations and challenging non-inclusive 
behaviors in others. Some leaders started with their own team and interactions when prompted to 
think about defining inclusive behaviors. 
Creating an Inclusive Team Experience. The leaders often started with behavior they 
felt increased inclusion on their teams. For a few of the leaders, these behaviors involved 
engaging their teams in meetings by facilitating “conversations and discussions, making sure that 
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[he was] actively thinking about the different styles of the people in the room, different skillsets, 
and creating spaces” (R7) as well as “asking questions to understand how people are feeling. 
Understanding constraints that maybe each [team member] may be dealing with on a day-to-day 
basis” (R5). Another leader stated the following regarding his team: “Examples of behaviors for 
me will be making sure that we respect everybody’s point of view—opinion—make sure we give 
a voice to more people.” (R12) 
To create an inclusive team experience, the leaders’ general focus was on how they could 
create space for employees to share their ideas. Additionally, they could be mindful of each 
employee’s unique situation as they navigated working at home and managing family life. One 
leader focused on appreciating the complexity of employees with families working remotely: 
One of the things I tried to do is to be mindful of people’s situations. So typically, some 
of my team members are parents. I happen to be myself as well. I try to avoid setting a 
meeting between 6:00 and 7:00 PM because I know that it is dinner time. (R9) 
 
For a few leaders, inclusive behaviors involved cultural and religious awareness. One leader 
discussed having “a taste of the world cuisine tour during Ramadan” (R9); he spoke about telling 
the team hosting the event it was not inclusive by putting “people in a situation where they’ll feel 
excluded by what is happening” (R9). Another leader remarked, 
I think it’s being open; I think it is challenging perceptions. I think it is being very 
supportive of different people from different backgrounds. I think it is trying to dig 
deeper and facilitate conversation for people to learn about each other in unexpected 
ways. (R15) 
 
Other ways the participants described inclusive behaviors include the following: 
For me, it’s intentionally looking at trying to create relationships with people who are 
different than I would naturally or normally do based on whatever biases I have and, like, 
actually trying to learn who they are and have real conversations that are not forced. 
(R14) 
 
Being mindful of how I show up in the community and what I say. I think of community 
being as diverse as possible from gender to race to ethnicity to origin. . . . I think that 
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there are many ways we’re very sensitive to everything these days, so you’re always 
going to offend somebody, but your intent is always positive. (R4) 
 
We’ve set ourselves up with kind of a language that allows these difficult conversations 
to take place, where people will address somebody and say, “To be blunt, but kind, let me 
tell you what just happened, how you make somebody feel.” I think it is really important 
to address even the microaggressions that take place; otherwise, people don’t learn. (R6) 
 
In addition to a very detailed response to an incident, there was a range of responses about 
building relationships with individuals who are different from oneself and being mindful of how 
one’s words and actions might impact others. In the next section, how leaders defined diversity 
behaviors clarifies their perceptions regarding expectations. 
Diversity Behaviors. The behaviors promoting diversity cited by leaders surveyed in this 
study included a smaller spectrum of behaviors, with more of the responses concerning actual 
processes and procedures employed to increase diversity in the organization. There were a few 
comments specifically about hiring, including, “Obviously, when hiring, I do spend quite a bit of 
time thinking about it” (R12), and “The real answer is that when hiring, you know, you need to 
be inclusive” (R11), and finally, 
Changing job descriptions to use more inclusive language as opposed to kind of setting 
the hiring goal that becomes a brick you bang your head against all the time. Making sure 
we have someone in the interview panels to represent a diverse perspective. (R17) 
 
One leader somewhat expanded on the commonly discussed notion of hiring to include talent 
management practices: 
Recognize that there is a need to think about the diversity practices and the things we’re 
doing, whether it’s in sort of core things like hiring, promotions, and talent assessment 
etc., or always taking time to think through diversity angles. (R7) 
 
Leaders seemed very comfortable with hiring actions to increase diversity, and a few provided 
insights into how leaders can think about making changes regarding diversity: 
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It is about numbers and counting and lots of time; it takes a long time to change . . . I 
think setting a path for yourself, your team, and not being afraid to talk about it is one of 
the things. (R3) 
 
Another leader mentioned giving people a chance regardless of their experience or education. He 
stated, 
One of our core values is actually giving people a chance. . . . If you went to MIT or the 
Indian Institute of Technology and worked at Google, that will get our attention, but if 
you didn’t and went to a coding camp and have grit, we are happy to give you a chance. 
(R6) 
 
This last quote reveals that some organizations have been working toward embedding practices 
promoting diversity into their processes. Leaders often had more clarity about the steps they 
needed to take from a hiring perspective, such as obtaining a broader range of candidates, 
changing the language used in job descriptions, and recruiting diverse hiring panels. Leaders’ 
responses about inclusion behaviors were somewhat more general. The description of such 
behaviors focused on how they facilitated team meetings; some described learning about 
individuals or cultures different from their own experiences and highlighting the need for 
organizations to help with standard practices to support an inclusive environment and culture. 
Comfort 
Navigating a Journey of Discovery. As some of the male leaders described their journey 
toward enacting IDE practices, they highlighted moments of awareness about something going 
on around or within themselves. The journey of navigating expectations regarding inclusion and 
diversity seemed related to how they described their comfort. A few of the leaders reflected on 
how much they have changed or are changing. One reflected on how he viewed himself before 




I would have felt extremely confident because we didn’t have an inclusion and diversity 
group, and I would have considered myself to be on the very progressive side of 
leadership, knowledge, and awareness. But that experience [having a team at the 
organization level] is raising the bar, which is a really good thing. (R16) 
 
Another leader shared the following perspective: 
I went from being just a well-meaning dude that felt he was progressive—I ride my bike 
to work; I buy food from Whole Foods and listen to NPR—but what I did, the vastness of 
my ignorance, is really staggering, as I started to learn. (R6) 
 
He continued sharing what elements encouraged him on his awareness journey, including a great 
deal of reading, a desire not to be bad at this “DE&I gig”; asking questions for the sake of 
understanding, and taking on leadership roles in IDE. He described his journey from having good 
intentions with minimal action toward inclusion and diversity to wanting to know more, make 
changes, and have a voice in conversations about inclusion and diversity. 
Other leaders mentioned that the feeling of being comfortable was now somewhat 
uncertain. For instance, one leader remarked, 
But it is okay to say, “I don’t know that answer” or “I don’t have a good answer for that; 
I don’t know the answer to that,” whereas in the past I felt that I needed to have an 
answer. (R12) 
 
The leaders’ descriptions of their journeys provided an idea of how comfortable they are 
enacting IDE practices. The leaders also shared the aspects they believe are necessary for other 
male leaders to gain more knowledge, insights, and skills concerning IDE topics. For some, there 
is a lack of a good reason to change: 
Few folks want to acknowledge the vastness of their ignorance. There is no immediate 
payoff for being inclusive. There doesn’t seem to be any good reason to change. It is 
easier if everyone just assimilates to the behaviors of White men … this notion about 




Differences may make some leaders uncomfortable, as one leader stated: “I think part of our 
problem is, is because they don’t speak like we do, they don’t behave like we do, we are 
uncomfortable. . . . Things that make us uncomfortable we tend to move away from” (R1). 
Another leader acknowledged that he probably would have rated himself higher in 
knowledge a few years ago. In reality, his conclusion was that he was probably much less 
knowledgeable at that time, “The less I knew, the more I thought I was an expert because I have 
been sympathetic; I guess I would mistake sympathy for knowledge” (R6). He further described 
his journey this way: 
Look, for me across the board, whether it was gender or race or other types of identity 
issues, the level of my ignorance was staggering when I was really confronted with it, 
and I wasn’t confronted with it by somebody telling me, “Hey buddy, you’re ignorant.” It 
was revealed to me by doing the work of reading, but a big part was my interaction with 
people. (R6) 
 
His journey led him to a deep point of self-reflection during which he realized that he 
experienced privilege in terms of the noticeably light punishment he received as a teenager after 
committing a crime. He reflected on how his experiences might have been different if he were 
Black instead of White, “if I were Black and I did all those things that I did as an adolescent, I 
would have gone to prison for life” (R6). He recognized the privilege in the way he was treated. 
He described getting a warning from law enforcement, being sent to a rehabilitation facility, and 
ultimately not facing the consequences for his illegal activities. His comfort in recognizing his 
privilege and the vastly different experience someone of a different identity might have had 
enabled him to gain perspective. 
Another leader discussed his view of privilege: 
I like to put privilege and ignorance in the same sentence because I think White males 
have both, and the ignorance outweighs the privilege. We like to pretend we don’t have 





The problem I see with [doing something because the company said to regarding IDE] is 
that if you don’t believe in the principles, if you don’t believe in the outcomes, all you’re 
doing, again, is checking the box because you have been told to. (R4) 
 
In reflecting upon his journey, he discussed owning the decisions one makes when enacting IDE 
practices and understanding the impact he could imagine for leaders “checking the boxes” in an 
organization. 
The leaders above have some sense of how they have been influenced by having privilege 
and how others may not have the awareness or desire to act. For some of the leaders, their 
reflection was more about how they were unsure of how to use their privilege or constituted a 
decision that they could not add any value to a discussion of IDE. For instance, one leader 
discussed his experience of trying to navigate the expectations regarding making public 
statements. He stated: 
I find that sometimes when I try to identify with people or act as an advocate for people, 
it can come across as knowing what they are experiencing. I grew up not to talk about 
politics as work and to keep that off the table. (R11) 
 
In this case, the leader found it challenging to navigate how to be an ally without either knowing 
someone’s experience or sounding like he does. He stated that he was raised not to have these 
types of conversations at work, so he finds it challenging to initiate conversations that feel 
political or value-based at work. However, he is expected to challenge others on their behaviors 
without having those skills. 
My findings reveal that there are various journeys male technology leaders have 
experienced in terms of their comfort with entering conversations and enacting IDE practices. 
One of the main reasons the male leaders in technology I interviewed do not act is the fear of 
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making mistakes. The fear of making a mistake was often seen to interfere with the process of 
gaining comfort in navigating IDE topics, as explored in the following section. 
Fear of Making a Mistake. Fear plays a part in how leaders navigate expectations 
regarding enacting inclusion and diversity. Fear comes in many forms; many leaders fear saying 
or doing something wrong or making a mistake that could cost them their job, while others 
reflect upon their own mistakes as part of the growth journey. Some leaders reflected on making 
mistakes, viewing the added information that such reflection provided as an opportunity: 
having a growth mindset as a leader that you will have to change based on as you learn 
new things, as you see new experiences—you don’t have to stay fixed to that one identity 
that you maybe had when you started. (R13) 
 
This leader reinforced the value of having a growth mindset, reflecting that making a mistake 
gives them a chance to grow and evolve. 
Many leaders mentioned the topic of intention. They wanted to acknowledge others for 
their positive intent even if there was ultimately a negative impact, “We want to be part of a 
solution versus just condemning people for making a mistake because I generally believe a 
majority of the mistakes are unintentional” (R10), and “I think that feeling is kind of pervasive 
that if you try, not only will it be unappreciated, but it could also just be seen as disrespectful, 
like ‘How dare you, White cis,’ like ‘This is none of your business’” (R17). Such comments 
reflect participants’ fear of being misunderstood when trying to act as an ally. 
Folks can get shuttled out the door very quickly, and it doesn’t matter if they meant it, 
doesn’t matter if they were trying to do the right thing, and there’s any inclination from 
the company that this could make it the press and because it will be painted in a horrible 
light . . . because it sells 
 . . . the story sells right now . . . and so there’s a lot of risk in trying. (R17) 
 
Not only may one get fired if one makes a mistake, but it may also be a very public dismissal. In 
many cases, leaders fear possible consequences for something that has negatively impacted 
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others or being held accountable for decisions and the pace of progress regarding inclusion and 
diversity topics. 
Some leaders discussed their apprehension when someone asks about their progress in 
diversity hiring or hiring a female candidate. When asked about hiring a female candidate, one 
leader explained: 
We have made decisions based on gender, as in we have had cases where we have two 
candidates who could do the job, and because we felt we needed diversity and the team 
wasn’t diverse enough, we said, “Well, the two candidates can do the job. Maybe the man 
has got a bit more experience. But I know two of them can do the job, and in the end, the 
male doesn’t bring in diversity, so you hire a woman.” (R12) 
 
He continued expressing his fear of lacking progress in inclusion and diversity. 
The pace at which we are making progress and how we need to hold ourselves 
accountable is never nice; you know, you say, “Oh, I am going to do better.” Two years 
later, you are like, “Well, I’ve not done better.” (R12) 
 
Discomfort and fear of what could go wrong were not far from many leaders’ thoughts. From the 
data collected, it is apparent that some leaders see making a mistake as a growth opportunity, 
while others are afraid that they will make a mistake or that they will not be assumed to have had 
good intentions. At the furthest extreme, a few of the interviewed leaders feared losing their job. 
It is helpful to understand what could provoke fear about navigating expectations regarding 
enacting IDE practices when working with male leaders in technology. 
Influences of Being Raised Male and Enacting IDE Practices. In this exploration of 
male leaders’ experiences in navigating expectations regarding enacting IDE practices, leaders 
also provided insights into how being raised as a male may or may not have impacted their 
feelings and actions concerning inclusion and diversity. 
The leaders reflected upon their relationship with inclusion and diversity as a child, 
relating different viewpoints, with one leader acknowledging the strong influence of being raised 
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as a male. In addressing the connection with how he was raised and IDE, one leader stated: “One 
hundred percent, I try to be as honest with myself as I can be. I think of the roles I was raised on 
and, like, the bias that goes into that” (R14). From an early age, some participants thought of 
themselves as different from common stereotypes about males: 
I thought of myself as different and was also raised by a single mother and significantly 
older sister. So, in my household, it was two women who effectively raised me. I don’t 
know if I always saw myself as a male. (R16) 
 
Some leaders were reflective about how the context they were in when different experiences or 
reflections come to their stories as important points. Also, they spoke of how different 
relationships throughout their lives impacted their view of themselves in the world. One leader 
shared how time spent with his parents influenced him: 
I spent a lot of time with her [my mom], or not that because my dad was bad, but just the 
things that she did were the things that I liked, which were the opposite of stereotypical 
way stuff. I put my baking in the county fair baking contest for kids and stuff like that. 
But I recall even as a kid going and doing that stuff on purpose; there were things that my 
dad was into that I was also really into. (R3) 
 
In this instance, the leader describes the ways in which he felt his upbringing didn’t always 
reinforce gender norms and enabled him to think more broadly about gender. For another leader, 
his reflection was more about race, 
I don’t think it was gender-based, but I do think it was the fact that I grew up in a town 
that was primarily White and Hispanic, and so I didn’t have a large Black community to 
latch onto other than my family. Okay, so all my friends fit into that demographic where 
80% were Hispanic and then 20% White, and so that started to make me look at myself as 
being different, and they are the norm, and then going from that to the military, where the 
perspective was all things are green, there is no color. (R4) 
 
The leader felt it was important to describe the context of the diversity of the neighborhood he 
grew up in to better illustrate the reasons why race was more influential instead of gender in 
influencing him. This starts to help illustrate the complexity of intersectionality of the leaders 
and what they define as helpful backgrounds to have to enact IDE practices.  
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In some cases, leaders discussed the absence of discussions and experiences of diversity. For 
example, one leader stated: “I think growing up there wasn’t much diversity until I was about 21 
in the UK. What opened my eyes was when I traveled around the world for 18 months” (R15). 
Another observed: 
I mean, it [inclusion and diversity] was never a conversation growing up for me. In my 
family, we didn’t have huge topical conversations about what leadership is; maybe a few 
things, but it certainly wasn’t in terms of inclusion and diversity. (R10) 
 
Leaders also shared their experiences at work and how they related their thoughts and decisions 
to the concept of maleness. For one leader, when discussing where to work, the negative 
stereotype of male leaders as bullies was a consideration. 
So, my wife and I chat all the time that we can’t go back to India and work there because 
you just get so frustrated because of the lack of inclusion, like bullying, and like male 
managers treating their teams like, you know, is crap. (R13) 
 
Being their authentic selves came up, as did how they had to adjust to different work contexts: 
I have to put on a different persona when I step into the work environment with people. I 
could not be my authentic self until I left, and I went to [ ], and I can actually start over 
with people who really know me enough that I can actually just be who I am. If you bring 
who you are at home to work, you’re not always accepted for that person, but if you put 
on that business persona where you fit into what everybody else is at work, then your 
voice is heard, and you’re able to get things accomplished. (R4) 
 
He went on to describe the impact of being able to be authentic at work for his team. 
I think you get more out of the individual, and you get diverse thinking, you get a more 
engaged individual. . . . I think my level of engagement would wane throughout the day 
because the amount of energy I was using to be everything else made it really hard for me 
to do as much as I wanted. I think today, my workday is set every day and I’m giving all 
of myself to what I’m doing, and I don’t feel like I’m exhausted at the end of the day. 
Actually, I feel satisfied at the end of the day; I’ve accomplished things, and I’m 
constantly still thinking about what else I could be doing. (R4) 
 
One of the leaders reflected on what it means to be male and what it might take to make changes. 
He commented on the demands of the business. 
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I think the thing that makes me less hopeful is you go, “Here are these people who are 
pressed so hard to deliver business results and [you ask yourself], What time do they have 
left to think of these systemic issues?” And that’s sad because you hope they would. But 
yeah, there’s got to be a way. (R8) 
 
He also reflected on how men may perceive their privilege and the impact of being asked to 
participate in IDE topics: 
There’s so much baggage now, but it’s been earned, and you know it’s been earned, and 
so it takes a lot of work to undo. I think that the goal is to come to grips with your 
privilege. It is not to walk away ashamed, and it’s not to walk away feeling diminished; 
it’s just to make sure that you understand your strength, and your role, and your value and 
diversity in a different way. . . . It’s important because I think there are a lot of White 
males out there who would think, “All you want to do is put me down and take away 
from me and make me feel guilty.” It’s not like that at all; in fact, you should walk out 
feeling stronger than you did before. (R8) 
 
This section provided an  introspective exploration of how male leaders experience enacting 
inclusion and diversity topics, including the areas of fear, comfort, knowledge, and influences 
from their own experiences and life. The following section focuses on how leaders addressed the 
changing landscape that they now have to navigate and how large-scale changes and the shifting 
expectations within organizations affect them. 
Examples of Allyship and Advocacy. For leaders, being an ally or advocate is a crucial 
IDE practice. Some of the leaders articulated behaviors that represent being an ally or advocate 
with clarity of timing and intent with regard to their actions. Other participants described vague 
actions with less clarity about the intended impact of these actions for individuals or groups. The 
third group of participants stated either that they could not remember or that they had not acted. 
This section presents clear examples of allyship and leaders successfully navigating the 
enacting of IDE practices, such as being an ally or advocate. One leader described conversations 
about how one of his employees was exploring coming out at work and how that individual 
could be supported, stating, “Yes, as of this week, I have a person that may reveal a different 
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gender orientation. I am working with her to find and explore a different role because she wants 
to try something new” (R5). Another leader was able to speak about working with an individual 
on a work visa issue: 
I am currently sponsoring an H-1B visa for a gentleman who worked for me at my last 
company 
. . . he was excited, and he needs a sponsor. So, I have busted my ass to make a spot for 
him. (R6) 
 
Yet another leader shared how he was an ally during the talent review process: 
Yeah, so I have a couple of examples during talent reviews. As one example, when we 
were talking about someone being included in a specific project or someone being a good 
leader for a project and there was some initial pushback from the sponsor of the project 
based on some perception of a prior interaction, I was able to step in and provide 
additional background and color on that specific situation. It really helped to get over the 
perception gap; that was what it was, a perception gap, not a competency gap. (R7) 
 
These are examples where leaders can point to their actions, describing what they did to be an 
ally or advocate and how that experience impacted them.  
Some leaders understand what ally or advocate behaviors constitute but have limited 
examples of their direct impact on individuals. In one case, the leader remarked that someone 
called him out when he was acting as an ally for participants from the sponsorship program, “I 
got a comment saying, ‘It’s great that you advocate for your participants’” (R12). During the 
interview, this leader discussed his participation in a sponsorship program but did not 
acknowledge that being a sponsor was the action of an ally. Some leaders did not link behaviors 
that support individuals to being an ally or advocate. 
Another leader discussed helping a woman on his team obtain a raise before going on 
maternity leave but felt he was just doing his job. 
I did not provide special treatment in the sense that she was still in the [compensation] 
bands and was even with her peers, etc. Still, I preempted it [increase in salary] a bit just 
to effectively cover [the review period she would miss while on leave]. . . . Is that me 
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doing something to support an unrepresented person or just doing my job? Do you see 
what I mean? (R9) 
 
This leader did not have clarity on the definition and expectations of being an ally, and he 
assumed that all leaders would consider these types of actions “part of their job” (R9). The leader 
struggled with why inclusion and diversity have to be topics of conversation, stating, 
It [IDE] should not even be a question, and that is what infuriates me is that it is actually 
a question. The fact that it is a question I find really sad, that we have to have clear 
policies, plans, workstreams, and metrics, etc., to actually go course correct this because 
it doesn’t normally happen. (R9) 
 
Another leader explained how he felt when he saw others being an ally or advocate; he 
represents a leader who can articulate ally or advocate behaviors and reflect on the impact when 
he witnesses those actions. He stated, “When you see someone actually stepping in and 
providing that real-time sort of feedback of advocacy or allyship, it’s just really, really 
empowering” (R7). He recognized that allyship or advocacy can help individuals interact and 
create a sense of empowerment in those who see allyship or advocacy take place. 
When asked to come up with examples of being an ally or advocate, leaders discussed 
behaviors they felt were representative of being an ally or advocate. In some cases, there did not 
seem to be examples of a direct impact on others. They talked more about the need to have their 
actions be behind the scenes and how they did not want to be perceived by others as 
“presumptuous and come across as like I know what your experience is like” (R11). Leaders also 
shared how they navigate enacting inclusion and diversity behaviors more as “working behind 
the scenes and encouraging behaviors” (R10). Another leader stated, “I feel like I am more sort 
of an amplifier and advocate, an ally, and not, like, someone who personally benefits. I would 
rather be sort of the hype man and the amplifier rather than speaking for people” (R11). These 
examples are positive actions, and they relate more to being behind the scenes and encouraging 
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minoritized individuals. They do not speak directly to making changes or challenging systems. 
They are more about adjusting individuals to the situation instead of making changes to the 
system. 
It is challenging to be an ally or advocate if one does not want to take a risk and speak 
about what one observes and own those behaviors. The role of an ally or advocate includes 
challenging others and creating space for other voices in conversations, rather than speaking for 
people. Being more of an amplifier or working behind the scenes may represent a smaller risk to 
individuals and does not use the power of their position to make space for others. 
Some of the leaders provided few or no direct examples of being an ally or advocate. 
They often described positive actions but did not define them as being characteristic of an ally or 
advocate. One leader stated, “I think I can’t give you a specific example, but I think one thing 
that I do is in my department…. is call on people to make sure we bring in other opinions” (R2). 
One of the participants did not provide any examples on an individual level of acting as an ally 
(R17). 
This group of leaders did not have examples of navigating expectations regarding being 
an ally or advocate. However, the leaders discussed how they felt restricted when they tried to 
act as an ally or advocate.  
Restrictions in Being an Ally or Advocate. Most of the respondents in this study did not 
currently feel any restrictions as far as being an ally or advocate. The participants didn’t feel like 
there were constraints on acting as an ally or advocate put on them by the organization or people 
around them at work. At the same time, many male leaders spoke about the fear they felt about 
serving as an ally or advocate for others . Highlighting that they didn’t experience any reasons 
why they shouldn’t act as an ally or advocate except for their own internal fear of making a 
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mistake or being misunderstood. They shared very few examples of direct consequences; instead, 
they simply expressed fear of what may happen. The idea that they did not feel restricted is 
helpful, revealing that the ability to act is really within their control and has had few direct 
consequences as of yet. 
The restrictions male leaders feel concerning being an ally or advocate focused on 
potentially paying costs to their own career progression or identity. Early on during a 
participant’s career, he felt limited because of the political views of the management and the 
culture of the community in which he was living. The example he provided discussed his 
experience while attending the 25th anniversary of Roe v. Wade event. He discussed his fear 
around the possible repercussions within his very conservative organization if anyone saw him 
there. He stated, “I was scared to death of a reporter taking a picture of me and having that thing 
show up in the newspaper because I thought, ‘Shit, I would probably have to resign’” (R6). He 
recognized that his attendance in support of Roe v. Wade could have very real implications for 
his job security. When reflecting on this experience, he continued, “Right now, I feel no 
restrictions, and I made choices before that. I absolutely clamped down what I could say, and it is 
my own damn fault. It’s not like anybody did that to me” (R6). This example illustrates that for 
many leaders they didn’t act as an ally or advocate because of their own internal struggle, biases, 
or fear, not from any outside force limiting their actions. Within his reflection on how he felt 
attending the Roe v. Wade event, he recognized that he felt the pressure, not one from his 
company had told him he couldn’t go to such an event.  
Some leaders felt restrictions based on their identity and how others might perceive their 
actions. One leader stated, “I think one of the drawbacks for me is my look because it looks like I 
am advocating for minorities and underrepresented people because I have brown skin” (R10). In 
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another example, a leader received feedback based on observations that “decency and integrity 
[were his] biggest enemy” (R8). His leader told him, “The cost is you live by a conviction that 
embraces inclusion and diversity, and you try to lead a certain way, and as a result, that may 
impact your success in the eyes of other leaders” (R8). The leader shared his fear about impacts 
on his career, citing a risk of “not getting a promotion; there’s a risk not to get the responsibility 
[one] might think [one deserves] or the scope that [one] might be able to handle” (R8). In this 
case the leader faces very possible limits and restrictions on his own career based on his 
involvement in and been seen as someone whose actions support IDE.  
Some leaders did not feel restricted at all in speaking or acting in supportive ways, 
stating, “I do feel that not only do I have the confidence to speak, it’s also my responsibility to 
some extent to do it” (R16), “No, so far anyway, I have not found a cost to me” (R3), and “If I do 
care about something or someone, then I don’t feel restricted” (R13). Similar to the experiences 
regarding fear of making mistakes discussed earlier, concerns about restrictions are often related 
to what might happen, not what has actually happened. It seems that when male leaders 
recognize that they have choices to act, they can grow if they make a mistake or are willing to 
endure the potential consequences, and they are freer to act as an ally or an advocate. 
This section outlined leaders’ perspectives on acting as an ally or advocate, which is 
critical for enacting IDE practices, including how they felt restricted in being an ally or advocate. 
Often, the restriction to act an ally or advocate was based within their own perspectives and 
fears, and less so from constraints anyone else or the organization put upon them. In representing 
the male leaders’ experiences, it is essential to understand their explanations of how it feels to 
enact IDE practices. In the next section, I explore other influences on the expectations regarding 
enacting IDE practices. One of the unique elements of this study was collecting data during the 
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COVID-19 pandemic when other key racial and political events also took place. Leaders were 
able to share how leading during this time might have impacted their leadership regarding IDE. 
Navigating Organizational Expectations Regarding Enacting IDE Practices 
While exploring the experience of male technology leaders who are navigating 
expectations regarding IDE practices, it was essential to have them discuss the expectations 
inherent in leading during 2020 and into 2021. There was a focus on racial tensions in a context 
filled with stress about living and working during a global pandemic in the US. Some of the 
interviewed leaders felt an increase in inclusion and diversity expectations during this year. The 
leaders shared what they saw as challenges in navigating enacting IDE practices at the 
organizational level. 
Expectations While Leading During a Time of Change 
Increased Expectations for Leaders. Recognizing that during times of significant 
change leaders may be called upon to act differently, the participants discussed how they felt 
they were different leaders because of the various types of events that occurred in 2020 and felt 
that there were new expectations regarding navigating IDE during a stressful time. Some of the 
leaders felt expectations had increased in different ways. 
Leaders from minority groups felt increased expectations for them to be open to discuss 
their own experiences; for these leaders, there was an expectation of vulnerability and 
understanding. In some cases, the expectations were to take a more active role in conversations 
and making changes. 
Leaders who are not White discussed the increase in expectations to take risks and feel 
like they are required to have higher personal exposure. When starting a new job in 2020, one 
leader described being at an 
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all hands [meeting] with people I don’t know and letting them ask me questions about 
things in my life when in reality, I am an introvert . . . from day one, I had the extra 
attention that was coming at me. (R4) 
 
Another leader explained how he felt that there was an expectation to share his story. Until 2020, 
he had not shared a story about being arrested for a crime he did not commit in his youth. This 
event was traumatic, and something he had not felt was relevant to share at work. In 2020, he 
began to share his story and felt more comfortable being vulnerable with people at work. He also 
discussed his complex relationship with law enforcement. He maintains a deep respect for law 
enforcement, which caused conflicting emotions regarding the police-related issues in 2020. 
Having navigated this experience of being expected to share his personal story, he shared the 
impact his story had on his team, “[Sharing my story] makes me a more empathetic leader, and 
people connect with me more because some people who work for me or I work with are willing 
to ask the questions and hear my story” (R14). 
Leaders also described expectations to act that were promoted by either the organization 
or their own experience. 
Like Switzerland, like neutral, like I don’t say one way or the other; I just, like, stayed 
out of it, and most of my life has me like that, that I stay out of it. But when Black Lives 
Matter protests started happening, it was probably the first time in my life when I told 
myself that this is that time I can’t stay out of it. I have to say something, speak up. (R13) 
 
Another remarked: “It’s just that there is a palpable difference inside of me that I’m not going to 
keep my mouth shut” (R6). Before 2020, the role of businesses in making public statements on 
issues of inclusion and diversity was more restricted. One leader stated: 
But when it comes to the social and political things, I think that one of the big things has 
been as a businessperson. You know, there is a tendency to be cautious about putting 
your opinions out there, right. I share that caution; I understand that caution. . . . I think 
you need to make your opinion known . . . get your voice out there, and those business 





Across all the participants, the expectations regarding navigating inclusion and diversity topics 
and practices made some leaders feel like they needed to do more and expand their thinking 
about these topics. A leader shared about how he was approaching conversations with his team, 
“We are going to purposely talk about hard things” (R3). One leader mentioned awareness about 
diversity itself and his privilege as areas where he had grown, stating that he has been 
“recognizing that gender is only one element of diversity” (R12); another leader, in reference to 
his privilege, stated: “I can’t wash off [privilege], but I can act on it and open doors for other 
people” (R5). This revealed that some elements regarding IDE became clearer for these leaders. 
For instance, there was a realization for some that the definition of diversity itself is broader than 
just including gender. The awareness of the breadth of diversity is important when one begins to 
consider the implications of intersectionality and that while one’s privilege is not something one 
can change, one can make a difference. 
Leading during 2020 and 2021 influenced how the leaders navigated expectations 
regarding IDE practices. Leading during the outbreak of a pandemic, along with social, political, 
and economic events both in the US and throughout the world, was a new situation for every 
leader. The shifting of some of the key elements, such as either an substantial increase in 
business demand, or on the opposite a decrease in business demand at a rapid rate of speed 
across whole industries was a new experience for leaders. Typically, leaders are dealing with one 
or two large events, over 2020 and into 2021 there were overlapping events that removed many 
of the cornerstones of determining business success leaders where used to using as reference 
points.  
The leaders were also confused by the expectations for what they should discuss and how 
they could have successful discussions. Some areas of confusion were concerning “topics on 
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which reasonable people can disagree and which ones are just not acceptable, and [one 
participant thought it would be] important for the industry to be clearer on this” (R11). An added 
complication was “making sure we are being careful with what we bring to work, what we leave 
at home, which is even harder when we’re working from home” (R7). Leaders needed to ensure 
that “we’re giving the space for this and allowing our teams to reflect, talk about it, think through 
sort of what it means to them as individuals . . . but they don’t force people to talk about it” (R7). 
Another leader said, “I find myself operating in a place where I’m trying to look at both sides of 
it and trying not to pick an us versus them mentality” (R10). This demonstrated that the leaders 
were thinking about the shifts in expectations about these topics and how they would approach 
them. 
Expectations Set by the Organization. In addition to the individual leaders’ responses 
to the large-scale changes in their environment, it was also essential to examine how the 
organizations may have changed what they expected leaders to do regarding IDE topics. Leaders 
discussed their experiences, questions, and thoughts regarding organizational expectations that 
felt new. Additionally, the context in which they were expected to act did not feel safe for many. 
One leader stated that his challenge related to the nature of bias, “in that is there a way to sort of 
equally present both sides and raise awareness without being too biased one way or the other?” 
(R10). There were disconnects between expectations regarding the talent discussion process and 
how leaders experienced the talent process: 
I think our talent system is flawed. I saw a lot of bias flowing through where you start 
with performance, and you start with good intention, and then, in the end, it’s several 
non-diverse people sitting around anecdotally talking about the individual. (R8) 
 
Regarding getting diversity hired into the organization, one leader pointed out, “even now when 
we have a lot of attrition, you still only hire like 10 to 15% a year, and there are also—the 
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diverse candidates aren’t always there. It takes a very long time to change the population 
statistics” (R2). 
One of the critical areas where male technology leaders have to navigate expectations has 
been regarding IDE changes in the context in which they lead and the evolving expectations at 
the organizational level. With regard to how leaders develop skills and gain new knowledge, the 
participants answered various questions about the specific skills they hoped to develop in 
navigating IDE topics, what knowledge would be helpful to gain, and how they would like to 
learn about how their organizations could support them. 
Overview of How Men Navigate Expectations Regarding Actively Supporting IDE Practices 
Exploring how male technology leaders navigate expectations regarding actively 
supporting IDE practices clarifies that such a process is not a simple or straightforward 
experience for them. There is no universal experience of male leaders in technology, and existing 
leaders represent multiple identities and ways of being. There is no single story about their 
experiences. The lack of a unifying experience can be a barrier to creating changes of a 
significant scale within organizations. For example, women often have a shared understanding of 
having felt less than, not heard, not seen, dismissed, or minimized because of their gender at least 
once in their life. It could be that the lack of such a shared experience is a unique experience of 
male leaders. 
Leaders who actively served as an ally or advocate for others had less fear of making 
mistakes. Additionally, they seemed to have a personal connection with those of minority 
identities—referring to themselves, a family member, or close friends—that helped them want to 
do more in the IDE space. This personal connection with IDE created expectations for those 
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leaders, making them feel compelled to participate in conversations and make changes in the 
world in which they work and live. 
Another group of leaders found a rhythm of reinforcement that worked as an almost daily 
reminder of ways in which they were or were not acting inclusively. Examples of these 
reminders include insights from developing relationships with people different from them or 
having someone on the team help them identify moments of opportunity to be more inclusive or 
areas of improvement. There seemed to be a grounding in the IDE space, holding them 
accountable in a way that felt achievable but not always easy. 
The male leaders I interviewed often felt expectations regarding diversity, and many of 
the examples that they cited were about hiring and recruitment struggles. Leaders felt 
expectations for diversity hiring without what they considered to be a supportive system to help 
them achieve the organization’s goals. There was frustration for some leaders when hiring; they 
did not see a sufficient number of diverse candidates to consider for a position, or the candidates 
available were not qualified. The leaders often struggled with being accountable for IDE and the 
lack of clear definitions, metrics, and processes to measure progress. 
Overall, male leaders in technology must intentionally decide to participate in enacting 
IDE practices. The decision to act seemed to be based on each individual and was not 
experienced collectively as something the organization expects leaders to do. Some leaders 
discussed how they do not feel pressure to act; they feel there is truly little reward and a 
potentially high cost to participate in IDE practices. Leaders who act sometimes find intrinsic 
rewards in feeling good about helping others and being recognized as positive and supportive 
leaders by people in the organization. In one case, however, the organization itself saw the way a 
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leader supported others as negative. In this case, the leader was provided direct feedback that he 
might be limiting his future growth potential by enacting IDE practices.  
For those who support male leaders in technology, it may be challenging to produce 
scalable experiences that impact the lack of unifying themes or experiences of male leaders in 
technology. Male leaders must recognize that they cannot wait for the organization to drive 
change. They must often decide to make changes for themselves and their organizations. Leaders 
need to make space for their own learning and be willing to work on themselves first and 
understand their own identities and the spaces in which they have privilege, as well as those 
areas where they have less. They must often find ways to challenge themselves to experience the 
discomfort of learning and trying new things and be willing for their own identity to change and 
grow. The following section outlines the experiences and training they believe would be helpful. 
Summary of Navigating Expectations Regarding IDE 
Male leaders shared a variety of experiences of being an ally or advocate for individuals 
that did not share their identities. In some cases, they described providing support that would be 
considered being an ally or advocate, but the leaders themselves did not identify their behaviors 
as such. This may indicate being unclear about what expected behaviors are when 
acknowledging the importance of IDE. For the majority of the participants, they did not presently 
feel restrictions in advocating for others; in some case, the leaders identified cases where they 
may have felt more restricted from earlier on in their careers. 
The impact of leading in 2020 and 2021 had significant impacts on a few leaders, who 
mentioned that for them, being an ally or advocate was no longer optional; instead, they expected 
this of themselves. In direct opposition, a few leaders said that leading in 2020 and 2021 has had 
very little impact on how they lead. Many leaders did talk about how expectations for diverse 
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hiring have increased over 2020 into 2021, often accompanied by confusion on how to achieve 
such results. Leaders also discussed fears about making mistakes, the potential costs of mistakes, 
and a desire for a middle ground to have safe dialogues about IDE topics. 
What Types of Experiences or Training Do Male Leaders Believe Would Help Them Start 
or Continue to Enact IDE Practices? 
The leaders had diverse ideas about the types of activities that would be supportive, 
topics they would like to learn about, and how the organization could better support them in 
navigating their own experiences in enacting IDE practices within their organizations. These are 
elaborated upon in the next section. 
Actions That Help Build Relationships and Confront Bias 
The leaders shared information about behaviors that provided new insights about other 
identities and continued to challenge and grow their knowledge, comfort, and confidence 
regarding various topics. A number of the leaders discussed having intentions around building 
relationships with individuals that may hold other identities from them, or and a developing a 
deeper understanding of the potential impact they have on others. 
For me, it is intentionally looking at trying to create relationships with people who are 
different than I would naturally or normally do based on whatever bias I have. Actually, 
trying to learn who they are and have real conversations that are not forced, which 
sometimes leads to more and sometimes not because some people don’t want to open up. 
(R14) 
 
Another noted that interactions between team members in decision-making and creating a sense 
of inclusion require 
being open enough to hear people from where they are versus where you are, and then 
from a work perspective, I make decisions on a consistent basis with that same mindset of 





Further supporting the idea of action, these leaders discussed finding ways to confront or 
challenge behaviors that are not inclusive: 
we’ve set ourselves up with kind of language that allows these difficult conversations to 
take place, where people will address somebody . . . “Let me tell you what just happened, 
how you made somebody feel.” It is really important to redress even the 
microaggressions that occur because otherwise, people don’t learn. (R6) 
 
 and “I think, you know, being comfortable enough to stand up for what I believe, the values that 
I actually represent from a complete, diverse world” (R4). 
This leader continued to share experiences that did not make him feel included and how 
he addressed those actions: 
being a minority myself within that company and knowing that you represent a 
percentage of what that company is, you know, when you’re a token or that you are a 
number and it’s now a feeling of belonging, it’s a feeling of isolation, and do I never 
wanted to act in a way where I made others feel that same perspective. (R4) 
 
The leaders discussed being open to people who have different identities from theirs as a place 
where they look to build relationships. They are aware of the need to consider other perspectives 
and confront non-inclusive and offensive behaviors. In addition, the next section outlines what 
the leaders said about what they wanted to learn more about and what had been helpful to their 
learning. 
Areas the Leaders Wanted to Learn More About. Leaders discussed topics that would 
encourage their own growth in relation to inclusion and diversity topics. The types of 
information leaders spoke about were focused more on practical and less on theoretical ways to 
be more inclusive and create diversity on their teams. 
The leaders focused on tips and practices that have worked for others, stating, “things 
they have actually done over the years to make an impact, some tips that they can share” (R13), 
“practical applications and tips” (R2), “having a more nuanced way of looking at it that is 
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practical and not fluffy” (R17), and “data, use cases, and light on theory” (R2). Another leader 
mentioned wanting to see “studies that show a correlation between companies that have a higher 
level of diversity and inclusion with more concrete data points” (R9). 
Regarding skills development for leadership skills that also support inclusion and 
diversity, one respondent mentioned, “core skills that are just good leadership skills and are other 
ones that you think are more, more of a foundation for [inclusion and diversity], and maybe we 
don’t as a leader develop” (R8). Leaders tended to ask for very practical, rational topics and 
approaches to support the experiences and training that would support them in growing their 
ability to enact IDE practices. They also wanted tips and techniques that have a proven track 
record according to the research. 
Support for Male Leaders. Supporting male leaders in technology in increasing their 
confidence and comfort regarding inclusion and diversity topics could include providing more 
“safe” conversation spaces with no judgment or punishment if they ask questions. Some of the 
ideas generated include the following, “I think it would be sharing. Having a workshop or 
something where you can actually talk” (R15) as well as “Providing specific sort of discussion 
on awareness of case studies or techniques. Creating opportunities to have open discussion or 
self-learning that is safe” (R7). The idea of safety came up a few times. One leader hopes for: 
practical training would, like, [mean] actually putting people in scenarios . . . have a 
hotline; if I have a question on such a topic, a safe place that I could go as a leader, and 
we could discuss and get feedback as to how I should approach it. (R13) 
 
The leaders shared that they would also prefer opportunities which “make you think differently 
just about everything. . .” (R3). This leader also stated: “I do think the very participatory things 
tend to be better about highlighting real concrete examples that people can take home” (R3). One 
of the ways leaders discussed having support concerned having reminders and real-time feedback 
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to understand the impact of certain language and behaviors in the context of situations, “I think 
you probably need people reminding you when you’re not okay, and so you need to up your 
awareness and have people who can call you out on blind spots in a non-punitive way” (R10). 
Leaders want a place to explore and make mistakes without feeling judged or restricted by 
biases.  
Summary of Support and Training 
Findings in the themes regarding support and learning focused on leaders being 
challenged and feeling supported and safe when learning. The participants did not want to feel 
judged or that feedback would be punitive. They desired that others have underlying assumptions 
of their good intentions in spite of any potential mistakes. Although few leaders had direct 
negative experiences, they wanted those around them to manage their fears about what could 
happen. Thus, an approach to developing experiences or training that would help male leaders 
start or continue to enact IDE practices would be focused on practical, data-driven, safe, and 
open places where they could learn. 
The Emergence of Paradoxes and Responses When Asked to Enact IDE 
While thinking of the various ways that male leaders navigate expectations regarding 
inclusion, diversity, and equity practices, I was curious about whether they experienced the 
multiple paradoxes found in the literature about IDE topics. For example, did leaders feel 
pressure to care for others and simultaneously create revenue for the business (Zhang et al., 
2015, p. 538), or did they only focus on one of these aspects? If they reflected on the tension 
between the two choices, how they responded was essential to understanding the complexity of 
their experience as male technology leaders. The following section explores some of the key 
paradoxes related to inclusion and diversity which arose from this study. In each section, the 
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paradox is introduced with “and” instead of “versus” to represent that the two elements being 
explored may be present simultaneously. In addition, I have included examples of how leaders 
understood  the two elements working together to create synergy, how they chose one element or 
the other, or how they simply ignored one of the elements altogether. The paradoxes were further 
categorized into three groups based on how leaders talked about them and responded to them. 
The three groups were focused on how the individual interacted with others, on the leaders’ role 
in IDE, and the relationship between making money and caring for their team. The paradox of 
local and global was not addressed as often as other paradoxes. Most of the leaders were based in 
the US, which may explain less focus being placed on global issues. Nevertheless, global issues 
were mentioned a few times in the interviews and have been included in their own section. The 
paradoxes help provide a lens for examining the experience of male leaders to better illuminate 
how they process and react to the expectations they experience. 
Paradoxes Regarding Interacting with Others 
This paradox focuses on how leaders positioned themselves in the world as opposed to 
others (Ferdman, 2017, p. 235; Johnson, 2020, p. 242; Welp, 2016, p. 44) and how they view the 
world when it comes to being self-centered and other-centered (Bosak et al., 2018, p. 157; 
Edwards, 2011, pp. 50–51; Hofstede et al., 2010; Zhang et al., 2015, p. 538; p. 171). In addition, 
the paradox of sameness and differences (Welp, 2016, p. 44; Zhang et al., 2015, p. 538) has been 
included in this category. The following are examples of the various ways leaders perceive 
themselves to be positioned in the IDE space and how they see themselves in relationship to 
others. 
One leader described his position in the world in terms of inclusion and diversity topics; 
when asked if he belonged to some minority group, he said, “Not of my own. I certainly have 
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[relationships] that make it [IDE] important to me, but I don’t dilute my privilege with any other 
identities” (R3). When asked to reflect on how he recognizes his position and that of others, he 
replied, “I do feel fairly strongly about [IDE] and thought a lot about [IDE topics] and done a 
bunch of work on myself to grow my skills and knowledge. I have queer children and trans 
children and those friends who are gay and bi and are across different cultures, countries” (R3). 
Nevertheless, this leader appeared to have a strong sense of how he can use his privilege to make 
changes and support others in his personal and work life. The leader above demonstrated a strong 
sense of what he needs to do as an individual and how that could impact others.  
There were also a few leaders that were seeking a “middle ground where they did not 
position themselves in an ‘us vs. them mentality’” (R10). 
Some leaders who discussed the experience of not participating in IDE practices made 
the following comments: “No one has given me a hard time” (R2), “There’s no clear benefit for 
making the time and energy investment instead of just going; if I don’t talk about it, nothing bad 
happens. If I don’t do anything about it, nothing bad happens” (R17), and “I don’t have to do this 
stuff because the culture lets me get away with not doing it” (R3). These examples make the 
male leader the only element in play in the paradox of self and others. According to these points 
of view, consideration of self is optional at best, and not considering IDE does no harm if it is 
ignored. 
Closely tied to how leaders view themselves in relationship to others is how their own 
experiences impact their view of their role and what they believe the challenges are to IDE. This 
provided insight into how their experiences may be similar or different from those of others. For 
one leader, the courts and the community excused and essentially ignored an illegal activity he 
participated in as a 16-year-old. Upon reflection, this leader now realizes that if he had been of a 
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different race, his experience might have been vastly different, and his “life would have been 
over at 16” (R6). His awareness about the very different experiences he could have been faced 
with came much later in life. He had no idea when he was 16 that his experience with the courts 
and the community could have had a vastly different impact on his life. Based on this leader’s 
experiences at that time and then throughout his life, he has now arrived at a place where he 
believes, “[There is a] moral imperative that White men have to use their privilege to advocate 
for and assist those who lack it” (R6). This leader could not only talk about his intention around 
IDE and he could clearly articulate how strong his need to act as an ally and enact IDE practices 
that have positive impact on the world. He not only knows IDE is important, but he has a moral 
obligation to make changes when he can.  
The notion of sameness was also exemplified in a story one of the leaders shared about 
how IDE and business are related. The story began with ten people in a room; they all have the 
same experiences, background, education, and perspectives on life. If they were given a problem 
to solve, he predicted that they would solve the problem with the same lens. The group would 
most likely solve the problem faster than a diverse group, but the risk at hand might be that the 
group might overlook the same factors in their solution. There may be a potential cost to the 
organization when ten people who think in the same way happen to be right for a long time. 
When they eventually encounter a problem that they cannot solve or overlook something 
important in their solution, this presents a significant risk. This leader likened the situation to 
going to a casino and betting everything on red every time; while one might win five or six times 
in a row, at some point, one would certainly lose everything for betting nothing on black (R9). In 
the same way, if a leader relies on the same people working in the same way, there might seem 
to be faster progress and better results, but with diversity, there is likely to be coverage for 
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problems that some might not see. This story observes the synergy between sameness and 
differences, both of which are important to account for and mitigate. The either-or view of the 
paradox can be seen when organizations choose the same type of employee that can work more 
quickly and always make decisions in the same way. The organization may not recognize or 
acknowledge the potential risk that they might be incurring by not pursuing diversity. 
It is often difficult for organizations to invest money against risk avoidance. 
Organizations know that they can solve their problems with a group of like-minded individuals. 
What is not as clear is that they can solve complex problems that they have not yet anticipated 
with faster, better, and more positive outcomes by hiring diversely. This type of thinking relates 
to focusing on today and the familiar instead of being concerned about what might happen 
tomorrow. 
Paradoxes Regarding the Leaders’ Role in Inclusion 
Paradox 2: Responsible and Not My Fault. The following paradoxes are grouped together 
to illustrate how leaders responded acting on behalf of others and how they perceived their 
responsibilities on behalf of others. The paradoxes are responsible and not my fault (Welp, 2016, 
p. 44) as well as support and challenge (Welp, 2016, p. 44; Hofstede et al., 2010, p. 171; Smith et 
al., 2010, p. 456; Johnson, 2020, p. 242). The following section provides examples of these 
paradoxes, starting with the responsible and not my fault paradox. 
The leaders interviewed in this study tended to focus on the responsibility element of this 
paradox. Not one leader articulated in the interviews that systematic disparities were not his 
problem because he did not cause them. The discussion about responsibility focused on whether 
training should be mandatory or not. One leader stated: 
If we are going to pay lip service, we need to think it through and live it out. I think then 
we can start breaking into hiring practices, and we can make it into how we communicate 
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in our teams, our team meetings, and how we mentor and develop people on our team. 
(R8) 
 
Another noted that for accountability to work, 
you need to put some targets to at least move in the right direction. . . . It is tricky because 
first you need to be accountable yourself as a leader and do the right thing to create this 
inclusive, secure space, to show the example, but then there is the question about how 
much you want to drive. (R12) 
 
Still another remarked that this sense of responsibility typically comes from the chain of 
command: “the chain of command has to care, whether it’s the CEO or all the way down to the 
reporting chain—whatever it takes, someone has to hold that person accountable” (R11). 
“Not my fault” thinking appeared when measuring the results and changes in the process, 
people, and systems. It was not the leader’s fault that IDE are difficult to measure. Until IDE can 
be accurately measured, they did not see themselves as responsible for the behaviors. One leader 
said, “Until it is a metric that’s easy enough to measure and becomes part of a performance 
review, I don’t think it has accountability. Measurement is a huge challenge” (R10). Without the 
clarity of a metric, it is difficult to understand what to change. “It [accountability] has a lot to do 
with being clear, either top-down or through processes that are actually published. We have to be 
very clear about what we think is right and what’s not” (R9). 
Some leaders understood themselves to be responsible for making changes within their 
organization and their teams. They understood that regardless of who is at fault for a workplace 
not being inclusive, they are responsible for making the changes needed. Other leaders 
recognized that they are not at fault and only feel accountable for initiating change if someone 
else forces change or can measure the results of their changes. 
The answers to questions about being restricted to acting as an ally and how the leaders 
defined inclusive and diversity behaviors provided insight into how supporting and challenging 
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on behalf of others may have impacted the leaders (Johnson, 2020, p. 242; Hofstede et al., 2010, 
p. 171; Smith et al., 2010, p. 456; Welp, 2016, p. 44). One of the key roles of an ally or advocate 
is to challenge behaviors that are not inclusive and do not support diversity. It is also essential to 
be aware of how support cannot be defined by one’s own perspective but rather from another 
person’s point of view. There were examples where the leaders challenged their teams to enact 
behaviors that support IDE practices. For example, “I break the [system] by calling people racist 
when they’re racist and sexist when they are sexist and making them accountable” (R3). When 
discussing supporting people, this leader commented: 
Generally, just to try and get people where they are, figure out what they need… 
Underrepresented groups have trouble with, you know, being seen, being heard, getting 
opportunities, and I try to do what I can do to level the playing field. (R3) 
 
One leader summarized his reflection on leadership in inclusion and diversity topics by saying, 
As a leader, I believe that I should pay attention to it and be aware of it, but it’s not very 
comfortable to bring up these topics or address them in a way that feels natural, so there’s 
still work to be done by myself to make it more second nature. (R13) 
 
Some leaders did not feel that they had the positional power to be a “cause leader” (R17), thus 
they ignored the paradox of challenging and supporting. As far as the paradox of challenging and 
supporting others, my interviews provided clear examples of leaders being very willing to call 
out their peers and teams on behaviors that did not support IDE. Other leaders, however, avoided 
the paradox by avoiding the role of a cause leader. For leaders that felt strongly about making a 
difference, they understood the need to challenge the systems and their peers as well as allow 
other people to define what support is needed. 
Paradoxes Regarding the Relationship Between Making Money and Caring for Their Team 
When leaders discussed the relationship between business and IDE, they mentioned the 
tensions between generating revenue and caring for others, which was a paradox discussed by 
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Zhang et al. (2015, p. 538). In their experiences, the leaders provided examples of creating 
synergy between caring for others and creating revenue for the business. Regarding the 
relationship between inclusion and diversity and business, a leader stated: 
[IDE are] 100% critical. I don’t think of [IDE] as nice to have anymore. I really don’t, 
and I say that from a couple of levels—just personal belief and conviction and from a 
business perspective. (R8) 
 
Another leader added: 
There is money to be made from tapping into communities different than the standard 
that the assumption that American family is a White family, with X income . . . so I do 
think there is a tie between our focus on inclusive products and serving those 
communities. (R16) 
 
Yet another leader stated, “I would say there is overwhelming data showing that diversity and 
inclusion creates better companies, a bit more profitable companies, better product” (R12). One 
leader remarked: 
The connection was 100% directly related, although I would say you’re able to get by 
without have [IDE], and business can be successful. We see it happening all the time. 
Now, business success and business sustainability are two different things. (R4) 
 
Another stated, “[It]may not sound like this should be the number one priority; it could very well 
make a dent in the long-term health of a company” (R13). These comments suggest that a 
business could create revenue without IDE, but the company’s long-term health might suffer as a 
result. 
Some of these comments suggested more of an either-or stance between the elements, 
with one leader commenting, “I had a diverse leadership team, and we still delivered software on 
time and under budget because this was our responsibility. I don’t know if the solution was 
better” (R3). Another leader remarked, Making space for people, for me to be caring or kind, 
doesn’t matter, “unless I can prove that being that way was going to improve their business, they 
don’t give a shit, just period” (R6). This statement was a clear indication of the push and pull 
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leaders feel when trying to create a caring space for their employees and feel their performance 
expectations are focused on creating revenue only.  
Across the paradox of caring for others and creating revenue, leaders had all three 
different experiences: creating synergy from the two elements, seeing a connection but 
recognizing that they must focus primarily on creating income, or dismissing the business as 
only caring about generating revenue. The three types of perception reveal how various male 
leaders in technology may react to a method that focuses on empathy, caring, and connection 
versus building knowledge about how working together, the elements of caring for others could 
positively impact revenue generation. 
Regarding the paradox of today and tomorrow (Smith et al., 2016, p. 65), many of the 
comments regarding working for today and making changes for tomorrow were made about 
hiring changes and how long it takes to change the proportion of diverse employees in an 
organization. One leader mentioned what he believed to be the challenge of achieving diversity 
through hiring, “Even now, when we’ve got a lot of attrition, you still only hired like 10–15% 
per year, and the diverse candidates aren’t always there. So, it takes a very long time to change 
the population statistics” (R2). The length of time it takes to make meaningful change in the 
diversity of workforce contributes to the need of leaders to continually focus on building for the 
future, under the stress of the demands of the business today.   
Leaders also commented that obtaining metrics for such an inclusion and diversity space 
can lead to confusion and a lack of clear goals for making changes today that will be measured 
tomorrow: “Until it’s a metric that’s easy enough to measure and becomes part of a performance 
review, I don’t think it has accountability. Measurement is a huge challenge” (R10). Leaders 
understand the paradox in how what they are doing today can impact how their organization may 
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look tomorrow, while at the same time choosing to focus on today’s demands. However, there 
were no strong examples of synergy around the paradox of today and tomorrow observed in this 
study. 
Local and Global 
The paradox of local and global points of view (Zhang et al., 2015, p. 538; Smith et al., 
2016, p. 456) was not discussed by male technology leaders when they were asked to describe 
their experiences with IDE practices. When this paradox was addressed, it generally involved the 
negative impact of having difficulty with scheduling meetings (due to differences in time zones 
around the world), including having to schedule meetings at very early hours in the morning, 
meetings that disrupted family time, or meetings during dinner time. One leader remarked, “I 
thought multiple times like there just seem to be like meetings seem to creep earlier. It’s like, it’s 
just expected that you are at home so you can start work at six-thirty in the morning” (R15). If a 
leader’s location is outside the US, at times, he may feel isolated. Examples of this phenomenon 
highlighted the experience of not being a native English speaker and one leader’s feeling that he 
was missing parts of the conversations or not understanding jokes during large team meetings. 
So, you know there is always some interesting cultural differences, for example, I am not 
a native speaker, and so there are some elements of jokes or people speaking too fast, 
which I still feel, you know, even if I have working in English for the past 20 years, I still 
don’t quite get the subtlety. (R12) 
 
His location also has an impact: 
The main thing about it is very much a US-centric culture, like when something is 
happening and obviously what has happened in the last few weeks has impacted the 
world. But it’s very much something that happened in the US. I don’t think people are 
talking about Brexit as much or about other things as much, while it is a big topic in other 
parts of the world. (R12) 
 
The paradox between the local and the global appeared to be an either-or situation for these 
leaders, as they did not report any synergy between local and global interactions. 
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Summary of Paradoxes 
Paradoxes provide those who support male leaders with a starting point for investigating 
how leaders could benefit by showing how such synergy between the two sides of a paradox can 
be created. As leaders explore more about these paradoxes related to IDE, they can more fully 
appreciate the complexity of enacting IDE practices. For individual leaders to find synergy 
within a particular paradox, they must be willing to participate in the change process. They can 
do so through making a commitment to self-discovery, learning about others, moving beyond 
their own experiences to appreciate and understand the experiences of others, and understanding 
the power they have in the IDE space. Much of what is needed to manage paradoxes and work in 
the IDE space requires the leaders to make changes. These changes could occur in terms of their 
own growth and language, as well as how they interact with others or execute business demands. 
Examples of paradoxes were either embedded in or explicitly stated in the leaders’ 
experiences. The three paradoxes focus on positioning IDE in terms of how the leaders view 
themselves in relationship with IDE, how leaders interact with others, and how leaders manage 
the interaction between making money and caring for people; force leaders to face difficult 
choices, which may sometimes make leaders uncomfortable or unsure. To create synergy around 
these paradoxes, leaders must be knowledgeable, confident, and comfortable with not being the 
expert on IDE topics, making mistakes, publicly making statements, and taking actions that 
support diverse identities. Leaders must understand their privilege and how that privilege might 
influence their decisions and experiences. 
The paradoxes of similarities and differences and of local and global were also found in 
the experiences of male leaders, but not to the same extent as the three paradoxes mentioned 
above. The examples provided cited meeting times around the globe being in conflict, an 
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inability to understand the full context of conversations because of language differences within 
their team, and lack of awareness of different cultural and religious holidays around the globe. 
The paradox of responsible and not my fault highlighted a general feeling of being 
accountable, with the condition that measurements for success were precise around IDE at the 
individual and organizational levels. The lack of accurate measurements led the leaders to feel 
like they weren’t responsible until behaviors around IDE could be measures, and it was not their 
fault that IDE was difficult to measure. Therefore, they believed that when the organization was 
able to measure accurately, they would be responsible. The today and tomorrow paradox relates 
to caring for others and revenue generation, focusing on whether leaders have time in their day to 
think about IDE, among other business-related requirements they are accountable for delivering.  
 The following section highlights how leaders discussed the changes based on the change 
elements discussed earlier in Chapter 2. 
Summary of Synergy, Either-Or, or Avoidance 
Sometimes, leaders were clear about creating synergy, recognizing the paradoxes they 
were required to address and finding ways to make the elements work together for the betterment 
of employees and business. The more common response was either-or where the leader 
acknowledged the two sides of the paradoxes, but only focused on one side revenue generation, 
such as with focusing only on revenue generation as opposed to caring for others. A few leaders 
addressed paradoxes through avoidance or stagnation. These leaders sometimes assumed that 
everyone had the same type of experiences, so there was no need to focus on IDE. 
Change and Enacting IDE Practices 
Individual change is an essential part of the process of enacting IDE practices. The 
reactions to leading throughout 2020 and into 2021 highlighted how individuals perceive and 
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respond to situations with a range of responses from believing that these situations had very little 
impact to major changes in behaviors, as discussed earlier in the section  
Expectations While Leading During a Time of Change 
Examining the process of change, the leaders’ experiences highlight both event-driven 
change and changes based on a rhythm of reinforcement. The role of habit can be examined 
more deeply. Blackman (2013) shared that habit takes up “a unique position in affect, 
modulations, which encompasses both regulation (in the form of discipline) and also extends the 
body’s potential for engaging the new, change, and creativity” (p. 186). While examining the 
narratives, it was clear that male leaders had very few ideas on how to actually involve men in 
the process of changing the systems within their organizations. The desire to create something 
new was there, but the actual understanding of what to do was limited. When asked about how 
they [privileged male leaders] could be invited to make a difference in the system, the answers 
ranged from, “I don’t know. I am not sure I know how to do that” (R2) to “it was just a lot of talk 
and conversations; do what you want, but don’t ask anything of us, and we aren’t going to 
change any of our practices to help you” (R4), and “if we are going to give it lip service, we need 
to actually think through it and try to live it out now” (R8). Highlighting what action to take 
every day outside of talking about it was not immediately clear to the participants. The practices 
or habits that would make a change to something new feasible were not yet in place, and in 
addition, leaders recognized that there were actions that have kept certain patterns in place. As 
Pedwell (2017) remarked, “we have remained comparatively limited in our capacity to example 
how—through want-specific material process and mechanisms—social transformation might 
actually happen (p. 96). Many of the participants recognized some need for change and did not 
know how to enact such changes, or they did change their behavior under the influence of the 
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events of 2020 and 2021. For a few leaders, changes came about after prolonged exposure to 
different ways of seeing the world, education, or through pain that either they themselves or 
others they loved experienced.  
In these cases, there was some level of accountability that they felt contributed to longer-
lasting change. Pedwell (2021) mentions these two examples of changes as both required for 
social change to occur: “an ontology of transformation in which the revolutionary and the routine 
are perpetually intertwined and minor gestures and tendencies may be just as significant as major 
events” (Pedwell, 2021, p. 4). It is essential to help leaders see where they can change in their 
everyday routines to achieve the impact they want to see. Leaders I have worked with in my 
practice are often routinely reminded to think about the relationship of their intent and impact 
when it comes to communication. A few examples are reminding leaders in a global company 
not to say “Happy Holidays” at the end of the year since many of the major holidays around the 
globe are not in December. It is better to reflect the intent of wanting to thank their teams for the 
work they did throughout the year. In technology, the phrases of “master” and “slave” have been 
commonly used in coding for years, but this does not mean they should be removed and 
replaced. Language can be an effective way to help leaders understand that their particular 
perspective of the world may not be shared with others in their organizations. Another area of 
change that is part of the routine work of everyday corporate life is thinking about “speaking for” 
and “generating space for others to speak.” In practice, it is important to help leaders understand 
that they need to ask others what would be supportive or helpful instead of assuming they know 
and providing a solution. This takes a partnership between them and their team members to bring 
awareness that the actions of the leader may not have been as helpful as they might have 
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assumed. At the same time, leaders must be prepared to create space to listen to their team 
members about what they need to move forward with their work.  
The last area of routine life is for leaders to simply ask themselves, “If this situation 
works for me, does it work for everyone?” If there is flexibility needed, as the most privileged 
person in the team, they can make appropriate adjustments. Meeting times are common areas 
where the times are set based on the leader schedule and teams around the world must often 
work late into the night, miss the meeting, or start their day very early. If a leader cannot move a 
meeting, then acknowledging the impact the timing has on teams around the globe, offering other 
avenues of receiving the information, or asking questions can be effective toward building a 
better team dynamic. Often, leaders do not feel that these changes are enough to make a 
difference, and Pedwell (2021) has suggested “that meaningful forms of social change may 
emerge less through major turning points and more through the accumulation and reverberation 
of minor affective responses, encounters, gestures, and habits” (pp. 24–25). Often, making small 
changes is where leaders become more curious and appreciative about the lives and experiences 
of others. 
Many of the leaders asked for more knowledge about IDE topics and also clarification on 
ways of measuring their progress. In my experience in organizations, many of the trainings, 
events and experiences tend to be focused on knowledge and awareness, with less direction on 
what to do once one has become aware. As Pedwell (2021) has argued, “Generating more—or 
more accurate—knowledge about a particular phenomenon does not necessarily do anything, or 
at least does not always do what we think or hope it will” (p. 31). The need for awareness and 
knowledge is key in change, but these are not enough to facilitate the occurrence and 
maintenance of change. By using the change elements from this study as a framework, 
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practitioners can ensure that they are thinking through and responding to the creation of habits, 
not just checking off items on a checklist, but as an evolving process.  
As has been discussed, awareness and knowledge are not enough, nor is desire to change 
in and of itself; what is needed is being aware that there needs to be a change, having the desire 
to change, understanding the scope and impact of potential changes as well as the skills required, 
and particularly the reinforcement of change. Leaders may be at different stages of each of the 
elements during any change event, and understanding their current position and struggles would 
be key for any change agent to meet them where they are. Table 4 illustrates change elements 
and their connections to the experiences of male leaders. 
Table 4 
Elements of Change 
Elements of Change  Examples 
Awareness of the change needed “How much I didn’t know, and the journey to 
where I am right now—also with an 
awareness it is a journey—and I am sure as 
hell not done” (R6). 
“It just feels so inherently wrong to me that 
there is this level of systematic differences. 
Which means that this person or this person 
has different sort of long-term or short-term 
opportunities because of how they look, how 
they talk, or whatever” (R7). 
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Empowering individuals “There are too many folks who feel the sense 
of pressure to change. [The reason they don’t 
change is,] it’s going to take an amount of 
inertia that they can’t create by themselves, 
and so they say they will leave it for another 
day, another person. We have helped those 
folks that next step forward” (R1). 
 
Defining and communicating the change “Be very direct and clear what inclusion 
means” (R4) and 
"So if you’re going to work on my team, 
you're going to pay women the same as men 
for the same work” (R3). 
Performing a readiness and impact assessment “If you haven't seen something for a big part 
of your life until your adulthood, all of the 
sudden, when you're introduced to something 
sensitive, it can be hard” (R13). 
Creating an implementation plan “I’d tie it to the business model because they 
[leadership] won't accept spending money on 
it simply for some social purpose” (R6),  
Creating or having a desire to change “I think there is a level of conviction in there, 
too, which is conviction helping you 
understand things you feel serious about, but 
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also conviction that it’s going to point to 
things that are not good and then invite you to 
change” (R8). 
“It’s just that there’s a palpable difference 
inside of me that I’m not going to keep my 
mouth shut” (R6). 
“You know, my experience is not everyone’s 
experience….there was a bunch of stuff that 
kind of happened over the last 14 months that 
made me think about race and the immigrant 
experience with that experience being one of 
the facets of my identity I was trying to figure 
out” (R3). 
Sponsorship for the change “A lot goes back to how inclusive and diverse 
the leadership is because when a group of 
leaders in a room talking about decisions 
coming up and making plans, if that group is 
not inclusive and diverse, it’s going to reflect 
on the rest of the organization” (R13). 
Reinforcement of the change “I married somebody who said all of this 
[matters], and she's been there for 35 years 
and my children grew up proving to me that it 
mattered, so I have grown up because of the 
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people around me holding me accountable” 
(R3), and “On one hand, we want to say the 
inclusion and diversity agenda is going to pay 
off in the long run… what we fall back on 
really quickly [is on the notion] what gets 
measured gets improved” (R11).  
 
Leaders need the motivation and awareness caused by large events around IDE topics and 
also the daily reinforcement of subtle shifts in their behaviors that are the building blocks of 
systematic change. The reasons that exclusionary practices, limited diversity in the workforce 
and employees not feeling they are welcome in an organization are complex and embedded in 
both society and within organizations. Changing those systems requires trust that small changes 
will have an impact, proof with behaviors that leaders truly want to see a change and the ability 
to accept that there are many ways of doing good work, getting results and leading. There is not 
one gender that holds the key to great leadership, nor is it possible to make changes without 
changing at the individual level, IDE practices build together to create both inclusive and diverse 
organization and strong and impactful leaders.  
Summary on Change 
The male experience in exploring IDE topics often requires changes within individual 
leaders. Frequently, identities and positions of power have allowed male leaders to opt in or out 
of work, as needed, to make changes as individuals and within their systems. There needs to be a 
recognition of this choice for those supporting male leaders. In addition, male leaders must gain 
greater awareness of various issues and a desire to change even if they perceive only a slight 
benefit to themselves. 
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In Chapter 5, the link between my study’s findings and previous research is explored. I 
also make the data more concrete by introducing the three “personas” I previously identified 





CHAPTER V: DISCUSSION 
The purpose of this study was to understand male leaders’ experiences of organizational 
expectations for enacting IDE practices. In addition, I hoped it would provide insight into how 
organizations could better support male technology leaders with how they handle IDE issues. I 
used the notion of paradoxes as a framework to understand more about how male technology 
leaders have responded to their experiences. In this chapter, I cover how the research questions 
relate to previous research, make sense of the data using personas, and describe my limitations, 
my journey as the study progressed, and the conclusion for this study. 
My research question for this dissertation was: How do male technology leaders navigate 
expectations for actively supporting IDE practices? Male leaders have a variety experiences in 
navigating expectations for actively supporting IDE practices. There was a spectrum of 
responses including fear, accountability, acknowledgment of privilege, and actions as allies or 
advocates. Many participants either directly acknowledged or made reference to their 
participation in enacting IDE practices as a choice. If they did not want to be a participant in 
IDE, they faced few consequences. The male leaders interviewed in this study provided more 
detail about how they experienced expectations about IDE as well as ideas for promoting IDE 
practices. 
Sub-questions: 
• What types of experience or training do male leaders believe would help them start or 
continue to enact IDE practices? 
The types of experiences and training often depended on the level of experience of the leader 
navigating expectations to implement IDE. More experienced leaders wanted more experiential 
learning, with the opportunity to take risks and have more profound training concerning 
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identities and privilege. Leaders who had less experience with IDE requested safety and 
nonjudgmental spaces to explore these topics. Almost all of the leaders wanted practical, data-
driven information without a substantial amount of theory. 
• What paradoxes emerge when male leaders are asked to lead differently to promote 
IDE practices? 
The most apparent paradoxes that emerged from the interviews concerned 1) caring for others 
and revenue generation (Zhang et al., 2015, p. 538), 2) challenging and supporting (Welp, 2016, 
p. 44; Hofstede et al., 2010, p. 171; Smith et al., 2010, p. 456), and 3) self-centered and others-
centered (Edwards, 2011, pp. 50–51; Zhang et al., 2015, p. 538; Hofstede et al., 2010, p. 171; 
Bosak et al., 2018, p. 157). Although other paradoxes were mentioned in Chapter 4, these three 
paradoxes were more frequently observed in the experiences of the interviewed leaders. 
• Which approach do male leaders take to address tension in the paradoxes of their 
position: synergy between both sides of the tension, an either-or view, or stagnant 
avoidance? 
How leaders addressed the tensions within the explored paradoxes was varied. While some 
leaders were able to share examples of synergy, many examples adopted an either-or approach 
with an acknowledgment there was a tension between the two sides. Some leaders talked about 
having to choose between the two. A smaller group of leaders spoke about navigating the 
expectations to enact IDE practices as something they could avoid. 
Relationship to Previous Research 
Research related to this study includes studies about the male experience, change 
readiness, navigating what to say as a leader, and enacting IDE practices. Concerning the male 
experience, the participants noted their own bias and discussed fear when thinking about or 
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participating in IDE practices. There have also been connections between how leaders felt others 
might perceive their behaviors and how they viewed their role in the area of IDE. Through their 
stories, the leaders highlighted various change elements. The following section includes more 
detailed explanations of how they navigated both what they said and expectations for them to 
enact IDE practices. 
Expectations for Being Male Leaders 
The leaders talked about their privilege, their expected behaviors because they are male, 
and the assumptions because of their identity when they enacted IDE practices in their 
leadership. Some leaders did not call out their privilege when discussing IDE, yet their privilege 
was apparent when they mentioned enacting inclusion and diversity. As Hatch and Cunliffe 
(2013) have stated, “privileging may occur on such a deep level that the favored never recognize 
how privileged they are by the cultures their dominance allows them to shape in their image” (p. 
233). Unacknowledged privileged was revealed through comments such as, “There’s no clear 
benefit for taking the time and energy investment . . . if I don’t talk about it [IDE], nothing bad 
happens” (R17). 
 Not acknowledging their privilege and vague organizational expectations around IDE 
allow some leaders to choose whether or not to enact IDE practices. The ability to decide how 
and when they act is yet another way in which privilege has entered their discussions. Some 
leaders felt that they could be more of a loudspeaker for others without inserting their voice into 
the conversation. Leaders saw this as a tactic for reducing the risk of immediate punishment 
since they were either behind the scenes or representing someone else. They commented, “I tend 
not to be somebody who goes on a platform to do things; I much prefer working behind the 
scenes and encouraging behaviors” (R1), and “I would always rather be sort of the hype man and 
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the amplifier rather than speaking for people” (R11). In both cases, the leader’s preference, first 
and foremost, represented a choice that more marginalized identities often do not have. However, 
leaders did recognize their privilege in various ways. One participant realized the extent of his 
own privilege because of race through an experience during his youth. He stated when he was 
16, he broke the law, went to court, and ultimately received no jail time: “I had no consequences 
whatsoever, and if I were Black . . . my life would have been over” (R6). Another leader stated 
the following about his privilege: “It [his privilege] is literally free. I make it every day, so I have 
no worries” (R3). One leader talked about privilege and ignorance together, “I like to put 
privilege and ignorance in the same sentence because I think White males have both, and the 
ignorance outweighs the privilege” (R4). This statement highlighted this leader’s understanding 
that even if ignorant of it, he had privilege. Overall, being male and the privilege that comes with 
that identity did appear to influence how leaders defined their participation in, decisions about, 
and acknowledgment of navigating expectations regarding IDE. 
Response to Scarcity by Male Leaders 
Underlying some of the experiences and expectations that the participates shared was a 
feeling of loss around status, privileges and opportunities for themselves and other men. Martin 
(2014) discussed the notion of perceived scarcity when job security or men’s identities may 
appear to be threatened (p. 206). Related to the idea of feeling threatened, one leader talked 
about hiring a woman candidate over a male candidate. Although he mentioned that the thought 
was fleeting, he did wonder: 
When you start looking at we want to get to this percentage of females at VP [Vice 
president] level, [reflecting on his thoughts] is there a cost to me and my advancement or 




In the above case and the following quotes, there is no recognition that there are other identities 
that have historically had limited advancement opportunities. One leader spoke of the experience 
of having to explain to other men why he chose a female candidate as being unique and often 
uncomfortable, “You hire a woman, and then people can come around and say, ‘Well, the man 
was a lot more competent or had more experience in that space. Why did you hire the woman?’” 
(R12). Even entertaining this question indicates that there is something that has to be justified or 
explained away. Leaders often felt that they had to have an answer or justification for hiring 
anyone not male. One participant commented on how one company had hired women for the 
same role in nine separate hires, “It [the job filled by females for nine hires] was a situation 
where I’m sure they were looking at we need to have women in leadership roles” (R12). 
The implication of hiring a female leader was that there was a “need” for another woman 
in the organization, not necessarily because she has the competencies for the job. In addition, he 
had kept track that for 25 years, a woman had held the role, “It’s [the job filled by females for 
nine hires] a clear pattern of behavior if you go 25 years, you know, nine different people, that 
feels like an intentional choice” (R10). This leader did not comment on how men held many 
positions at the same company for consecutive years; he focused on this particular role because 
he appeared to have wanted this role. 
Some of the leaders appeared to imply that there was some justification needed to give a 
job to a candidate from a minority background or that jobs would not be as available for male 
candidates if IDE was embraced. 
Reinforcement of the Male Position in Society 
Along with the feeling of potential loss of status, privilege or opportunities, there was a 
tension around keeping the systems rewarding the behaviors that they either do or are perceived 
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as doing for positive gain in their careers. Prasad (2018) argued that individuals might 
“essentialize certain qualities as male (e.g., mental toughness, capacity for objectivity), whether 
or not these are always found in men” (p. 191), while Hearn (2015) highlighted that “men and 
women have studied men for centuries but often as an ‘absent presence.’ ‘Men’ is a social 
category, yet ‘men’ as individuals, groups, or categories have typically not been problematized” 
(p. 9). In many ways focusing on IDE practices, creates a mirror for leaders to reflect on whether 
they do have the skills and characteristics they are assumed to have based on gender. This type of 
reflection can highlight gaps in what they believed about themselves and what society is now 
asking them to demonstrate. One leader talked about his upbringing and how being male was 
highly valued; whether or not he agrees with the notion, he recognizes it: “There’s definitely this 
element in our society where males have the upper hand, and it’s better to be a male…. Even as a 
leader, I’m a better leader than female or at least more powerful” (R13). Another leader 
discussed his intentionality in managing stereotypes about both him and others. 
Some of the biases that I heard from family and growing up, all the stereotypical things 
that I really don’t think are true, but I have to be intentional around there are strengths 
and weaknesses [between genders]. I am pretty emotional as a male, so that informs my 
starting point. (R14) 
 
Another leader made a similar remark about the complexities within the environment at work, 
stating: 
We’re in a male-dominated business world and world in general . . . and then you get into 
the cultural distinctions too, and cultures define maleness and even subcultures. So, I 
think you have to unwind all that stuff. . . . Toxic masculinity is prevalent. (R8) 
 
As with the leaders above, some leaders recognize the expectations they have from being 
embedded in a male-focused environment. Acknowledging these stereotypes can help them 
reflect on how they view themselves and how they treat others. 
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Male Experiences with Self-Advocacy and Other-Advocacy 
While enacting IDE practices it is required that individuals are aware of other identities 
and also take action to make a difference for others. This could be by openly challenging other 
leaders, the systems they work in or being comfortable making mistakes. Bosak et al. (2018) 
focused on the dimensions of self-advocacy and other-advocacy, finding that “both genders 
penalized the other-advocating male candidate more than they did the other-advocating woman 
and judged him as less agentic” (p. 161). An example of such a penalty in my study was when a 
leader received feedback for addressing IDE. He was told by a leader: 
. . . your decency and integrity are your biggest enemy. . . . the cost to live by a 
conviction that embraces inclusion and diversity, and you try and lead in a certain way, 
and as a result, that may impact your success in the eyes of other leaders. (R8) 
 
This leader assumed that this form of leadership could positively help him with his career 
development. His manager was concerned with limitations in the availability of promotions and 
further responsibilities because the upper leadership may perceive him as less focused on 
attaining business results. 
Vulnerability 
Vulnerability and the willingness to make mistakes is critical to the success of enacting 
IDE practices. Smith et al. (2016) asserted that leaders must be “humble, vulnerable, admitting 
that they might not know what the future holds” (p. 68). Leaders acknowledged humility, 
vulnerability, and comfort around uncertainty as part of their growth journey. As stated above, 
one leader was impacted by feedback on how his leadership philosophies may limit his 
advancement opportunities, yet he did not shy away from acting. Some leaders displayed a 
vulnerability through their willingness to be uncomfortable with not having all the answers. One 
leader did acknowledge that he feels comfortable replying to a question without fear of being 
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caught unaware and did not need to have all the answers, “. . . whereas maybe in the past, I felt 
that I needed to have the answer” (R12). Others referred to their fear of the unknown as being “. . 
. tripped up” (R7) or finding themselves “. . . operating in a place where I'm trying to look at 
both sides of it and trying not to pick us versus them mentality (R10). For some leaders 
interviewed, the feeling of being called out often lurks in the back of their minds. This 
vulnerability helped to create an openness regarding what changes they could make. 
Furthermore, it helped to fill in gaps in knowledge and actions that they could take. Being 
humble and vulnerable often starts the process of moving leaders toward becoming change 
agents. 
The vulnerability and humility need to come from place where male leaders see 
themselves as part of the changes that need to occur for IDE to be successful. Changes in 
perspectives and behaviors are needed from everyone and often male leaders seem to opt out of 
feeling that any changes relate to themselves. As Welp (2016) recalled from a conversation with 
a group of White men, “We never think diversity is about us. We think it is about helping those 
people with their issues. We also look to them to be the teachers of diversity” (Welp, 2016, p. 
27). When asked about leadership and IDE, one leader responded, “I don’t think it makes sense 
to be like the cause leader for the industry” (R17). To this leader, the responsibility for growth 
and development was with someone outside the organization, “I think you probably need people 
reminding you when you are not OK, and so you need to up your awareness and have people 
who can call you out on blind spots in a non-punitive way” (R10).  
In a few cases, the leaders talked about how they started to realize it was up to them to 
act, learn, and practice: “Once you do it [act as an ally or advocate], you've got to change your 
identity, and then it gets much easier” (R13). With this statement, this leader indicates that taking 
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the first step toward becoming an ally ultimately makes it easier to take on the identity of an ally. 
Gaining an awareness of the need to change often takes time, humility, and vulnerability. One 
leader addressed the change in his identity; he felt that “. . . [the development of awareness of 
IDE] was gradual over the years” (R13). Through observing his mother and his wife, this leader 
realized that “. . . [his] opinions are not always right; there are other ways of approaching things” 
(R13). One leader who lives in a biracial home remarked: 
It [race] has always been a topic . . . we talk about real things in ways that are pretty frank 
with each other. Within the last six months, both my wife and oldest son have been called 
racial slurs in public by people . . . that hit home. (R8) 
 
On how he felt about his family members called racial slurs, this leader continued: “I think I am 
angrier than they [wife and son] are, so anger is one thing . . . those are big moments” (R8). 
The ability of these leaders to be self-reflective concerning their privilege and at the same 
time aware of the differences in how others they care about experience the world may sometimes 
elicit a sense of vulnerability from them. When asked about privilege, one leader focused on the 
lack of humility in leaders he works with. 
This [IDE] is deeply passionate and powerful for me. The more senior the leaders are 
successful, and they believe that they [alone] have accomplished what they have 
achieved. They need to tone down the pride; no way that the leaders did it on their own. 
(R5) 
 
Upon reflection, he realized that in his life: 
. . . if another person had a better starting point, there is nothing for me to feel bad about. 
I may not get there yet or ever, but it [recognizing that people have different starting 
points] made me more comfortable. (R5) 
 
During the interviews, leaders shared different ways in which they were humble and vulnerable 




Navigating Inclusion and Diversity Topics 
Leaders discussed the realities of enacting IDE practices and how they experience 
navigating expectations for what they feel comfortable saying and doing at work. Moreover, they 
shared what they do not feel as comfortable saying or doing at work. Leaders mentioned times 
where they did not think of speaking up or pushing for new ways of working to support all 
identities, leading to further actions “that contributed to gender inequality rather than aid 
equality” (Kelan & Wratil, 2018, p. 548). One leader realized that he was trying to play “. . . like 
Switzerland, like neutral” (R13). However, the events of 2020 changed his perspective, “. . . it 
[racial events] was probably the first time in my life when I told myself that this is the time, and I 
can’t stay out of it” (R13). He highlighted his awareness of his previous behavior as opting out of 
directly challenging discrimination, moving toward an undeniable need to act on behalf of all the 
injustice he sees. 
When working in a global organization, the impact of time zones is often cited as a key 
element of employees feeling either included or excluded based on when business meetings are 
being held, the type of decisions making and knowledge sharing that occur during those 
meetings. One leader commented on the number of early morning meetings as impactful to him 
and others and suggested a need for the organization to assess those as a non-inclusive 
expectation: 
There seem to be [work] meetings creeping earlier, it’s just expected that [since] you are 
at home you can start work at 6:30 in the morning. . . . [Regarding the early morning 
calls], I think the organization is going to have to take a long, hard look at what we're 
expecting from leaders. Both male and female. (R15) 
 
Working at home for a year stressed the notion that the ideal worker was available at all hours, 
committed to work, and “on at all times” (Reid, 2011, para. 6). One of the critical areas in which 
there were restrictions in enacting IDE practices was the priority of making money for the 
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business over everything else. The commitment to such work can be highlighted in the following 
quotes: “The best thing that I can do is run the business the way that I feel is the right way” (R2), 
“Our business is to make money for our shareholders, like, let’s be clear, we’re a capitalist 
business here” (R10), and “When you say execution, you have got to win the game. You need to 
enjoy the game. You need to grow the people and get experts, but don’t forget about winning the 
game” (R5). 
There appears to be an underlying premise that IDE practices cannot get in the way of 
making money. This focus on making money is apparent in how leaders approach IDE. In Helms 
Mills’s (2005) work, the “enactment of policies was wholly dependent on how these were made 
sense of by those in positions of power (the senior managers)” (pp. 265–266). If the top leaders 
are concerned with making money and perceive that IDE will interfere with that, they are 
unlikely to support those efforts. One leader stated: 
I tend to be a first principal kind of guy [description of himself]. I want to boil things 
down into the simplest terms that I can and for me building an effective organization 
starts with, what are you scared of? What gets you fired up? On an individual basis. 
(R17) 
 
He ultimately acknowledged, “. . . an organization cannot rise above the constraints of its 
leaders. That is always true, and that's incontrovertible” (R17). His comments support the 
general direction and the overall feeling that expectations are tied to whoever is in power and is 
making the policies and strategic plans for the organization. 
Echoing the experience of those in power, one leader recognized that he does not feel any 
restrictions for being an ally or advocate. When he experiences any form of discomfort, he 
attributes it to a lack of experience with feeling any pain enacting IDE practices, “Not very often, 
no. Maybe that's why it’s [being restricted in being an ally or advocate] so painful; it’s because I 
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haven’t developed immunity to the pain yet. After all, it doesn’t happen frequently enough” 
(R6). This leader reflected on his experiences as a leader in many organizations. 
There was a lack of clarity on what inclusion and diversity behaviors are for many of the 
male leaders, as well as how to enact them. At the same time, many leaders are focused on 
making money for the company. Additionally, there is less clarity about the role of leadership, 
noting that sponsoring leadership is an essential piece of making changes toward greater IDE. 
Making Sense of the Data 
The data collected from the participants provided a rich view of their experiences with 
expectations others had for them to enact IDE practices. To consolidate the data about how male 
technology leaders navigate the expectations for their involvement in IDE practices, I created 
three “personas” representing the three distinct approaches I saw emerging from my findings as 
far as patterns of responses were concerned. The personas cover a collection of experiences 
reported by the participants in this study, the areas of support they feel are needed, and how they 
might potentially use paradoxes to make sense of their experiences. Using personas focused on 
the description of experiences of enacting IDE practices that are easily understandable and 
actionable for those designing training and support for male technology leaders. Additionally, the 
hope is that the framework of personas can provide leaders with a reflective tool to assess where 
they are and how to adopt another persona if they desire. 
The personas highlight a compilation of the types of experiences and actions leaders were 
willing to take and reflect on their growth journey about inclusion and diversity topics. They 
provide examples of when leaders saw the paradoxes in their own experiences. In addition, these 
personas indicate whether leaders created synergy between both sides of a paradox, whether they 
felt that they had to choose between the sides, or whether they avoided a particular paradox 
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altogether. No single leader exhibited all of one persona’s characteristics; instead, each is a 
compilation of interview data demonstrating similar experiences. Across the participants, only 
one participant identified as gay, so there were no differences in sexual orientation in Personas 2 
and 3. For Persona 3, participants were all White. The other diversity elements appeared to have 
similar ranges across the personas, so there did not seem to be a strong relationship between a 
participant’s age, how many countries they have lived in, and any additional languages they 















Persona 1 Strong Intent and Impact Yes Yes 2–3 1–3 
Persona 2 Moderate Intent and Limited 
Impact 
Yes Yes 1–4 0–2 
Persona 
3 
Limited to No Intent or Impact No Yes 2–4 1–2 
 
Persona 1: Strong Intent and Impact 
Persona 1 responses generally demonstrated strong intent and impact concerning IDE 
topics. In this section, the term leaders refer to a leader who took on Persona 1 characteristics. 
Persona 1 is a compilation of all the experiences and approaches of the participants that 
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displayed strong intent and impact. These leaders are aware of their position in the world. They 
can quickly see how others’ experiences might be different from theirs, highlighting that others 
may not have the privileges they have earned or given to them by broader societal systems. 
Revealed in their convictions are their clearly articulated views about IDE. Leaders in this group 
were part of a minority group or have a close friend or family member from an underrepresented 
group. They experienced a rhythm of reinforcement over time that has indicated opportunities for 
development or new ways of thinking. These leaders are willing to make mistakes, take difficult 
positions with their peers, and jump into difficult conversations. They have described 
experiencing the following impacts: they (a) have explicitly acted both for individuals and 
minority groups, (b) can articulate the relationship between business and inclusion and diversity, 
(c) understand how being inclusive and honoring diversity can lead to money-making 
opportunities for their company, and (d) have a defined role in working with other identities to 
co-create the organizational culture. 
Overall, they feel compelled to take a stance, be vocal, make changes, and challenge the 
status quo regarding expectations and accountability. 
Support 
With Persona 1, leaders with a strong intent and impact need more experiential learning 
to experience more significant risks. They know they will make mistakes, but also understand 
how to take risks, make mistakes, and ask questions to understand different identities. They may 
want to do a deeper dive into the experiences of identities they are not as familiar with to 
ultimately learn ways to change the systems and processes within the organization that 
discriminate against those identities. Leaders in Persona 1 do well when they have a thought 




In Persona 1, the leaders understand how to be comfortable with paradoxes and approach 
their actions with a synergetic approach. Highlights of some of the paradoxes between which 
they found synergy included the following, 
1) Caring for others and revenue generation (Zhang et al., 2015, p. 538): one leader stated 
that these two elements are “100% directly related” (R4), with another adding: 
there is money to be made from tapping into communities different than the standard. The 
assumption that the American family is a White family, with X income . . . so I do think 
there is a tie between our focus on inclusive products and serving those communities. 
(R16) 
 
2) Challenging and supporting (Welp, 2016, p. 44; Hofstede et al, 2010, p. 171; Smith et 
al., 2010, p. 456): Many leaders had experiences of speaking out and challenging processes and 
people. One of the best examples of attending to the elements in this paradox was the following, 
“I break the (system) by calling people racist when they’re racist and sexist when they are sexist 
and making them accountable” (R3). He continued: 
Generally, just try and get people where they are, [and] figure out what they need… 
Underrepresented groups have trouble with being seen, being heard, getting 
opportunities, and I try to do what I can do to level the playing field. (R3) 
 
Concerning hiring and pay parity, he further argued, “We just need people to say this is going to 
happen, make it happen and not accept failure… you have to make it a core part of what we are 
responsible for doing” (R3). 
3) Self-centered and other-centered (Edwards, 2011, pp. 50–51; Zhang et al., 2015, p. 
538; Hofstede et al., 2010, p. 171; Bosak et al., 2018, p. 157). Leaders demonstrated they could 
be aware of themselves and others in their growth and focus on ways to support others. One 
leader stated, “I do feel fairly strongly about [IDE] and thought a lot about [IDE topics] and done 
a bunch of work on myself to grow my skills and knowledge” (R3). Another remarked, “I would 
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say yes [to speaking at a conference]; I would make myself really vulnerable and candid . . . I 
would also talk about the moral imperative that White men have to use their privilege to 
advocate (R6). Concerning how a leader uses his privilege for others, “It's easy to step out and 
advocate for people; you can be an ally if you spend your capital on behalf of other people 
because it's literally free. I make it every day” (R3). A leader shared how he had supported a 
transgender woman, “[her] voice got shut down, and she had strong opinions; I was able to push 
her in a direction to help her voice be heard” (R4). 
Persona 2: Moderate Intent and Limited Impact 
Persona 2, the group with moderate intent and limited impact, represents a male leader in 
technology aware of his position and yet not as clear about what to do with his power, privilege, 
and voice. In this section, the term leaders refer to those who took on Persona 2 characteristics. 
Persona 2 is a compilation of all the experiences and approaches of the participants that had 
moderate intent and limited impact. 
Such leaders may have good intentions about enacting IDE practices when the conditions 
seem safe. They can acknowledge the experiences of people who are different from them. They 
may still see the world through the lens of their own experiences and judge other actions in the 
context of what is familiar to them. They often talked about people with different identities that 
they knew but could not articulate the pain or detail the challenges faced by those individuals. 
The individuals who were different from them were often described by their role in the leader’s 
life, such as “my wife,” “my sister,” or “my chief of staff.” This group wanted to be assured of 
safety when speaking out or acting on behalf of others. They were afraid of what might happen 
although none of them reported having experienced direct restrictions or negative feedback from 
being an ally or speaking on behalf of inclusion and diversity. 
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Leaders in the Persona 2 category would be willing to speak at a conference when 
assured of their safety; they are willing to have conversations about IDE, yet tend to back away if 
the conversation becomes challenging. These leaders desire a safe, middle ground to obtain 
feedback, learn, and ask questions. They see their role as amplifiers of those that are cause 
leaders. Overall, they have a strong desire to make a difference but were scared of the potential 
impact of their actions on themselves and others. In general, this group does not mind 
accountability when measurement units are precise and agreed upon before their performance is 
measured. 
Support 
For Persona 2, training should provide room for making mistakes, experiencing a 
moderate amount of discomfort, and engaging in challenging conversations. Leaders in this 
group tended to have moderate intent and limited impact and needed help translating their good 
intentions into actions. They needed to know that there is data to support their efforts and needed 
some assurances about their safety. This group does well with trusted advisors that can provide 
feedback on events they lead, such as town halls, large program meetings, and team feedback, to 
build inclusive language and practice taking small risks. 
Paradoxes 
Persona 2 often acknowledged tensions between the two sides of the paradoxes but could 
not go beyond such acknowledgment, keeping the two sides separated and focusing on one 
element or the other. Using the same elements as Persona 1, a few examples of this separation 
for Persona 2 are cited below. 
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In Persona 2, leaders understand that there are elements they need to balance, yet they do 
not see or acknowledge the relationship between the elements of the paradoxes. Highlights of 
some of the paradoxes with a focus on only one of the two sides are provided below. 
1) Caring for others and revenue generation (Zhang et al., 2015, p. 538): one leader 
mentioned both of these elements, “[IDE] may not sound like this should be the number one 
priority, it could very well make a dent in the long-term health of a company” (R13). A leader 
shared how the relationship between diversity and making money was not clear to him. 
Mentioning that his team could deliver an end product with a diverse group, this leader argued 
that even without diversity, the solution may have been just as good—if not better—than with a 
diverse group: “I had a diverse leadership team, and we still delivered software on time and 
under budget because this was our responsibility. I don’t know if the solution was better” (R3). 
Leaders are not always convinced that there is a need for diversity for achieving a business goal, 
and often the desire for creating diversity on the team just adds to the complexity to achieving 
results.  
2) Challenging and supporting (Welp, 2016, p. 44; Hofstede et al, 2010, p. 171; Smith et 
al., 2010, p. 456). There were not as many leaders who expressed clarity about speaking out and 
challenging processes and people. Comments about challenging and supporting tended to 
concern fear: “[With IDE] there is a fear of making a mistake or accidentally stating the wrong 
thing and having a pretty severe consequence for that, whether it was intended or not (R17). 
There were also comments on willingness to join a conversation: 
And I think the biggest thing I would point out is a willingness of others to say when you 
have said something you shouldn't have said—so you can learn from that as opposed to 




There is a desire for clarity about what should be challenged, “Desire to have clarity on ‘what are 
topics that on which reasonable people can disagree and which ones are just out unacceptable’” 
(R11). 
 3) Self-centered and other-centered (Edwards, 2011, pp. 50–51; Zhang et al., 2015, p. 
538; Hofstede et al., 2010, p. 171; Bosak et al., 2018, p. 157): The leaders demonstrated that they 
are aware of themselves and others. The leaders provided examples of finding ways to work 
together “where they didn’t position themselves in an ‘us versus them mentality’” (R10). One 
leader wrestled with how to make a mistake, “I would probably be interested in a conversation 
around forgiveness and people who make unintentional mistakes, and I think if there was 
someone who corrected them in a healthy way and helped them get through it” (R10). 
Persona 3: Limited to No Intent or Impact 
Persona 3 represents leaders with little or no intent or impact on IDE. In this section, the 
term leaders refer to leaders who took on Persona 3 characteristics. Persona 3 is a compilation of 
all the experiences and approach of the participants that had limited to no intent or impact. This 
group represents a male leader in technology aware of his position in the world. Such leaders 
may have little or no acknowledgment that anything outside of their business role is their 
responsibility. Their focus is on the technical delivery of the work, and their perceptions of 
people issues tend to be related to how well someone performs their role. 
They intend to treat people with respect and offer people opportunities. Nevertheless, if 
those people do not take advantage of these opportunities, this is not their problem as a leader, 
nor is it the organization’s issue. They acted in a caring way and were concerned with the impact 
on individuals on their teams. These often included noticing religious holidays or celebrations or 
supporting working parents, issues that may have also impacted them personally. The focus of 
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their concerns was on communication, sharing ideas, differences in communication styles or 
personality types, and differences in approaches to work. They saw inclusion and diversity as 
someone else’s responsibility, often someone from a minority group. Their intentions in this area 
were more about doing the work they were hired to do and offering support in whatever ways 
they could within the constraints of the organization’s expectations. 
Support 
Persona 3 may need to gain awareness about why change in the areas of inclusion and 
diversity is necessary and may need to grow in readiness to accommodate for differences. They 
may need to understand the clear benefits and costs to their careers; they may also need to see 
how enacting inclusive and diversity practices supports many of the skills that strong leaders 
demonstrate, such as listening, managing difficult conversations, coaching, providing feedback, 
demonstrating empathy, giving clarity of direction, and ensuring accountability. Persona 3 may 
often be the group asking for more and more data to prove there is a problem even when experts 
in the field have already confirmed there is a problem. They often need to break the notion that 
an experience can exist even if it is not their own experience. 
Paradoxes 
Persona 3 did not tend to acknowledge that there were paradoxes for them with inclusion 
and diversity. They stated, “If I don’t do anything about it [IDE], nothing bad happens” (R17), 
and “I don’t have to do this stuff [enacting IDE practices] because the culture lets me get away 
with not doing it” (R3). With Persona 3, the leaders do not see or acknowledge the relationship 
between the elements of the paradoxes. 
1) Caring for others and revenue generation (Zhang et al., 2015, p. 538). The lack of 
regard for caring for people was seen in this leader’s story about the leadership at a company he 
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worked for when taking care of employees came up to leaders he felt “unless I can prove that 
being that way was going to improve their business, they don’t give a shit, just period” (R6). 
2) Challenging and supporting (Welp, 2016, p. 44; Hofstede et al., 2010, p. 171; Smith et 
al., 2010, p. 456). The leaders often did not see themselves as a part of the conversation at all. 
One remarked, “I don't think I have enough experience with the war stories [of leaders 
attempting IDE practices]. . . . I don't know what my voice would add to the conversation” 
(R15), while another said: 
I'm not credible to have any opinion. It's kind of none of my business. I think that feeling 
is kind of pervasive, that if you try, not only will it be unappreciated, but it could also just 
be seen as disrespectful, like, how dare you White male cis, you know, like this is none of 
your business. (R17) 
 
3) Self-centered and other-centered (Edwards, 2011, pp. 50–51; Zhang et al., 2015, p. 
538; Hofstede et al., 2010, p. 171; Bosak et al., 2018, p. 157). These leaders described ways in 
which they felt removed from any conversation or actions around IDE practices. The leaders 
focused on what they could not do or how what they felt they were fighting when they tried to 
enacted IDE practices.  
I think the biggest challenge is that you do have people who are genuinely racist or 
believe that women should stay home and work and cook . . . or that gay people shouldn’t 
be in the workplace. . . . It does force the majority of people who are not like that to prove 
you aren’t like that; at the very least, make sure you don’t give any reason to anyone to 
think like that. (R12) 
 
Underlying the study is the notion of change and how it happens or in some cases doesn’t 
happen. The study offers the following implications for how organizations might foster change in 
IDE practices.  
What My Study Says about the Nature of How Change Happens within DEI 
When thinking about how to create better organizational environment and leaders, the 
focus often is directly at large scale transformational changes at the organization level. 
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Organizational large-scale changes typically are significant and transformative; leadership 
typically focuses on big shifts. Large-scale organization change is usually part of a campaign 
with coordinated communications, town hall meetings, logos, and swag.  Changes are explained 
in glowing terms, and achieving the change is meaningful and exciting. These types of changes 
rely on heroic language. Language is focused on saving the organization, future-proofing the 
organization, being a disrupter in the marketplace, a significant shift in how the organization is 
viewed, and creating more revenue. As a leader, if you achieve the transformation in the 
organization and positively impact the stock market, you are a hero. Leaders often position 
communications around revenue charts and cost savings, focusing almost solely on business 
behaviors and not on how leaders are supporting their employees. The behaviors rewarded by the 
organization are around business success, not whether employees are negatively impacted. Often 
the most negatively impacted employees are those with less power or privilege in the 
organization and feel limited in speaking out about the impact of these changes.  
The hyper-focus on business outcomes while leaving people out of the equation presents 
a gap between intent and impact for the organization. The core assumption is if the organization 
is creating more revenue and saving money, it will be a great place to work for employees. This 
hyper-focus on only one side of the paradox of creating revenue and caring for people places 
potential limits on how leaders can be successful. The intent is to make a better organization, and 
often the impact is about setting up some leaders with more control and power with expectations 
that they can deliver what they need to at any cost. For instance, one of the participants 
commented, "There's no clear benefit for making the time and energy investment [in IDE] as 
opposed to just going, "I don't talk about it, and nothing bad happens" (R17). This comment 
highlights how little focusing on IDE matters as compared to the running of the business. The 
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continued focus on creating revenue limits the ability of leaders to have the time and space to 
develop skills around IDE. The result is organizations often suffer from not achieving the 
benefits of IDE in their organization.  
One of the key challenges I believe with IDE practices is the changes that are being asked 
of leaders are not defined as heroic. Leaders are not being asked to save anyone, instead they are 
being asked to empower others. Leaders cannot direct other to make the changes needed, leaders 
have to change themselves for IDE practices to take hold. Finally, leaders do not perceive they 
will get a large reward for making changes that support IDE, in fact the required changes seem to 
negatively impact the ability to act with speed. IDE practices do not often appear in grand 
gestures, the behaviors are simple actions that create cracks in the systems. Within organizations 
the changes are subtle, often in response to an exposed cracks in systems, not often are the 
impacts large scale and all at once. Where large scale change can happen is when the most senior 
leaders decides things will change within their organization, such as pay parity happening within 
months instead of years. Highlighting those changes in organizations around IDE topics should 
be both large scale and dramatic and small and subtle.  
In the past few years, the topics of inclusion, diversity, and equity have been part of high-
profile organizational change campaigns. Such initiatives intend to focus the organization on 
making changes to support inclusion, diversity, and equity. Contrary to other organizational 
change initiatives, the move towards inclusion, diversity, and equity needs to start with people 
and then change the business. The focus on people requires leaders to shift how they view the 
starting place of change and trust in what feels like an "unproven" way of being. It challenges the 
leader to create a balance between caring for people and creating revenue. The large-scale 
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campaigns and events to encourage excitement in the change have limited impact on making 
changes in IDE areas.  
Although IDE campaigns and events are often inspirational and evoke emotion for many 
leaders, there is confusion about how to take that energy and make changes in everyday business. 
This was demonstrated by how some of my research participants reflected that starting a 
transition with a focus on people was not aligned with making money. These fears around 
starting with people showed up with the comments around focusing on the work because that is 
what is rewarded and expected. In other cases, even if they wanted to believe it was possible to  
care for others and make money, they were hesitant to risk their career by attempting it. Other 
participants articulated a recognition that the current system is not working for groups of 
individuals and may be causing harm to them. Considering these finding one recommendation 
from my research is that all leaders need to become aware of changes relating to IDE topics, 
including ensuring their intentions around the change are clear, the leaders know the behaviors 
they need to change, and leaders can articulate to the organization expectations around how the 
changes will support individuals and also the organization. The leaders should be striving for 
positive impacts by the people enacting the changes that will lead the organization to be 
successful.  
Throughout 2020 and into 2021, the realization that intent without effort did little good 
started some leaders on the journey of discovery as (IDE?) leaders.  The journey of discovery 
requires not only the gaining of knowledge but also involves changes in their everyday 
behaviors. In my role as a coach and training I focus on supporting leaders in understanding how 
to make small day to day changes to continue their own growth journey around IDE topics and 
also help them embed new behaviors into already for habits. In some cases, leaders track their 
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own language during town hall and large-scale meetings to see if they are using language that 
could be offensive or dismissive to certain identities. The focus on the everyday moments helps 
leaders to balance the need to focus on today and tomorrow. In one case during a workshop, after 
a brainstorming session, I interjected an “ally moment” directly the leaders to language that may 
be hurtful to some identities. The goal was to make these moments quick examples real time of 
simple changes that could save other from becoming disengaged.  
The reason I start with everyday behaviors comes from my learning as a parent. I have 
listened to parents talk about intentions for their children for years. Many times, the intent of the 
parent did not align with the actions I saw every day. For example, if we want our children to be 
comfortable asking for what they need to be successful, we need to encourage them to share their 
ideas and be valued. I often experience parents talking for their children, answering questions 
directed at the child, or editing the child's statement. In one case, we were out to dinner with 
another family; I asked the teenager about what their favorite book was as a child, their mom was 
quick to respond. The mom continued answering for the teenager multiple times around simple 
questions around their favorite items, songs, etc., growing up. It was clear that the parent did not 
see a relationship between the small act of letting her child talk and that child growing up to be 
someone who feels their voice is of value. In a similar way, in my role as a coach in this arena, I 
need to help leaders recognize the link between their everyday small actions and the outcomes 
they desire for themselves and others in their organization.  
Some of the key habits that I work to create with leaders I work with, are awareness when 
the intent and impact of their actions aren’t aligned, the ability to express the world in the 
perspectives of others and being open to small changes without becoming defensive. Coaching 
leaders around IDE topics often starts by helping them understand that they "did not mean to 
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offend" means little to those impacted. The ability for leaders to promise many things and yet 
never deliver on IDE topics was captured in this comment, "[There are a lot of leaders who] will 
stand up in front of you and talk about all the things that we should be doing . . . and there is no 
substance behind it (R4). The participant saw the repeated pattern of talking about the topics 
does very little to impact the outcomes. There is very little expectation that change will happen. 
Some of the participants acknowledged that in their ignorance, they did damage to individuals, 
and during that time, they felt they were doing a great job. For me, one of the powerful 
statements made by one of the participants which reflects this was, "I went from being just a 
well-meaning dude that felt he was progressive . . . but what I did in the vastness of my 
ignorance, is really staggering, as I started to learn" (R6). The connection between what 
individuals meant and the impact they had, is the source of some of the fear around change. 
Upon reflection, leaders often attempt the first step in enacting inclusion, diversity, and equity 
practices with very positive intent; simultaneously, they fear the impact they might have if they 
have said things wrong. In enacting inclusion, diversity, and equity practices, it is almost 
guaranteed that some damage will happen. Leaders want to be rewarded for their good intentions 
and would rather not go through any uncomfortable situations. Thus, they limit their positive 
impact in the IDE space. 
 In my coaching a quick follow up to building awareness between intent and impact is 
creating awareness that there are many ways to view situations and their view isn’t always the 
“right” viewpoint, just a different one. Leaders who were able to acknowledge the different 
perspectives surrounding them all tended to identify how their views of the world differed from 
those of others. Either because of their own identities or people close to them, some of the 
participants were very clear that how they experience the world is not universal. This is reflected 
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in the leader that remarked about watching his wife and son getting hateful remarks about their 
race from strangers, the leader that could challenge without worry to his reputations because it 
was just the right thing to do because he recognized that he was the voice for others the 
organization may not be working in support of rewarded business behaviors. Again, not all 
actions have to be big and complex; in some cases, it could involve agreeing on meeting times 
that work for everyone on global teams and creating asynchronous ways of sharing decisions and 
information.  
As with all coaching, there is the question of whether the leader is coachable or ready to 
be coached. For example, those leaders that fall under Persona 1 have strong intent and impact. 
These leaders might be more open to coaching because of the journey of self-discovery they 
have already been on, their comfort with mistake-making, and their willingness not to have all 
the answers. Persona 1 leaders may also resist coaching because they are fatigued by the same 
things as listed above. The energy they have spent on self-discovery and the continuous pressure 
they feel to be an ally may create a situation where they can't change at a particular time. A 
coach can't assume that they may be more or less likely to benefit from coaching based on their 
persona. Leaders in the study that fall more into Persona 1 are not only are clear about their 
views of the world, but they can also flex and talk about the experiences of others. In addition, 
they do things like demand their teams invite more diversity into their teams, during performance 
reviews, call out when they hear biases coming through during promotion conversations, and 
make tough decisions to create space for diverse voices.  
For Persona 2 leaders, those with moderate intent and having little impact, may be more 
open because they are just starting the journey of self-discovery. Persona 2 leaders may also not 
understand why they need to change and believe their intent alone is good enough. Often a leader 
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falling in Persona 2 will be open to learning more about how to do more everyday changes, such 
as change meeting times, shift language to be more inclusive and take on learning about other 
identities if they feel safe and supported in these activities. For Persona 2 leaders, it would be 
helpful to create an accountability partnership to help reinforce changes both large and small as 
part of their daily job.  
Persona 3 leaders, those with little or no intent or impact may be spurred on to discover 
more about IDE if a coach can help them understand what is in it for them. They may not 
perceive coaching around IDE as of any value since they focus on revenue generation. For 
Personal 3 leaders, they may be experiences underlying fear around their role in the inclusion, 
diversity, and equity area. This fear could be encompassing losing something if the systems and 
people around change to the point that it becomes unclear how to be successful. The rules of 
getting ahead are less clear, and leaders must be much more intentional about their skills and 
abilities to have the rewarded impact. The fear of not understanding how male leaders fit into 
working in organizations with a strong focus on IDE.  
The third habit is to create a desire to learn and reflect to become a stronger practitioner 
of IDE practices. An example of recognizing a mistake they made, the impact of that mistake and 
then changing their future behaviors because of their mistake is shown in the following 
comment. This comment was offered when reflecting on the early part of trying to have a 
positive impact, "I thought I was coaching her and helping her, and what I was doing was I was 
diminishing her because I wanted her to be somebody else than she actually was, and yet I felt 
virtuous about doing that" (R6). This comment is an excellent example of assuming you know 
what is best for others based on your own experience and being willing to reflect on the mistakes 
that were made.  
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Within the personas, the notion of how leaders may approach change is highly embedded 
in each profile. Change needs a starting point. This spark to change could come from an intention 
to change yourself (i.e., getting in shape, education, career direction) or a desire to impact the 
lives of others. Also, a change could start from experiencing events that cause a fundamental 
difference in perspectives, values, or beliefs. Regardless of the starting point, a leader must be 
aware of what helps and hinders the change in their environment. Leaders often miss the 
systematic influences and the deep patterns of behaviors that are reinforced and discouraged.  
Inclusion, diversity, and equity coaches and trainers must understand the business goals 
and help leaders make changes every day. To make changes in organization that start to weave 
IDE into everyday behaviors and work processes, we need leaders to not focus solely on the 
significant heroic changes with language around business, and we need to add into those 
campaigns behaviors expectations of employees that support, develop and drive execution to the 
change. The paradox between caring for others and revenue needs to be an "and" and in balance. 
We can't wait till the business is done and then focus on people. We need to put people in the 
center and change the thinking through everyday behaviors that businesses who care for their 
employees, customers, sustainability can also make money.  
Change takes a journey of discovery, with attention given to both the intention to change 
and the understanding of the desired impacts. Leaders may feel like the changes that are being 
ask of them as too small to be significant and may not feel very heroic, and it is because they are 
small, they are achievable which has a long timer impact on significant changes needed.  This 
journey of discovery creates new awareness and learnings for the individual experiencing the 
change. Often a change in an individual causes a ripple effect of change in others. Regarding 
inclusion, diversity, and equity, the relationship between intent and impact stands out as a 
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cornerstone for helping leaders understand the changes they may need to make.  The lasting 
change is often embedded in changing the environment around the leader to pull them towards a 
new behavior. In big and small ways, the heroic and mundane, the exciting and everyday change 
occurs. Reinforcement is required to make change start and stick. Support must be around both 
supporting IDE practices and the organizational reward and recognition of both people and 
business behaviors. 
Implications for Practice 
This study contributes information and data to illustrate male technology leaders’ 
experiences when navigating expectations for enacting IDE practices. It provides a structure to 
engage in conversation with male technology leaders about how they see themselves. In addition, 
it helps to support those developing training for male leaders in technology by examining the 
types of support and experiences that are helpful to male leaders according to their experiences. 
Additionally, this study embeds change elements into the development of learning experiences 
that support leaders’ readiness to change. It also provides a greater understanding of what needs 
to be changed and how to help leaders acquire knowledge about various IDE topics. 
Furthermore, the findings of the study suggest new ways to support the development of skills to 
embed IDE practices into everyday work, defining and developing reinforcement measures to aid 
in the clarity needed to help leaders build small changes in language, empathy, listening, and 
recognizing the microaggressions around them. 
Limitations and Recommendations for Future Research 
The limitations in this study included demographic restrictions to male leaders in 
technology; not all identities, such as transgender individuals and people under 25, were included 
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in the sample. In addition, most of the study leaders either lived or worked for organizations 
headquarters in the US. The exact size of the sample study was also limited. 
Future studies could test the validity of the personas as valid groupings for explaining the 
experience of male leaders in technology and leaders in other industries and other identities, such 
as women. A qualitative approach to gathering more feedback on the experiences of male leaders 
in technology to generalize to a larger population could also be helpful. Furthermore, the degree 
to which leaders understanding more about their experiences would enable them to act as an ally 
or advocate could be studied further. Other areas of focus could be whether leaders use fear as a 
reason they do not act or an excuse not to act, as well as the impact of having male role models 
demonstrating everyday habits of engaging in IDE practices. In addition, providing training 
regarding the paradoxes explored in this study can help expand awareness for leaders seeking to 
enact IDE practices. In this study, there were leaders that were moved to action based on the 
significant events of 2020 and 2021, as well as leaders who demonstrated ways of working that 
incorporated actions to pursue IDE on an everyday basis; further studies on both of these types of 
journeys that led leaders to change can be conducted. 
Personal Reflection 
At the beginning of my data collection process, I reflected on how this journey might 
impact me as a person, as a researcher, and as someone who works with male technology 
leaders. I was intentional about documenting my thoughts throughout the process. My first 
journal entry reads as follows: 
One of the questions I hear in dissertation defenses is how this process has changed you. I 
am taking this moment to reflect on who I am today. As I start the interviews, I sit only with my 
knowledge, biases, and perceptions, wondering what I will learn over the next few months. I 
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reflect on the critical moments in my kids’ lives, standing in front of middle school for the first 
time, recognizing that they will never see the world the same way once they enter the door. The 
school will never look as big, scary, or intimating again. 
Once one knows something, it becomes a part of oneself and one’s story. The notion that 
the experience would forever change me was at the top of my mind during this time. Early on, I 
reflected on how the process would change me and reflect my own biases and assumptions. At 
that time, I had thoughts and feelings about the experiences of male leaders; these assumptions 
were as follows: 
men not knowing what to do [with IDE], or the willingness of men to take the first step. 
Maybe on some days, I think they don’t need to or want to take action [toward IDE]. 
Some dynamics keep them in place simultaneously; I have to step into the storm to make 
changes. So, what are these forces that keep them uniquely paralyzed while expecting 
others to create the change? 
 
I also had reflections on what I saw as the differences in male leaders' choices compared to my 
feelings of discussing IDE because of my own identities and my work in IDE. 
I expect over the next few months to experience joy, surprise, and anger at the systems 
we all play in. I will have to be aware of my story and ask questions that make me “right” 
versus staying in a curious state and digging into the why. I can honestly say I have many 
stories about individual male leaders, but I don’t indeed have a sense of the collective 
voice of male technology leaders. 
 
After about four interviews, fear started to show up in my notes, “I am getting a little nervous 
that this study isn't ‘enough’ that I won't find out anything ‘new.’” I wondered if collecting and 
sharing the experience of male leaders was “enough.” Upon reflection, I knew it was a chance to 
share and understand somewhat better a voice that is often assumed to be known. During this 
time, I focused on “managing my own bias in trying not to believe I know and yet allow the story 
to be told genuinely.” At this stage, I remember thinking that there was not much information; I 
was unsure of myself as a researcher. 
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By the time I was about halfway through the interviews, I had started reflecting on what I 
was hearing and what it could mean. 
The thoughts are mixing and merging around what this means, could mean, and I am 
resisting the impulse to come to conclusions and responses. Allow me to sit with the data 
and allow my responses, whether anger, frustration, or disbelief. 
 
The timing of this entry was the same week that the riots contesting the certification of the 2020 
election happened at the Capitol. In my view, the stark reality of privilege and entitlement 
between those protestors and the Black Lives Matter demonstrations was overwhelming. 
I wonder if the protestors are becoming aware of the paradoxes as they are being arrested 
into a system that they never expected to find themselves a part of. How safe do they 
feel? How do the politicians feel when they can often distance themselves from the 
complexity of everyday life? How are they feeling when someone is threatening their 
life? 
 
I remember feeling angry and frustrated, but I was imbued with a renewed sense of purpose in 
my research into IDE during this time. 
This week, my feelings that the excuses I make and hear from others for us who have 
privilege are no longer allowed. It isn’t enough to leave it up to others. This week has 
been challenging while listening to my chatter and finding a home for it as I enter the 
data. I am grateful that I have time between interviews to sit with listening to the 
interviews. The space between interviews gives me time with the transcripts to focus on 
the cadence of the interviews. I am reflecting on where there are pauses and reflection by 
the participants. The process is slower, and in the end, I feel like I have a sense of the data 
instead of just rushing through to the end. 
 
It was an interesting time at the beginning of January in the US. I remember being so hopeful as 
we entered a new year that the COVID-19 vaccine was the light at the end of the tunnel. In 
recognizing how exhausted everyone was at work, I started to think about what could be possible 
in 2021. In January, the riots in the US brought a sense of frustration, a stark reminder of the 
divides that exist in the US across so many different lines. Furthermore, there seemed to no 
longer be a place to hold any discussions of opposing views. In my interviews, I sensed that a 
sense of “middle ground” had disappeared. The middle ground represented a safe space to hold a 
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dialogue, a safe space no longer there. As the interviews continued, I reflected on what I was 
hearing and the impressions I had of the participants: 
The willingness to share their story, thoughts, concerns is a little surprising. One of my 
biases is that they (male technology leaders) don’t want to talk about the topic. 
When I started the interviews, it was before the riots and what that means for the US. I 
feel both a little adrift in what good will this do, as the interview yesterday was a reminder of the 
lack of gray in the US. The tiny space now to hold conversations without them being polarizing. 
The understanding of my role as a White woman in this space. 
During this time, I interviewed members of a large technology organization. During the 
interview, one of the questions was how I felt about the sentiment that I should not be in the IDE 
space as a White woman. My entry read as follows: 
I am getting messages that I shouldn’t hold roles in [inclusion and diversity], and maybe I 
shouldn’t, but then where is my voice as a woman in the conversation. Perhaps this is a 
time for me to be quiet and listen... I don’t know. It does sit in the back of my mind. . . . 
Will this work be seen of value, even as I hold that this space needs all the voices of 
doers, allies, advocates, and activists? 
 
I was confused about my role as well as the push and pull around my privilege. As the interviews 
were starting to conclude, these were some of my reflections: 
I am thinking today of operating in the gray space—the space where no one wants to be 
and everyone seems to fear. Leaders don’t want to appear in the gray space because they 
can get called out for not picking a side, when in reality, they have chosen a side. It seems 
it is more about whether they want to own they have picked a side. It is about what 
resides in that gray space, the unknown, the not knowing, the fear of being wrong. Can I 
hide in the shadows and pretend no one sees me? It is how they (male technology leaders) 
manage the fear, the lack of ownership, and the first few steps. It is the lack of 
commitment to the reinforcement, and the accountability has to come from someone else, 
not from an internal desire to do better. 
 
As I reread my ideas and thoughts, I see myself wanting to retreat into the gray space, an in-
between space, to avoid participating in the discussion. At the same time, the findings from this 
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study give me hope. People can find a way to make a difference, and the differences people 
make—whether large or small—are important to the people they impact. Often, they simply need 
a role model of how not to know all the answers that remind them that mutual collaboration 
throughout society is necessary to ultimately attain the goals of IDE. One of the participants 
described his learning journey as people showing him grace. His definition of the process was as 
follows: 
my practical definition of that [grace] is being given something you don't deserve. So, 
within that is, there's a sense of acceptance, of being accepted. I mean, there is a sense of 
patience. There is a sense of welcome. There is a sense of safety like it's safe. You can be 
honest and, you know, we're not going to drop you. But in that, too, though, it's not a 
place where, you’re saying, whatever you do, you’re still going to get called on it. . . . 
That's a part of it, that's a part of it that makes it meaningful, right? Otherwise, it's just 
another squishy thing that's not going to create change. (R8) 
 
He continued by explaining how he experienced this journey of learning: 
I think there’s a level of conviction in there, too, meaning maybe that’s why I was trying 
to get at, which is conviction helping you understand things you feel serious about, but 
also conviction that it’s going to point to things that are not good and then invite you to 
change. And that's good. So that's attractive. (R8) 
 
He talked about the sense of acceptance he felt when trying new things. He did not feel that 
people helping him were looking to get rid of him; instead, 
being invited into conversations or what have you with the pros (in IDE) is kind of cool. 
Like, why do you want to talk to me? But that was very meaningful, and that I think that 
it's built a lot of the relationship and, you know, my openness. (R8) 
 
He also shared an insight he had as he became more aware of inclusion, diversity, and equity 
topics. He remarked about his faith and the relationship with these topics. 
[Faith] is a big part of my foundation. And you know who I am. It defines who I am. And 
I got to a place with the way you and your colleagues presented inclusion and diversity 
where I realized I don’t have to compromise my faith within this model of inclusion and 
diversity. If anything, it only works hand in hand and is something I should hold onto. 
That was a huge moment because there are avenues where it hasn’t been presented that 
way. Yeah, that blew me away, and that was a big moment where I was like, OK, I'm 




This last quote was one of the pivotal moments during the research for me. It was an 
acknowledgment that there is hope a male leader can make changes that are perceived by him as 
favorable and experienced by others as supportive. As a male technology leader, the way that 
this participant mapped out a way forward in learning about IDE with such clarity gave me hope. 
He indicated that the way to accomplish this is not just awareness of what needs to be done; it is 
holding each other accountable to make everyone better. It is crucial to understand the need to be 
invited into the conversation and understand that enacting IDE practices does not take away from 
who one is but can instead add to one’s experiences. This journey has proven to me that I can 
make a difference and keep making a difference by expanding the conversation to include all 
voices. 
Conclusion 
In setting out to explore the experiences of male leaders in technology regarding enacting 
IDE practices, including (a) the expectations of their behaviors, (b) how they felt as they 
navigated what are sometimes difficult situations, (c) what they are doing to make changes, (d) 
why there has not been more progress, and (e) what they feel prevents them from acting on 
behalf of others, I learned not only about their experiences but also about my own biases, 
assumptions, and ways of approaching the training and support of leaders. 
I can bring greater clarity to expectations, creating a rhythm of reinforcement, 
mechanisms of accountability, and examples of paradoxes or polarities that may cause tension 
for male technology leaders for which I have designed training and support. There is a need for 
role models from all identities to enact IDE practices, to encourage the participation of all voices 
in the conversation, and to reduce the fears of both making a mistake and losing power and 
privilege in the process. 
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This study offered a chance to listen to an often-muted voice in the conversation around 
IDE space. Male leaders in technology, who often hold the most privilege in the room, find 
themselves restricted by the potential cost of a mistake or possible losses of power and privilege. 
The personas developed in this study have provided a way to reflect on the journey of growth 
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5. Type of organization 
6. Race/Ethnicity 
7. Other identities you feel are important to the topic of inclusion and diversity? 
(e.g., disability, sexual orientation, race, ethnicity) 
8. Languages: 1st language and how many other languages do you speak 
9. Number of countries you have lived 
 
1. Describe your role. 
2. Describe the teams you manage in terms of diversity (how many teams, are they 
global or only in the US, are they gender diverse, how many locations). 
3. When you think about your teams and what people may be going through today, 
what are your most significant concerns? 
4. What type of experiences have you had with training on inclusion and diversity? 
5. In the past year, there has been an increased focus on inclusion and diversity; how 
has this impacted the way you lead? 
6. In what ways have you shifted or changed your leadership approach to be more 
inclusive of employees from diverse backgrounds? 
7. What type of challenges do you face when trying to lead inclusively? 
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8. What type of support would be helpful to increase your confidence in leading 
inclusively? 
9. What type of support would help increase your confidence in bringing in more 
diversity to your teams? 
10. What do you believe are the top challenges to bringing greater diversity into your 
team? 
11. What do you believe are the top challenges to creating an inclusive environment 
with a global team? 
12. Can you provide a few examples of when you could advocate for individuals of 
an underrepresented identity? 
13. In what ways do you feel potentially restricted from advocating for individuals of 
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